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Welcome

to issue 182 of Linux User & Developer

This issue

» Trap all intruders, p20
» Get a triple-boot setup, p54
» GUADEC 2017 report, p62
Welcome to the UK and North America’s
favourite Linux and FOSS magazine.
In the UK, a proposed new Data Protection Bill
has caused a stir. Among many things, this bill
will make it easier to withdraw your permission
for social media to harvest your data; easier to
access what data companies hold on you; and
enable the right to be forgotten. In contrast, it will
also allow parents to give consent for their child’s
data to be used. I doubt we’ll have to wait long for
that to be abused. Roll up, roll up! Free tickets to
Legoland, if you sign little Johnny’s consent form today…
Modern life offers up many such tempting traps, but in LU&D
we’ll show you how to build your own in the form of honeypots
(p20). We also have a feature on getting a great multi-distro setup
(p54); a guide to managing VirtualBox via the command line (p32);
and a report on the GNOME conference (p62). Much cake was
eaten, apparently. Well, it was the project’s 20th birthday. Along
with a fistful of tutorials, we have a group test on advanced text
editors (p81). We’ve also revamped the back page, where Stephen
Oram, author-in-residence for Virtual Futures, “the Glastonbury
of Cyberculture”, will be presenting a series of near-future Black
Mirror-meets-real-science short stories. Enjoy!
Chris Thornett, Editor

Get in touch with the team:
linuxuser@futurenet.com
Facebook:

Twitter:

facebook.com/LinuxUserUK

@linuxusermag

filesilohelp@futurenet.com

For the best subscription deal head to:

www.myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/sublud
Save 20% on your subscription! See page 30 for details
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06 Free downloads
We’ve uploaded a host of new free and open
source software this month, including Fedora 26.
Plus grab all the tutorial project files and assets –
all hosted on our secure archive.

69 Practical Raspberry Pi
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infrared daytime photos with the Pi NoIR
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SMALL BOARD COMPUTING

Arduino settles its ownership woes
After years of wrangling, Arduino is finally in safe hands
Ownership of the firm behind the Arduino
development boards, Arduino AG, has
finally been settled. A buyout by BCMI, a
company started by four co-founders of
Arduino – Massimo Banzi, David Cuartielles,
David Mellis and Tom Igoe – means concerns
about former CEO Federico Musto can
be laid aside. Over the last two years,
Musto’s actions have raised eyebrows.
The community had become increasingly
unhappy with Arduino’s lack of openness and
reports of open source licences being pulled,
along with code and schematics. But when
Musto’s PhD from MIT was questioned, with
MIT having no record of his attendance, it
seemed as though Arduino had flipped from
’company in trouble’ to ‘laughing stock’.
Musto is no longer connected with Arduino
and is exploring “other opportunities outside
Arduino AG,” according to the statement.
But are things really about to change? After
all, the deal to reconcile the two companies
called ‘Arduino’ has taken a year to complete.
Dr Fabio Volante is the new CEO. “I’m really
excited and honoured to join Massimo, the
co-founders and the amazing Arduino team
as CEO,” he says. “In the past two years, we
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have worked very hard to get to this point.
We envision a future in which Arduino will
apply its winning recipe to democratize the
Internet of Things for individuals, educators,
professionals and businesses.”
As things stand, many online resellers
are selling third-party versions of Arduino
or their own versions of the board. This is
largely due to legal issues surrounding the
Arduino name, restrictive contracts and the
confusing rebrand of Arduino in Europe to
‘Genuino’ by the BCMI team. It also seems
that low-profit margins on official Arduinobranded boards make them less appealing
for resellers to stock than clones.
Going forward, Arduino has major
challenges to tackle if it wants to stay
competitive, and there’s also the small
matter of who should be maintaining the
code: Arduino AG or the community?
While reaction to the news remains
positive, the Arduino-focused maker
community is under no illusions as to
what this development really means.
At present, there are two websites (.cc and
.org), competing social media accounts,
multiple product lines that need merging,

Above The expectation is that BCMI’s buyout heralds
a bright new dawn for Arduino, but there is much to fix

jobs advertised with both companies and a
number of ‘out of stock’ items to be formally
discontinued and replaced.
In short, the world of Arduino is a bit of a
mess. BCMI has a massive job on its hands
to bring stability. Although the Arduino
remains popular among enthusiasts and
makers, it has lost ground to its competitors:
the Raspberry Pi is hugely popular in schools,
while the BBC micro:bit – the closest thing
to a direct competitor – has completely
overtaken Arduino in the educational field.
It may be a while before Arduino can reclaim
the confidence of the people who make
awesome things with their own product.

TOP FIVE

Linux phone projects

1 KDE Plasma
“A stable workspace that the user can trust” is
the end game for KDE Plasma, as revealed in a
statement this month. They plan to “enable actual
work to happen, across devices, across different
platforms, using any application.” This includes
the mobile space, where work continues on the
Plasma Phone platform.

DISTRO

Canonical wants you to
choose Ubuntu apps
List your favourite open source software
Back in March, Canonical asked Ubuntu
users what features they’d like to see
in future releases. Now it is giving the
community the chance to suggest apps that
could be packaged with Ubuntu in future. The
main driving force behind this is Canonical’s
Dustin Kirkland, whose blog explains how
successful the previous survey was. Already
available to test are beta versions with
improved BlueZ Bluetooth support, 4K
and multi-monitor improvements, mouse
and touchpad enhancements and better
integration with Nvidia GPUs. And several
new crowd-suggested features are set to be
introduced in Ubuntu 17.10.
For the application survey, the idea is
simple: Canonical requires from users a list
of preferred open source applications under
each category of software (e.g. web browser,
email client and so on) that might appear in
Ubuntu 18.04 LTS. The results will be used
to establish how Ubuntu users interact with
their desktops. Kirkland told us there has
been an amazing 76 per cent response rate
to the survey, and hundreds of comments
on the survey’s various mirrors across the

web (including at Reddit and Slashdot). “The
tremendous response from the community
here reminds us and reinforces how import
the Ubuntu Desktop continues to be, for
so many people around the world. It’s
sometimes easy to forget that, in light of how
diverse our desktops, laptops and tablets
are – from MacBooks to Windows to Androids
to iPads. The Ubuntu Desktop is still a deeply
personal experience and Ubuntu users are
incredibly passionate about it.”
Being able to pick up on applications
and utilities that had otherwise passed by
Canonical’s radar has proved useful, too, and
no doubt helped by the online press offering
to support the endeavour. But what does the
future hold? “Next, we’d really like to engage
with our large scale Ubuntu Server users,”
says Kirkland. “This one is a little tougher, as
server administrators are a bit quieter than
Linux desktop users.” Fortunately, Kirkland
and his team have a few tricks up their sleeve
to engage with those quieter users...
If you want to pitch in with your
suggestions, you can find the survey at
https://ubu.one/apps1804.

2 Purism
Known for trying to build a laptop with only 100 per
cent FOSS applications, a webpage that was
accidentally published on the Puri.sm website
indicates that they’re also planning an imminent
push into the mobile marketplace, following a
stated desire for a Linux phone.

3 Ubuntu Phone Lives On
Thanks to the UBports.com project, the most
successful Linux phone to date (Android
notwithstanding) has life beyond Unity. Currently, 13
devices can run Ubuntu Touch, with more planned.

4 Halium Project
Taking a slightly different approach, Halium is a
collaborative project aiming to unify the Hardware
Abstraction Layer for any future Linux OSes
developed for installation on devices with Android
pre-installed. Visit https://halium.org for details.

5 MaruOS
Converting an Android Marshmallow
smartphone into a working Debian desktop
sounds like the stuff of fantasy, but MaruOS,
like Ubuntu Phone and Plasma Phone, can be
installed today. It works on a Nexus 5 phone or
Nexus 7 (2013) tablet.

www.linuxuser.co.uk
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DISTRO

Android Desktop Remix OS discontinued
But the march towards an Android desktop continues
Remix OS, the Linux-based desktop that
did a great job of bringing the Android
experience to computers, is to be
discontinued. Compatible with Intel PCs and
Macs, and based on the Android x86 project,
the desktop nevertheless features a system
tray and taskbar. Although you’ll still be
able to use Remix OS if you have it installed,
updates have been cancelled.
Despite hopes from the community that
Remix OS would eventually progress from
beta, developer Jide has decided to shift
its focus away from the consumer market.
Previously, it enjoyed minor success with the
Remix Mini, the world’s first fully Android PC,
and was running a Kickstarter campaign to
back development of the Remix IO and IO+
set-top box, game console and PC all-inone device. Refunds for what looked to be a
promising Android device are set to be issued
to backers from 15 August.

Although you’ll still be
able to use Remix OS if you
have it installed, updates
have been cancelled

Above Android desktop Remix OS is abandoned, as developer Jide goes enterprise

But this isn’t the end of Jide. It seems that
enterprise-level organisations have been
reaching out to Jide for business solutions.
Says Team Jide: “Over the past year, we
received an increasing number of inquiries
from enterprises in various industries, and
began helping them build great tools for their
organisations by leveraging Jide software
and hardware. We see huge potential in the

role that Jide can play to revolutionise how
these businesses operate […]. We decided
to focus our company efforts solely on the
enterprise space […].”
Happily, however, the Android x86 project
is still alive [Reviewed, p88, LU&D180], and
in June released its first Android 7.0 Nougat
release candidate. In addition, Phoenix OS
(www.phoenixos.com) remains an option.

WEB

Adobe finally retires Flash
Does a future of open web standards beckon?
When did you last use Adobe Flash? Don’t
worry, we wouldn’t expect you to know. The
perennially vulnerable browser plug-in has
been on borrowed time ever since Steve
Jobs decided to abandon it on the iPhone,
but even with HTML5, WebGL and Web
Assembly, it’s surprising to find that Flash
is still in use.
While many thought that Adobe would
simply let Flash run and run until usage
stopped completely, the tech giant has taken
the surprising step of fixing a date for Flash
to be retired. In short, development and
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distribution of the once-desirable media
plug-in will stop by the end of 2020.
We shouldn’t be too sniffy, though. After all,
Flash has its place in the story of computing.
As Adobe’s own blog announcement outlined:
“Several industries and businesses have been
built around Flash technology – including
gaming, education and video – and we remain
committed to supporting Flash through
2020, as customers and partners put their
migration plans into place.”
Largely due to its near-monopoly in
the closed source market for creative

apps, Adobe is disliked by many people,
particularly those in the open source world.
However, the firm should be given credit
for providing developers and users the
opportunity for a long migration plan. It’s
all to easy to opine “next week would be
sooner!” but Flash continues to be used, not
just by Apple, Google and Microsoft, but by a
number of still-popular Facebook games.
With one of the most ubiquitous pieces
of proprietary software set to end, we can
happily look forward to open web standards
with open plug-ins.

DISTRO FEED

WEB

Firefox flounders as
market share drops
Is Firefox about to go the same way
as Netscape?

Top 10

(Average hits per day, 30 June–31 July 2017)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

It’s one of the oldest browsers still out
there, but things aren’t looking great for the
desktop version of Mozilla Firefox. Recent
figures from StatCounter (verified by former
Mozilla CTO Andreas Gal’s research) show
that the number of Active Daily Installs of
Firefox has fallen heavily since 2016 (with a
small recovery later that year).
Gal’s research shows that the desktop
browser – at one time a very popular
alternative to Microsoft’s dominant Internet
Explorer, and a regularly installed piece
of software in the Linux space – is “falling
off a cliff”. The reason, says Gal, is simple:
Google Chrome.
Google’s aggressive marketing of its
Chromium-based browser via every Google
service you can think of (YouTube, Gmail,
Google Drive and so on) is pulling users
with the implied promise of improved
performance and functionality. For a highprofile open source project such as Mozilla
Firefox, this is bad news.

7.
8.
9.
10.

2513
1885
1662
1502
1177
1075
914
839
807
677

This month
■ Stable releases (19)
■ In development (6)

“While Firefox Desktop is probably headed
for extinction over the next couple [of] years,”
says Gal. “Today it’s still a product used by
some 90 million people.”
Fortunately, it isn’t all bad news. 90 million
is more than Opera, and Mozilla Firefox is
expanding on mobile. While there are no
figures for iOS, Firefox installs on Android are
increasing, gaining 4 million users since 2014.
For now, though, we can keep faith in
Firefox rising again. After all, open source
never really dies, does it?

DEVELOPMENT

Linux ‘apps’ in Windows 10 Store
Pseudo-surrealism continues
Microsoft has announced that Windows 10
Pro users who are part of the Windows 10
Insider Preview build can install Ubuntu
(along with openSUSE and Fedora) as a
developmental environment app, in an
extension of the previous Linux subsystem
for Windows release of late 2016. The
apps are in the Windows Store, but if you’re
running Windows 10 Home, your PC will need
to be upgraded to Windows 10 Pro. Pro users
who aren’t Insider Preview members will be
pleased to know that Ubuntu will be available
to them from September 2017.

Mint
Debian
Antergos
Manjaro
Ubuntu
Fedora
openSUSE
Zorin
elementary
TrueOS

Rather than provide a full desktop
experience, the apps offer a command-line
environment, with an authentic feel and
various terminal commands. For instance,
the Windows Store description for Ubuntu
reads: “Ubuntu on Windows allows one to use
Ubuntu Terminal and run Ubuntu commandline utilities including Bash, SSH, Git, APT
and many more.”
Bash scripts are also supported, aiming to
provide an easy environment that developers
can use without the overhead of running a
virtual machine or a dual-boot system.

An initial glance shows
a resurgence of some
classic distros, while wellknown spins or flavours
– Peppermint, Kubuntu,
Lubuntu – gain interest.
Will GNOME Ubuntu
weather the storm?

Highlights
Debian

Linux users owe ‘The Universal Operating
System’ a lot, from Ubuntu and Mint and
their spins, to the Raspberry Pi’s Raspbian. Its recent
revival is testament to this, with recent updates to both
Debian 9 “Stretch” and its precursor, Jessie”.

Fedora
Another distro with a long reputation, the
recent release of Fedora 26 has no doubt
strengthened the 13-year-old project’s support. If
Linus Torvalds uses it, it must be good…

openSUSE
Despite no new release in 2017, openSUSE
continues to occupy a strong mid-table
position, with an update in July 2017. Is openSUSE the
quiet success story of the Linux world?

Latest distros
available:
filesilo.co.uk
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INTERVIEW SYSTEM76

The rebel-rousers of open source
System76, a company known for its quality Ubuntu laptops and desktops, is on
the cusp of significant growth as it takes manufacturing in-house and pursues its
long-term holistic vision of open source software running on open hardware

Carl Richell
is the CEO and co-founder
of System76, a value-added
computer reseller that only
supplies desktops, laptops
and servers preloaded
with Ubuntu.

System76 has spent over a decade
designing high-quality Linux computers
that are consistent, user-friendly and a
joy to use. When we asked Carl Richell, CEO of
System76, how the company achieves such
effortless consistency, he rather coyly replied “tons
of automated and human testing”. Anyone who
spends time testing Linux distros on different
hardware knows that’s quite an understatement, but
System76 is on a mission: it believes in what it’s
doing, believes details matter and that Linux
hardware, as well as software, should be for humans.
It’s 2005 and you’ve just formed System76. The
reseller market isn’t for the faint of heart, so what
made you decide to focus on Linux and open source?
I had a great appreciation for Linux and open
source. I believed then, as I do now, that’s it’s a
great socio-economic equaliser. Years earlier I was
taking C classes. GNU was around but certainly not
discussed in classrooms. I didn’t have a C compiler
at home so I stayed late at school working on my
blackjack assignment. I was proud of the outcome,
but it could have been better if I had more access to
the tools. Thanks to open source, that’s a completely
foreign limitation today.
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I also thought the Linux desktop had surpassed
Windows in most ways and deserved a dedicated
PC manufacturer. We wanted to be the best
representatives of open source. We wanted to
show people, through the product, how incredible
Linux was. We didn’t choose Linux because it was
different. We chose it because it was better.
What was your vision back then and how has
that changed?
I viewed our work as twofold. First was making
computers for those that use Linux. For them, this
was about removing any concern about hardware
compatibility and having the right component
choices available for their computing needs. Second,
was making Linux easy to consume and understand.
That meant clear messaging around not only what
Linux was but why it was a better choice. Ubuntu’s
timing couldn’t have been better for us. Linux for
human-beings was exactly what we were going for.
We’re nearly 12 now, and I have no interest in
convincing everyone and their mom to use Linux.
The iPhone arrived in 2007 and tech changed. My
wife doesn’t need a computer and that’s cool. Today,
the mainstream market actually seems boring. We
like making a specialist’s tool. Our customers are

Why Pop!_OS?
System76 released an alpha build of its Ubuntubased distro called Pop!_OS at the end of June.
The firm plans to release its first stable build on
19 October (17.10) and offer the distro as a preload
option alongside Ubuntu 16.04 LTS. However,
Pop!_OS isn’t just another flavour of Ubuntu, but
will instead focus on being the OS for creatives.
Carl Richel describes the project’s overarching
purpose as “making the Linux desktop as
productive as possible for the engineering, DevOps
and computer science fields where Linux excels.”
Ryan Sipes, System76’s community manager,
has also recently elaborated on other reasons for
Pop!_OS’s existence, centred on control over the
product the company produces: “We waited three
years on Unity 8, and we no longer want to wait on
another company to implement the features our
customers and community are asking for.”
The desktop’s interface is designed to offer
both extensive customisation while being
unobtrusive and the goals for the initial release
are appearance, stability and overall tightness of
that user experience with new features coming
on board later. The distro is in its early stages and
because Pop!_OS is based on Ubuntu, it already
benefits from the huge software repositories and
users are encouraged to offer feedback on the

creating incredible things and we focus our effort on
making products that enable them to do more and
go further.
You had the idea for the company back in 2003,
but you appear to have waited two years – was
the release of Ubuntu 14.10 ‘Warty Warthog’ in
October 2004 the catalyst?
We had an idea. We had no time or money. In 2005,
Erik [Fetzer] and I finished projects we were working
on. It gave us a little bit of cash and time to start this
venture. Ubuntu’s timing was fortuitous. I think 15.04
was my first release. I loaded it, tried to compile
software, found no root and tossed it. A couple
months later I came back and, along with the Ubuntu
Starter Guide, came to understand what they were
doing. It didn’t take long to fall for Ubuntu.
You’ve previously described the founding of the
company as the “struggle, struggle, struggle”
years – are they over now?
Thankfully, we’re past the struggle. System76 has
never taken VC [Venture Capital]… because they
wouldn’t give it to us. I’m thankful for that now.
It’s good to have gone through the fire. We never

Left All System76 machines
will have the option of being
preloaded with Pop!_OS 17.10
or Ubuntu 16.04 LTS

subreddit www.reddit.com/r/pop_os. (Note: By the
time you read this, Sipes will have left the company
to pursue a startup dream, which he describes as
“something open source, that improves the lives of
individuals and businesses trying to do big things.”
Before joining System76, Sipes was the CTO on the
Mycroft AI project, the open source voice assistant.)
You can download the Pop!_OS alpha from
https://system76.com/pop.

Above Pop!_OS is in alpha but
slated for release in October

had the luxury of throwing people at problems (as
much as I would have loved to). We had to scrap and
engineer our way through. That culture persists even
though we’re now on to challenges of growth rather
than survival.
You have a culture at the company that encourages
staff to get involved in open source projects.
What’s everyone working on currently?
Cassidy is deeply involved in the elementary OS
project, a fast and open replacement for Windows
and macOS. Jeremy founded Redox OS, which brings
the innovations of Rust to a modern microkernel
and a full set of applications. Ian is developing
Kernelstub, a UEFI bootloader. Jason created Degu,
an embedded HTML server and client written in
Python. Jason and David also work on Novacut and
Dmedia, a video cutting tool and a distributed object
store respectively. David is also writing an open
source book!

We didn’t
choose Linux
because it
was different.
We chose it
because it
was better

How do System76 laptops differ from companies
that use off-the-shelf Clevo shells?
Clevo is a partner of ours. While the Clevo assembly
line and models are shared, many of the component
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choices come from System76. The Galago Pro is
a good example. Originally, Clevo was going with
a 4K display which is a poor experience on 13.3
inches. You’d have to use fractional scaling instead
of proper pixel doubling. We moved to a 3K display
which is the perfect resolution for this size. We also
wanted Thunderbolt on the Galago for external
GPUs. Finally, I wanted a bigger battery. That one I
didn’t get. But we’re constantly lobbying for what we
believe will make the best product.
System76 laptops also come with custom
firmware. Clevo models require firmware changes
for every feature to work in Linux. Unfortunately, this
code isn’t open yet.
You’ve recently announced that you intend to
take manufacturing in-house. It’s an exciting
development, but what are the challenges involved
in such a massive undertaking?
Taking on a large project like this is incredibly fun
and satisfying. Just the sheer amount that we get
to play with and learn is thrilling. What is the best
aluminium alloy for a desktop chassis? Will we use
a water jet or a laser for cutting? Powder coat or
anodising? What do we need to build to create a
software-driven manufacturing plant?
The project might be massive, and the answers
challenging to get right, but we break it down into
manageable pieces and attack each one with
intense scrutiny.
You’ve described taking hardware in-house as
your ‘phase three’ of your development cycle. How
many phases are there and what’s the next step
after manufacturing?
Phase three is learning how to manufacture with
the desktop being our vehicle to do so. There’s a big
leap from there to manufacturing our own laptops
in phase four. The end goal is achieving the open

Mask of penguin
To celebrate the 4th of July, System76 designed
and 3D-printed a special mask. Dubbed the ‘Tux
Guy’ mask, the design is a mashup of the Tux
penguin and V’s Guy Fawkes mask from V for
Vendetta. It went down a storm with fans of both
System76 and Linux. As well as being powered by
System76 hardware, all software used to make
the mask was open source. They used Blender for
the 3D mesh work and it was finalised with Cura.
The company shipped masks around the world to
numerous System76 superfans, but if you want
to print your own, you can download the STL files
from the official blog (http://bit.ly/GuyTux). The
mask is licensed under Creative Commons.
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computer. This is the realisation of the dream. With
manufacturing under our belt, we’ll gain the ability
to open-source more parts of our laptops and
desktops. Think open source embedded controllers,
firmware and libre keyboard designs and software.
We will make the open computer happen by
designing and manufacturing more components.
Eventually, we’ll be left with the incredibly
challenging task of convincing Intel to open-source
their bits. There is reason for optimism. The industry
is moving our way.
When discussing manufacturing your own
systems, you’ve used a Tesla analogy, so how is
the ‘Model S’ coming along? How’s work on the
first desktop model going?
We’re starting with a desktop as that’s a simpler
form with fewer components. Our process began
with two simultaneous tracks: aesthetic design and
mechanical engineering. We wanted each to have
the freedom to think independently about how a
System76 computer should look as a brand and how
it should work as a product. We’re now combining
the two and the results are exciting.
Functionally, prototype production with acrylic is
coming to a close and we’re moving on to metal and
other true production materials and processes.
Do you see the AMD Ryzen making a splash on
Linux computers?
I can’t say yet but I hope so. I’m excited about AMD
again. Threadripper is particularly interesting. AMD
doesn’t restrict PCI lanes as Intel does on lowerprice SKUs and that could be cost-effective for
customers with GPU-intensive workloads.
What’s your view of open hardware?
Open is a philosophy that’s independent of form.
One can’t be for open source software and closed

hardware. Chips, specs, firmware, hardware designs
and drivers on up should be open. Our in-house
designed and engineered desktop will be open with
free CAD files and specifications. There will likely
be custom, open source boards running with free
software in the desktop (not the main board but
additional I/O boards).
What have your engineers been working on? We
hear you’ve been improving firmware flashing,
working on some notification magic and targeting
mobile integration.
There’s a decently long list. [There is] automated
firmware updates and installation; CNC software for
cutting metal with a laser; a prototype board design
for interfacing with keyboards, batteries, displays,
fans and other devices; CalDav and CardDav support
in GNOME Online Accounts; the Pop!_OS theme; a
Plymouth plug-in for smooth transitions from boot
to the desktop; a new Linux installer (leveraging lots
of existing work) with the team from elementary
OS; perfecting 3D printing extrusion techniques
for prototyping [and] a new CRM and technical
support system.
In June, you announced that you were going
to release your own Ubuntu-based distro for
creatives called Pop!_OS. How much of that
decision was due to the changes at Canonical and
the return to GNOME as the default desktop?
No single event drove our decision. While Ubuntu’s
move to GNOME was the proverbial apple hitting
our head, the last few years of experience is what
really shaped our view of how we want to evolve our
products and company.
Each day we’re working to delight our customers.
With Pop!_OS we can go further by marrying
hardware and the operating system in a holistic
experience that’s developed with a focus on the
needs of the engineers, makers, scientists and
creatives that use our products.
We’re working to demonstrate our development
approach and encourage like-minded distributions
and community members to reach out to us. There
will be lots of opportunities to collaborate.
How has the Pop!_OS alpha gone so far?
I’m encouraged by the reception of our alpha release.
There are great conversations going on in the Pop!
subreddit and chat. Bug reports are helping us
identify pain points and get them resolved. For
an extremely early alpha, we’re in a good place to
deliver a quality release come October.
Is Pop!_OS a theme or a full-on Linux distribution?
There seems to be some confusion about that
among some of the Ubuntu community.
The confusion is understandable early on. At this

point we’re establishing the look of the OS, the
infrastructure to reliably deliver it and the processes
that decide what features to develop. The full-on,
unique Linux distro feel will arrive once the features
start shipping.
What’s been your approach to bug reporting?
We love bug reports! Let us know any strange
behaviour you’re experiencing and if unsure,
reach out on Pop!_Chat for guidance on reporting
[see https://chat.pop-os.org].
We’re identifying bugs that are relatively small and
can be resolved in an evening as bite-sized bugs.
The idea borrows from Ubuntu’s 100 papercuts
program. By themselves, these small bugs may
only be an annoyance, but combined they lower the
overall quality of the operating system. Reporting
and fixing bite-sized bugs is also a great way to get
involved in the project [see https://github.com/
system76/pop-distro/issues.]

Above System76: “where smart
people are free to create”

How have you been going about achieving a
fast and streamlined install and user setup
for Pop!_OS?
The end goal is to drop a user into their desktop
with their email, calendar and contacts ready to go
from the start, removing the tedious parts of setting
up a new computer. GNOME initial setup goes a long
way toward this end. We’re adding features to tie
the plumbing together and working to blend the OS
installation portion provided by Ubiquity with user
setup from GNOME Initial Setup without duplication.
System76 has confirmed that the first desktops to be
manufactured in-house will arrive in 2018 and its first
chassis is “very likely” to incorporate Padauk wood
into its design. This combination of aluminium and
wood is less surprising when you know that Richell’s
home office has an impressive giant door made of
wood and steel; It has exposed gears on the top that
roll into action when the door is sealed.
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OPINION

The kernel column
Jon Masters summarises the latest happenings in the kernel community
as Linus Torvalds closes the feature merge window for Linux 4.13
inus Torvalds announced Linux kernel
release candidate 4.13-rc3, following
his regular weekly development
cadence. The 4.13 kernel will, as usual,
combine many new features and drivers. Among
these are a couple of updates of note to two
different user groups: next interrupt prediction
(laptop users), and large directory support on ext4
(for servers mainly). Other changes include ‘domain
labelling’ in AppArmor, part of a general push to get
Ubuntu’s AppArmor patches ‘upstreamed’ into
mainline Linux. A heavy focus continues on
optimisation, and 4.13 will also include the first of a
number of planned reworks to THP (Transparent
Huge Page) support, delaying splitting of huge pages
(2M and higher) back to the fundamental page size
(4K or 64K) during swap-out.
Finally, the kernel also gains a built-in TLS
implementation allowing it to natively understand
encrypted HTTPS connections. Reasons for this
include hardware offload, network packet filtering
and so on. But every time the kernel gains support
for such higher level functions, there are inevitably
jokes asking whether the kernel has a built-in editor,
email client or XML parser yet. This author is happy
to report that (other than in a previous April Fool) the
Linux kernel doesn’t have Emacs, Vim, Sublime, or
even VS Code built into it… yet. But there’s always
next cycle.
One thing 4.13 won’t include is much in the way
of RDMA updates. The kernel RDMA (remote direct
memory access) stack provides the infrastructure
support required to leverage contemporary highperformance networking interconnects, such as
InfiniBand (IB) and Intel’s OmniPath. RDMA allows
user-space performance code libraries to directly
copy data from an application running on one
system to that running on a remote system, without
going through multiple layers of copying data
through the kernel on both ends. Unfortunately, the
RDMA maintainer was caught off guard by Linus
reverting to his (more typical) seven weeks of RC
kernels during 4.12 rather than reaching an RC8. This
meant that many people were scrambling around
holidays and vacations this time.
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It’s hardly the first time a maintainer has been
caught out in this way.

Predicting the wakey wakeys
Daniel Lezcano (of Linaro) has been working on
‘IRQ-based next prediction’ for a number of years,
evolving what (at first pass) seems like a fairly simple
idea to handle many of the complex nuances of
its implementation. At its core, the idea of Lezcano’s
work is to refactor how the kernel plans ahead for
future wake-ups caused by external interrupts.
On mobile platforms, laptops or anything else with
a battery power source, a great amount of effort is
vested in ensuring system components are in the
lowest power state at any given moment. This is true
of external devices (such as Wi-Fi chipsets) every
bit as much as it is true of the application processor
cores doing the compute. The latter will typically
have many (even hundreds) of internal power states
leveraging features such as dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS) to consume the lowest
amount of power required for the current workload.
Some of this is automatic, some kernel controlled.
On the kernel-controlled side, Linux uses the
‘cpuidle’ framework and its ‘governors’ to inform
hardware when it should enter a more aggressive
low-power state. Recently, the scheduler (core
kernel code which handles the running of ‘tasks’ –
the kernel name for running application processes)
has been reworked to take a more proactive role
in saving energy. The trend is toward integrating
cpuidle tightly with the scheduler, providing
hints to both hardware and software as to the
current workload and the likely sources of future
asynchronous work caused by external devices
interrupting application processors and possibly
waking them from lower power states. All of this
can be more carefully orchestrated to save energy
with some awareness of a system’s ongoing
operating constraints.
Typically, application processor cores are woken
up from lower power states by one of two things:
the periodic timer ‘tick’ interrupt source (used
to schedule kernel background housekeeping
activities), and interrupts from hardware devices

(e.g. a laptop’s NVMe disk, its Wi-Fi chipset,
headphone jack detecting the insertion of
headphones and so on). Traditionally, the kernel
would manage low power state transitions
based solely upon the predicted next timer tick.
Contemporary ‘tickless’ (‘NOHZ’) kernels remove
the traditional 1,000 times per second (on most
architectures) timer ‘tick’ and instead will cause
one to occur when the kernel actually needs to
plan ahead for some housekeeping. Therefore,
removing an interrupt that fires regularly can avoid
many unwanted wake-ups. Going one stage further,
Daniel’s work now incorporates information about
individual peripheral hardware devices, predicting
when they will cause a wake-up or need attention.
[As a side note, Intel’s team have been working on
optimisations for the Linux idle loop, making it faster
to handle many wake-ups. This has led to lengthy
and heated debates as to the best path forward –
we will have more on this in a future edition, once
the dust settles on the discussion.]

The ability to have
up to 2 billion directory
entries within any given
directory is apparently
now a thing
Ted (Theodore) Ts’o posted patches for 4.13 that
include support for the ‘largedir’ feature on ext4
filesystems, and larger extended attributes. The
ext4 filesystem is (still) the default used in many
Linux distributions, including (pseudo-distro)
Android, and so it is commonplace on today’s Linux
servers. Those servers are increasingly containing
even more files than ever before, so the ability to
have up to 2 billion directory entries within any
given directory is apparently now a thing that some
people require. Originally, this feature came from the
Lustre filesystem, which is popular in HPC (highperformance computing) cluster environments.
A second ext4 feature of note in 4.13 is the
extension of extended attributes (metadata
associated with files describing additional
limitations on their use, ownership access control
capabilities, and so forth) to allow values up to 64K.
The Google team added a de-duplication feature
so that multiple files containing the same extended
attribute values won’t cause wasted storage (the
value is stored once and referenced). This will
benefit those running mixed environments with

Samba exporting file systems used by Windows
clients. Windows uses complex filesystem ACLs
(access control lists) which are stored as EAs
(extended attributes) by Linux. As a side note,
patches were just posted to up the minimum
CIFS (SMB) file system expected of the Linux SMB
file system client, to (the more secure) SMB3.

Document love
The kernel’s documentation is getting a lot more
love lately. This may be for a number of reasons
– from the shift to the newer ‘Sphinx’ tooling that
consumes RST (ReStructured Text) files (to which
all the existing documentation has been recently
converted), to the enthusiasm and energy of kernel
doc maintainer Jon Corbet, but whatever the reason,
it’s a welcome development for a community that
hasn’t always (or ever) prioritised making the kernel
approachable for newcomers.
Among many ongoing changes is an update to the
debugging guide to note that KASLR (kernel address
space layout randomisation) should be disabled
when running gdb against a kernel in order to avoid
the addresses of kernel structures and symbols
randomly changing from those expected by the tools.
Arnd Bergmann posted ‘gcc-7 warnings’, a 14-part
patch series which aims to clean up all of the (many)
warnings introduced to the kernel build process when
compiling with the GCC7 toolchain. GCC7 introduced
a raft of aggressive new defaults in terms of language
compliance warnings and it can be very noisy, but it
stands to improve the quality of the code base.
Arnd discovered the set of problems to correct
by performing an ‘allmodconfig’, a special kernel
compilation option which builds every kernel module
whether it makes sense for a given target system
or not. This is frequently used, in combination
with other options, such as ‘allyesconfig’, to run
such tests.
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Linux in the line of fire
This year has seen a marked growth in cybercriminals targeting
Linux as the Internet of Things becomes the focus of attacks
he latest WatchGuard
Internet Security Report
reveals that despite an
overall drop in malware
detection, Linux malware made up
more than 36 per cent of the top
threats identified in Q1 2017. The
increased presence of Linux malware
shows that cybercriminals are
increasingly focusing their attention
on the Linux platform, likely boosted
by the growing number of IoT devices
running embedded Linux. The report
found three Linux specific threats
among the top ten malware variants
blocked by WatchGuard devices in
Q1. Linux/Exploit was the number
one malware sample and was joined
by two others: Linux Downloader and
Linux Flooder. So, what are these
threats? Let’s take a look…
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Linux/Exploit This is a generic
detection rule that catches several
different executable Linux (ELF)
Trojans. Many of these connect
to a command-and-control (C2)
server and establish a backdoor for
the attacker. Some will download
other tools on the victim machine
and sometimes force it to scan

Linux leak

Count

Threat name

Category

670,261

FakeAlert

Generic Dropper

356,809

Perl/Shellbot

Perl IRC Bot

256,390

JS/Downloader.Agent

Malicious JavaScript

178,551

Linux/Exploit

Generic Linux Trojan

165,996

Win32/Heur

Generic Trojan

158,689

Linux/Downloader

Generic Linux Downloader

156,645

JS/Heur

Malicious JavaScript

83,123

Java/Downloader

Generic Java Downloader

82,127

Linux/Flooder

Generic Linux DDoS Tool

77,704

Generic36.AAVT

Generic Bitcoin Miner

Above The information for Q1 2017 threats is taken from over 26,000 WatchGuard
Fireboxes and recorded by its Gateway AntiVirus

networks looking for SSH or Telnet
services, in order to find other
victims to infect. When new Telnet
or SSH devices are identified, these
hijacked machines attempt to log
in to the new victim using default
credentials or by brute-forcing login
credentials. If the infected machine
can gain CLI access to the new
victim, it hijacks the device by either
downloading a copy of its malicious
Linux executable, which could
be Linux/Exploit, or by running a

Recently, WikiLeaks dropped yet another CIA tool leak codenamed
Imperial, which includes some POSIX (Linux/UNIX compatible) tools that
can be used to implant Linux computers with a Trojan. The tools are a
combination of Python scripts and binaries that essentially provide an
encrypted command-and-control channel back to the attacker, over
which the attacker can control the victim and exfiltrate data. However,
this leak doesn’t contain any exploits to allow the attacker to hijack
computers, so they would have to do this first before being able to
install the toolset. But it’s another example of nation state hackers
targeting Linux systems.
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script to add the host to a growing
botnet. Many of these Linux Trojans
are also associated with DDoS tools.
Linux/Downloader A signature that
generically catches common Linux
dropper or downloader shell scripts.
Rather than catching malicious Linux
executables (ELF files) like Linux/
Exploit, it catches the malicious
shell scripts that some attackers or
Trojans run to download and install
additional malware onto a hijacked
Linux device. While Linux runs on
many different architectures, such
as ARM, MIPS and traditional x86
chipsets, an executable compiled
for one architecture will not run on
a device using a different one. So,
some Linux attacks exploit dropper
shell scripts to download and install
the proper malicious components
for the architecture they are
infecting. Other vendors may also
recognise Linux/Downloader as
Linux/TrojanDownloader, Linux/
ShellDLoader, Trojan-Downloader.
Shell.Agent and Script.Trojan.Agent.
Linux/Flooder Our last category
is another generic signature that
catches Linux-based distributed
denial of service (DDoS) tools.

For instance, it catches threats
like the publicly released Tsunami
tool, which is a command-line Linux
program, based on an open source
DNS relay scanner called namescan,
and designed to carry out DNS
amplification attacks. The Linux/
Flooder rule can also catch many
other Linux DDoS tools, including ones
used by Linux-based botnets like
Mirai. As the Mirai botnet showed us,
Linux-based IoT devices are a prime
target for botnet armies.
Other common names for these
threats are Dos.Linux.Agent, Linux.
Flood, Trojan.Linux.Flooder, Linux/
Dnsamp and Linux.BackDoor.Tsunami.

Old Shellbot’s back in town
Beside the three Linux specific
threats described above, the study
also found a rather old type of threat
that primarily targets Linux/UNIX
machines called PERL/Shellbot. At
a high level, a shellbot is a malicious

Old Linuxbased threats
have become
relevant again
script designed to create a backdoor
and remote control channel to a
victim’s computer. These malicious
scripts come in many forms, but
historically Perl has been a popular
language for IRC shellbots. We found
PERL/Shellbot among our top ten
threats in Q1. This broad rule detects
many different types of malicious
Perl bots. Though Perl technically
runs on many OSes, Windows doesn’t
ship with it by default, whereas Linux
usually does. That’s why we consider
PERL/Shellbot primarily a Linux and
UNIX targeted threat.
In general, these malicious bots use
the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) service
as a C2 channel for the attacker. Some
of these malicious Perl Shellbots
connect to the IRC using the default
port, 6667. However, others use nonstandard IRC ports like 23, or 3333,
presumably to help avoid detection.
Like a normal botnet, attackers can
leverage Perl bots for just about any

nefarious purpose, including but not
limited to DDoS attacks. Source code
for many Perl Shellbots has leaked
publicly, resulting in many variants
based on the originals.
In late 2014, the critical Linux Bash
vulnerability Shellshock surfaced.
This flaw made it trivial for attackers
to gain full root privileges on any Linux
server that exposed Bash. At the time,
attackers updated their malicious
Perl bots to target this Shellshock
vulnerability. Some of the samples
we see associated with recent PERL/
Shellbot detections are targeting this
Shellshock vulnerability. Clearly, if you
haven’t already patched your Linux
systems for Shellshock, you should do
so immediately.
Malware affects all countries to
some extent, but it is interesting
to see certain threats only affect
specific nations or regions. The
Linux threats display a wide range
of geographic curiosities. For
example, Linux/Exploit affected many
European and American countries,
but had the highest numbers in the
US and United Emirates, while Linux/
Downloader mostly affected Germany,
the UK and Malaysia. Finally, Linux/
Flooder primarily affected Germany
and France. But wherever you are,
the message is clear: malware is on
the rise and is increasingly setting its
sights on Linux systems.
We believe the increase in Linuxbased threats during Q1 has to do
with criminals targeting IoT devices,
many of which use embedded Linux.
Attackers and cybercriminals already
understand how to attack Linux
systems quite well. Old Linux-based
threats, like the ones described
above, have become relevant again
since they work equally well against
unprotected IoT devices as they did
against unhardened Linux servers.
Furthermore, the economics of
cheap consumer IoT devices has
resulted in vendors often releasing
badly secured products. To keep costs
down, they seem to slap default Linux
distros on their devices, with little
time or effort spent trying to harden
or secure these Linux installs. The
result is devices that expose circa
2000s vulnerabilities that are simple
for even basic cybercriminals to find
and exploit.

What’s behind
the new threats?

Above The DDoS functionality in Mirai’s C2 in action

Threats like the Mirai botnet – a malware variant
that targeted IoT devices running Linux – have
shown criminals how they might weaponise IoT
devices for botnets. After the Mirai botnet source
code leaked, many other attackers copied its
basic techniques and created new IoT threats.
This leads us to believe that the renewed focus on
Linux malwares comes from criminals targeting
IoT devices like Mirai did.

Old threats are easy to prevent
The good news is these old Linux threats often
leverage very basic attack techniques that are
easy to protect against. For instance, many of
them infect systems through open commandline interfaces (CLI) like Telnet or SSH services.
There is no reason for most organisations to
expose these CLI services to the internet. Simply
firewalling your IoT devices properly can help
protect against a vast majority of threats.
As the Linux threats detected in Q1 prove,
many of these attacks use the same old code and
scripts that security products have been able to
detect and prevent for a long time, using basic
anti-malware services. If you implement antivirus
or malware protection solutions, you will block
many of these malicious Linux scripts and tools.
Finally, when these Linux threats do exploit
vulnerabilities, they are often old ones. For
instance, Shellshock was patched long ago.
While not all IoT vendors keep up with the latest
patches, many do offer regular firmware updates,
which may plug some of these security holes. Be
sure to update your IoT device’s firmware as often
as possible. Intrusion Protection Systems (IPS)
can help protect other, unpatched IoT devices by
blocking the most well-known Linux exploits.
In summary, if you firewall and patch your IoT
devices, you’ll largely avoid this increase in Linuxbased attacks and malware.
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Ethical hacking
This guide must be deployed for
investigation or to protect
an organisation only

AT A GLANCE

• Set up a honeypot, p22
Learn how to set up a medium-interaction
SSH honeypot, which logs the entire shell
interaction and brute-force attacks.
What we used: Kippo (https://github.com/
desaster/kippo) and its fork called Cowrie.
Kippo and Cowrie (www.micheloosterhof.
com/cowrie) are easy to install and they
are the most popular over the internet
honeypots.

• Processing the data, p24
Discover how to shape the attack and
attacker proile by analysing the data

rganisations are always innovating
to maintain a proactive defence
against internet threats. To
achieve this they create real structures for
potential attackers in the hope of fooling
them into thinking that their attack is being
carried out against a real infrastructure. In
this feature we look at honeypots, which are
either software or a set of assets that tries
to ‘seduce’ attackers by pretending to be a
vulnerable system and once attackers are
lured in, the honeypot studies the attack
behaviour to learn the latest techniques
that need to be countered.
Honeypots date back to the 1960s but
gained prominence when Clifford Stoll,
who managed computers at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory in California
in the mid-1980s, published his account
of tracking down a West German hacker in
the book, The Cuckoo’s Egg: Tracking a Spy
Through the Maze of Computer Espionage.
Stoll’s honeypot was a fake university
department that he knew would tempt in an
intruder who was looking for iles to sell to
the KGB, but the principle is the same for
contemporary honeypots.
The scope of a honeypot varies depending
on the number of computers taking part in
the infrastructure. When several computers
are grouped together for this purpose, they
create a honeynet. To learn more about
honeynets, head to the Honeynet Project
(www.honeynet.org), a non-profit security
research organisation that contributes tools
and papers explaining how to develop your
own network of honeypots.

O

within the kippo.log ile and folders such
as log and tty.
What we used: Python script playlog.py
to display a real-time recorded attacker
shell interaction.

• Visualise the data, p26

How to graphically see all the information
collected by Kippo and Cowrie in a
web browser.
What we used: Kippo-Graph (http://
bruteforcelab.com/kippo-graph) a script
to visualise statistics and any other data
from a Kippo or Cowrie honeypot.

Honeypots are classiied by two factors:
the honeypot’s target and the attacker’s
interaction. Depending on a honeypot’s
target, it will be focused on researching,
understanding and obtaining data that
enables an organisation or researcher to
analyse new attack trends accurately. This
analysis of what attackers target and the
source of attacks is incredibly valuable
data as it enables companies to understand
the risks that they face and inform, as

• Question: are you are inside a
honeypot?, p28
Learn how to identify if you are trapped in
a honeypot to improve your own designs.
What we used: Techniques to igure out
whether you are inside a virtual machine
that's being used as a honeypot and
identifying a honeypot using Shodan
(www.shodan.io) and an IP address.

• IoT & ICS honeypots, p29

How a honeypot in an Industrial Control
System (IOC) works and the most common
honeypots that are used.

level, services, applications or systems are
always simulated and not real vulnerable
services. The true advantage of this
honeypot type is the simplicity involved
in the installation and setup while the
risk assumed by the corporate network
is low. The main disadvantage is its
limited capability to gather information.
In contrast, the relationship between
the breached system and the attacker is
higher in medium-level honeypots. Services

A honeypot is either software or a set
of assets that tries to ‘seduce’ attackers
pretending to be a vulnerable system
well as anticipate, future investments in
security and indicating points of interest for
cyberattacks.
Another type of honeypot is located over
the production infrastructure to gather
information about the techniques used by
the attackers. This honeypot type provides
better results than others, but it involves
a higher risk since they are within the
organisation itself. Any breach or failure in
the honeypot setup could allow an attacker
to access the main network or critical
computers in the infrastructure.
The second factor in classifying a
honeypot is how it interacts with the
attacker. This interaction is set at three
levels: low, medium and high. At the low

that respond similarly to the real ones
are simulated, allowing access to fake
resources such as SSH or FTP servers. They
are often used to catch malware or simulate
vulnerabilities from a specific service. As a
consequence, the gathering of information
and data about the attacker’s behaviour
increases signiicantly in this type of
interaction. Finally, high-level honeypots
are built with real computers and operating
systems using actual services. They are
classiied as high risk because an attacker
could use the computers to perform actions
against the organisation. On the other hand,
it does enable data and attacker behaviour
to be gathered unrestricted and the study of
such data is incredibly valuable.
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Below Honeypots are classified by two
main factors: the honeypot’s target
and the attacker’s level of interaction

Research
According to
the target
Production

Honeypots
classification

Medium

High

For a better understanding of the honeypot concept, let’s
install an example one with a medium-interaction level.
On this occasion we’re using Kippo, because it offers an
easy and educational way to understand the basics of
how a simple honeypot layout works. Kippo is easy to
deploy, and many other honeypots are based on Kippo’s
design, such as Cowrie (see p28). Kippo works on most
current Linux distributions, but Ubuntu 16.04 was used for
these examples.

Install Kippo and set up
There are several ways to install Kippo on our computer.
But first you will need to install some dependencies to
meet the requirements:

• Allows access to fake resources
• Simulates a speciic service
• Supplies more data about the attack

• Real computer systems
• Higher risk to organisation
• Most complete and useful data gathered
from the attack

QUICK GUIDE

What is Kippo?

Kippo simulates an SSH service that’s available
on the internet with a root password that’s easily
discoverable, e.g. 123456, using a basic password
dictionary. Kippo is written in Python (and Python
2.5+ is needed) and Twisted, which is a network
library developed by MIT. Kippo logs all the access
attempts to the fake SSH service, including bruteforce attacks and any shell interaction that’s
performed by the attacker. It also stores all typed
commands and all files uploaded to the server.

You can also install Kippo by using Subversion. If you don’t
have it installed, just type apt-get install subversion
and then download the latest version with:

Don’t forget to change your location to the directory where
Kippo was installed.
First, let’s cover Kippo’s configuration. It’s the key file
as it provides flexibility and personalisation of the final
Kippo setup. The config file is called kippo.cfg.dist and
should be copied or renamed as kippo.cfg. In Figure 1,
Kippo has been set on port 2223. Later on, an iptables
rule will need to be applied to forward all the incoming
traffic that goes to port 22 to 2223. In this way, when an
attacker scans the IP address, they’ll find an SSH service
on port 22 that’s really our honeypot:

svn checkout http://kippo.googlecode.com/svn/
trunk/ ./kippo

[sudo] iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -p tcp
--dport 22 -j REDIRECT --to-port 2223

apt-get install python-dev openssl pythonopenssl python-pyasn1 python-twisted
One way to install Kippo is to download it directly from the
GitHub repository by running:

git clone https://github.com/desaster/kippo
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• Gathers better information about the
techniques used by the attackers
• Higher risk because the honeypots are
located within an organisation

• Simulated systems
• Simplicity
• Limited information gathered

Low

Based on
interaction

• Allows the analysis of the data gathered
• Helps in discerning the risk and
anticipating countermeasures needed

Kippo’s folders of interest

Figure 1

Before exposing the honeypot to the internet and starting
to collect attacker information, it’s necessary to list the
folders where Kippo will keep the data collected. The first
folder is called data. This will store all the SSH public
keys used by Kippo. This folder is where two text files
are stored too. The first one is called lastlog.txt, which
records the IP address, date and how long an attacker’s
activity lasted after logging into the system using the
root account. This information is very useful and will be
the first to be analysed in the during the information
processing (see p24).
The second file is named userdb.txt and stores
users and their passwords that are allowed to access
the system. The format of userdb.txt must match the
following settings:

Username:UID:PlainText Password
Another important Kippo folder is dl. This stores any
files uploaded by an attacker, once the system is
compromised. This enables us to retrieve and assess
any possible malicious files to identify any known or new
malware and understand the behaviour being logged.

The better we simulate
the Linux folder structure,
the longer the attacker
will remain working on
our honeypot
Our third folder is called honeyfs stores all the folders
and files that are shown to the attacker. Folders such
as etc and proc are already in honeyfs and inside each
folder you’ll find some files of interests for the attacker,
but all of them are only text files.
To make the honeypot feel more realistic and attractive
to a potential attacker, we can create other folder
structures inside honeyfs. The better we simulate the
Linux folder structure, the longer the attacker will remain
inside our honeypot and we will get better results.
The fourth and final folder we will highlight is log.
This folder is critical for processing all the information
collected by your honeypot and reaching conclusions
about an attack. The longer a honeypot is exposed to
the internet, the better the quality of the information
will be that it collects. The file kippo.log and the folder
tty sit inside the log folder. The tty folder records all the
interactive sessions made by the attackers. These files
should be processed to obtain a better understanding of
the behaviour and goals of the attackers.
The kippo.log file stores unauthorised access
attempts, connection attempts and all commands typed
by an attacker during a session. This file must be

HOW TO

Customise Kippo

The primary coniguration ile where we can enter
values for all the directives and customise Kippo
is called kippo.cfg.dist (kippo.cfg). This includes,
listening ports for incoming SSH connections and
the location for iles uploaded by an attacker:

Above An example of
kippo.cfg, where the
SSH port has been
set to port 2223 by
changing the value of the
ssh_port variable

• ssh_addr: Shows the network interface where
Kippo will be listening for all the requests.
• ssh_port: Kippo’s listening port. The preference
would be to set this to port 22, although you
should run Kippo as root or sudoer.
• hostname: Shows the computer’s name the
attacker will see once they gain access. Try using
appealing names such as PayrollPC.
• log_path: The path where the log ile will be
stored for recording all actions and events taking
place on the computer. This info will be stored in
the kippo.log file; a folder called tty will store all
session logs and is useful for analysis afterwards.
• download_path: The path to the folder where all
the files uploaded by the attacker will be stored.
By default, this option is set to 0 (no limit).
• download_limit_size: Sets the maximum size for
any file that can be downloaded by the attacker.
• content_path: The path where the ‘virtual’
files are stored. By default, the path is set to the
honeyfs folder, which also contains etc and proc.
• txtcmds_path: The path to the folder where
the output of programs executed is stored. If the
attacker runs the command ifconig, we could
create a file ifconfig and put inside output to be
displayed. By default, the path is txtcmds.
• exec_enabled: This enables the option to
run commands on the computer using ssh
execCommand, which is disabled by default.
Enabling this creates a bigger risk to your setup.
• ssh_version: Indicates what version of SSH to
display, which is output in string format.
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DMZ

QUICK GUIDE

Where to place a honeypot?

Below A general
layout using several
honeypots in a network
and their location on the
DMZ network

Honeypots can be located in many positions
within a network. A first layer could be honeypots
connected directly to the internet (and the first
to face any possible attack). A second layer is to
locate honeypots in the DMZ (demilitarized zone),
where an organisation’s external-facing services
are exposed to the internet – this is the most
common layout used. A third layer would be to
install the honeypots behind a irewall, conigured
as a normal service of the real network.

HONEYPOT 1

DNS SERVER
INTERNET

ROUTER

HONEYPOT 2

HONEYPOT 3

WEB SERVER

FIREWALL

handled and analysed during the information processing
stage due to the large volume of data collected. It will not
only record any successful access by an attacker but any
attempts that are made. Note: if needed, it’s possible
to stop Kippo’s execution using the script ./stop.sh
and killing the process, which is called twistd, using the
kill command.

Running Kippo in the background
We don’t recommended using the root account to run
Kippo in the background. It’s better to create a Kippo
account instead:

useradd -d /home/kippo -s /bin/bash -m kippo
-g sudo

QUICK TIP

Faking it
The typical
folders found
in a real Linux
environment
under the /
directory are:
/bin, /boot, /dev,
/etc, /home, /lib,
/media, /mnt,
/opt, /sbin, /srv,
/tmp, /usr, /var,
/root, /proc.
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To start Kippo in a computer with connectivity and
exposed to the internet, run the script with ./start.sh.
This simple script, written in Bash, will enable
you to run Kippo in the background using twistd.
Furthermore, you can always run in manual mode using
the following commands:

twistd -y
kippo.tac -n
Running the following command, you will get a list of
the Kippo’s processes running in background (twistd
is running the honeypot in the background): ps aux |
grep kippo. To stop the process, run the following script:
./stop.sh. This will stop Kippo’s execution, but it’s always
possible to halt the process using the kill command
over the twistd process. Once we get enough information
collected by the honeypot, it’s now time to process and

LAN
understand the data. Later on, we will see how to process
this information visually using Kippo-Graph (see p26),
but before that it’s important to familiarise yourself with
relevant files and folders related to the logs. We’ve already
mentioned the log folder, where the crucial kippo.log
file is located. This file records all the activity related
to connection attempts to our honeypot. If the attacker
succeeds in accessing the system, this will look like the
following record:

2017-07-07 02:48:31+0200 [SSHService sshuserauth on HoneyPotTransport,327,72.X.XX.XXX]
root trying auth password
2017-07-07 02:48:31+0200 [SSHService sshuserauth on HoneyPotTransport,327,72. X.XX.XXX]
login attempt [root/123456] succeeded
2017-07-07 02:48:31+0200 [SSHService sshuserauth on HoneyPotTransport,327,72. X.XX.XXX]

root authenticated with password
2017-07-07 02:48:31+0200 [SSHService sshuserauth on HoneyPotTransport,327,72. X.XX.XXX]
starting service ssh-connection
Note that the user and password are clearly visible on
the record:

HoneyPotTransport,327,72.X.XX.XXX] login
attempt [root/123456] succeeded
And that rejected attempts are displayed too, with the
same information:

2017-07-08 08:09:21+0200 [SSHService sshuserauth on HoneyPotTransport,1043,125. X.XX.XXX]
usuario trying auth password
2017-07-08 08:09:21+0200 [SSHService sshuserauth on HoneyPotTransport,1043,125. X.XX.XXX]
login attempt [usuario/usuario] fa$
2017-07-08 08:09:22+0200 [-] usuario failed auth
password
2017-07-08 08:09:22+0200 [-] unauthorized
login:
The tty folder, as we mentioned before, is only interested
in successful attacker attempts and will store the
complete session. This information includes all the
shell commands that were typed by the attacker. This
information is important for analysing the type of the
attack and all the steps taken in the attack. It’s possible
to open the log files within tty using any plain text editor,
but a useful tool is already included in Kippo called
playlog.py. This script helps to get a better visualisation
of the information. You’ll find this script in the kippo/utils
folder and it uses a compatible UML (Unified Modeling
Language) format for easy replay with original timings.
Once this script is executed with a tty log file as a
parameter, it will run an animation showing the step-bystep approach taken by an attacker while displaying the
same screen output as the attacker.
Another important folder to analyse is /kippo/dl. This
folder has all the files uploaded by all the attackers
that accessed the honeypot. Every file that’s uploaded
has a name based on the date and URL where it was
downloaded. The lastlog.txt ile, located in kippo/data/,
is another important file that’s useful for analysing attack
information. This file records all the access attempts that
have been made against the honeypot. This file will keep
such information as the IP address, date, hour and so on
(see below):

root
- 19:11
root
19:12 root
- 19:21
root
19:24 -

pts/0
27.X.XX.XXX Thu Jul 06 19:11
(00:29)
pts/0
170.X.XX.XXX
Thu Jul 06
19:13 (00:27)
pts/0
101.X.XX.XXX Thu Jul 06 19:20
(00:33)
pts/0
186.X.XX.XXX
Thu Jul 06
19:25 (00:28)

Above Here’s a capture
example. This playlog.py
script is running a log
file from the command
line. All the commands
displayed were executed
by the attacker

QUICK GUIDE

Honeypots: What are the
ethical and legal issues?
There is some controversy around the ethics
and legal implications of using honeypots. Some
experts believe honeypots don’t help security,
since they can help attackers practise and learn
new techniques and generally hone their skills for
attacking any site. Some even consider honeypots
as illegal, if the honeypot infrastructure is
built intentionally as an ‘entrapment’ to catch
attackers. This concern involves some issues
related to privacy, because somebody accessing
your honeypot could have legal rights (depending
on the country where you place the honeypot) and
this can limit the information that you can harvest
from the attackers.
It’s important to distinguish between two
types of information when collecting data:
content and transaction. The content data is
the most important because it involves personal
information such as emails, chats and even
keystrokes made by the attacker. Transaction
data is related to the connection information,
such as IP address, access date, time and so
on. Kippo can collect both types of data, but to
avoid legal issues, your honeypot setup must
be deployed for investigation or to protect your
organisation only. Another good idea is to place
a warning banner disclosing that your site is
being monitored.
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File hunt
The files passwd
and shadow, in
the etc folder, are
the most wanted
by the attackers
because these
files store
essential
information
related to the
users and their
passwords.
Below This table displays
one successful access
and several failed
attempts that registered
in our session, seen
in the Kippo-Graph
Network section

Capture intruders

Kippo-Graph is a script created to visualise all the
information harvested by Kippo SSH Honeypot. It uses
some modules and APIs, such as Google’s Visualization
API for maps and Libchart PHP for drawing charts,
to create several graphs and statistics based on all
the attackers registered by the honeypot. Most of the
information managed by Kippo-Graph is located in
a MySQL database (the rest of the data collected is
located in the log files) and it connects directly to all the
MySQL tables using the parameters configured in the
conig.php file.
Kippo-Graph’s current version can show several
types of graphs (such as pie chart, column chart and so
on) and presents information about, for example, top
ten passwords used by attackers, top ten usernames,
IP connections, connections by countries and much
more. All the information displayed can be exported
to CSV format for further processing by any other log
analyser application.
In Kippo-Graph’s first section, called Overview, we
can see a summary of all the data highlights stored by
Kippo. In the section header, it shows some important

overall information, such as: the total number of access
attempts; number of different IPs that tried to access
the honeypot; and the activity timeframe where all the
information was registered. The next section, called
Input, manages all the information that was registered by
keystrokes made by attackers. The first graph displayed
in the section shows all the ‘human activity’ inside the
Honeypot. In this way, Kippo-Graph can estimate and
present how many attacks were made by humans or how
many were automated. The table called ‘Top 10 successful
input’ shows the top ten commands run successfully by
the attackers once they gained access to the honeypot.
There’s a special follow-up to the wget command to trace
any file that the attacker was able to download from
the honeypot.
The next section, Playlog, shows off the most
interesting feature of Kippo-Graph. This presents
a step-by-step replication (like a frame-by-frame
animation) of all the activity related to an attack.
Basically, this section does the same thing as the
playlog.py script (see p24), but this time it runs over
the Kippo-Graph website. It also shows detailed data

IP address

Geolocation

Sessions count

Success

Last seen

58. X.XX.XXX

Wuhan, China

1

1

2017-07-11 07:59:26

103. X.XX.XXX

Shanghai, China

71

0

2017-07-11 08:06:46

HOW TO

Download, install and set up Kippo-Graph

01

Get the prerequisites

Kippo-Graph is accessed from
the web browser, so you need to install an
Apache server (sudo apt -get update
followed up by sudo apt -get install
apache2) and some PHP extra packages for
it work properly:

02

Install Kippo-Graph (GitHub)

The quickest way to get up and
running with Kippo-Graph is by cloning the
GitHub repository. Install Git with:

sudo apt-get install git
…if you don’t have it already, followed by:

sudo apt-get update && apt-get
install -y libapache2-mod-php5 php5mysql php5-gd
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git clone https://github.com/
ikoniaris/kippo-graph.git

03

Install Kippo-Graph (manually)

Another way to install Kippo-Graph
is to download the latest version with:

wget http://bruteforcelab.com/wpcontent/uploads/kippo-graph-1.5.1.tar.gz
sudo mv kippo-graph-1.5.1.tar.gz /var/
www/html
cd /var/www/html
sudo tar zxvf kippo-graph-1.5.1.tar.gz
sudo mv kippo-graph-1.5.1 kippo-graph

focused on the attacker and sessions, such as in the
following example:

HOW TO

Analysing the files uploaded
by the attackers

Information about the attacker and session:
Session ID: 8816a99665ff11e79f03020000f0e954
Timestamp: 2017-07-11 06:09:46 (10.5 minutes)
Attacker’s IP: 195.X.XX.XXX
Number of sessions for the attacker’s IP: 1
Number of times the attacker’s IP have been
seen: 1
Total login attempts: 2
SSH credentials: root / 123456
Total number of input commands: 4 (0 failed
commands)
It also shows detailed technical info about the attacker’s
IP and a map locating the attacker via IP geolocation.
The Network section displays a summary table with
all the IP addresses registered by the honeypot. It also
contains geolocation, sessions made, successfully
sessions and the date of the latest attempt made. Clicking
on any of the sessions yields more information about it,
such as username and password used for access.
The Geoip section displays geolocation information
related to attackers over a layer of Google Maps, but it’s
also possible to analyse the IP registered using some
online services that check their trustworthiness and if
they are registered as potentially dangerous sites. Some
of these online services used in Kippo-Graph are McAfee
and VirusTotal.

As a part of the post-attack analysis, we need
to look at the dl folder and find possible files
uploaded by the attackers. Most of these files
will have some type of malware or tools to exploit
system vulnerabilities. This info will help us to
understand the type of the attack made against
the honeypot and to learn how to protect our real
infrastructure. The first part of the analysis should
be to send iles through an online analysis service
– for example, VirusTotal (www.virustotal.com).
This service can detect viruses, worms, Trojans
and other malware by just uploading the ile to
the website or pasting the URL (or IP if we want
to check an internet location). VirusTotal has 56
different types of antivirus and 61 engines, as well
as other tools that can be installed in browsers,
smartphones or Windows. It acts like a sandbox
(an environment totally isolated to simulate the
ile execution within the operating system) and
allows you to run the file and check its behaviour
and consequences of running it. There are other
services worth investigating that act as sandboxes
to check files, such as ThreatExpert (www.
threatexpert.com) and Malwr (https://malwr.com).

Right The details tab not
only shows changes to
a file but allows you to
revert to older versions
of it.

04

Preparing Kippo-Graph

Copy the folder cloned or copied in
Step 2 or 3 to /var/www/html, then change
to that folder with cd /var/html/kippograph-1.5.1/. Next, set up full read, write
and execute permissions to the generatedgraphs folder with sudo chmod 777
generated-graphs. Finally, config.php.dist
must be copied to config.php before
making any changes to it with: sudo mv
conig.php.dist conig.php.

05

Configuring Kippo-Graph

The coniguration ile config.
php has many parameters that can be
changed, but let’s focus on a few signiicant
ones: DB_HOST must be set to localhost
or 127.0.0.1; DB_USER is the MySQL user
created for Kippo, DB_PASS is the MySQL
password, DB_NAME is Kippo’s database
name; and finally, DB_PORT is the port
connection to the database (by default
this is 3306).

06

Accessing Kippo-Graph

Once all the changes to the
config.php file have been made to your
satisfaction, you will need to restart
the Apache service in order to apply
the new coniguration values. Once this is
done, open your web browser and type the
following: http://<yourIPorServer>/kippograph. At this point, you will see the main
Kippo-Graph web page with your honeypot's
activity overview, as displayed above.
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EXTERNAL NETWORK HOSTS
(BUSINESS OR PLANT NETWORK)

COMMON PROTOCOLS

DMZ APPLICATIONS

COMMON PROTOCOLS

HOW TO

T-Pot: the multi-platform
honeypot system

PATCH DEPLOYMENT SERVER

HISTORIAN
COMMON & INDUSTRIAL
PROTOCOLS

SUPERVISORY CONTROL ELEMENTS
(NETWORK, APPLICATIONS, SERVERS)

01
ENGINEERING
WORKSTATION

ALARM SERVERS

HMI

APPLICATION
SERVERS

HISTORIAN

INDUSTRIAL PROTOCOLS

CONTROL ELEMENTS (PLCs RTUs, SIS)

Introducing T-Pot

T-Pot combines honeypots Conpot,
Cowrie, Dionaea, ElasticPot, eMobility, Glastopf
and honeytrap with Suricata (a networkmonitoring security engine). It visualises the
collected data with ELK stack (Elasticsearch,
Logstash and Kibana), which has a beautiful
visualisation engine. T-Pot runs every daemon
in a Docker container for good insolation.

REMOTE
SUPPORT
SENSORS & ACTUATORS

IO

FIELDBUS USING
INDUSTRIAL PROTOCOLS

Above A diagram of a
typical industrial network

Kippo is a good learning environment. It has been one
of the most-used honeypots for a long time now, but
as it’s not as regularly updated, the chances of it being
detected by an attacker are greater. Now we’re familiar
with the concepts, we need a more secure environment,
so let’s move on to Cowrie. Fortunately, migrating from
Kippo to Cowrie is very easy because it’s a fork of Kippo.
In addition, Cowrie provides a host of new features such
as SFTP and SCP file uploads, SSH exec commands
support, JSON format for log files and more. Cowrie
is regularly updated and frequently patched, and as
Cowrie is virtually the same as Kippo, it’s 100 per cent
compatible with Kippo-Graph, too.
Cowrie has a similar folder and file setup to Kippo. The
dl, data, bin, honeyfs and txtcmds folders perform the
same function as Kippo. The log folder has almost the
same files as Kippo, but the main configuration file for
Cowrie is called cowrie.cfg.dist. As we did with Kippo, this
file must be copied and renamed cowrie.cfg. Cowrie’s new
features add some new config files, such as fs.pickle for a
fake filesystem, which is allocated to the data folder, and
cowrie.json which stores log records in JSON format.
You’ll also need to install a few dependencies:

apt-get install git python-virtualenv
libmpfr-dev libssl-dev libmpc-dev libfi-dev
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02

Requirements and installation

03

Running T-Pot

T-Pot can be installed on a physical
computer or in a VM using different setups.
To avoid any issues during installation make
sure your system meets the following spec:
4GB RAM (8GB recommended), 64GB hard disk
(128GB recommended) and a working internet
connection. Installing T-Pot is easy: just download
the ISO ile from http://community-honeypot.de/
tpot.iso and run it in your designated setup.

The install takes about 30 minutes and
will reboot. The user is tsec and you’ll need to the
password you chose during install. All honeypots,
depending on the type of setup chosen, will start
automatically. To access T-Pot from the browser,
type https://<your.ip>:64297 and log in with
your credentials. Head to https://github.com/
dtag-dev-sec/tpotce for more details.

build-essential libpython-dev python2.7-minimal
authbind
As we did with Kippo, it’s recommended to create a
separate user account for Cowrie and not use root.

Installing Cowrie
You can clone Cowrie from the GitHub repository:

git clone https://github.com/micheloosterhof/
cowrie
Cowrie configuration is almost a drop-in replacement for
Kippo, but we need to make a few changes in cowrie.cfg:

# JSON based logging module
[database_jsonlog]
logile = log/cowrie.json
# Enables passing commands using ssh
execCommand
# e.g. ssh root@localhost <command>
# (default: false)
exec_enabled = true
# sftp_enabled enables the sftp subsystem
sftp_enabled = true
To start Cowrie is pretty much the same as Kippo, so cd

cowrie/ followed by ./start.sh.

Are you in a honeypot?
There are techniques and tools that you can use to
detect whether you’ve stumbled into a honeypot
yourself. These can detect if we are in any interaction
level of a honeypot, from the lowest to the highest.
One technique involves checking to see if we’re
within a virtual computer environment. Of course,
you’ll find other real servers configured over virtual
environments, but it’s less common for servers located
in network zones, such as the DMZ (critical servers are
often built on real physical computers). One method for
checking for a VM is to check the drivers and hardware
configuration. Graphics cards, networks cards and IDE
devices are the same for these types of environments.
For instance, VMware has graphics cards named
‘VMWAre Inc [VMWare SVGA II] PCI Display adapter’.
The MAC address can also give us a clue.Addresses
beginning with ‘00-1C-14-XX-XX-XX’, ‘00-0C-29-XX-XXXX’, ‘00-50-56-XX-XX-XX’ or ‘00-05-69-XX -XX-XX’ belong
to VMware according to the IEEE records.
Another technique is to check the messages returned
by the services that we are analysing. For example,
it’s possible to detect Kippo by sending unexpected
data to the SSH service and checking the returned
error messages or version. If those error messages are
non-standard SSH, we are trapped in a Kippo honeypot.
That’s the reason why it’s very important to customise
our honeypot to make it appear as a real as possible.
The lower the interaction level, the easier it will be to
detect a honeypot. Environments with a high level of

interaction are the most difficult to detect since they
offer real services instead simulated ones.
Metasploit has some modules that can detect whether
or not you are dealing with a honeypot and even has a
‘Kippo SSH Honeypot Detector’ that uses the returned
messages method described above. Using the search
engine Shodan (https://honeyscore.shodan.io), it’s also
possible to find out if an IP address is a honeypot without
even connecting to it.

Honeypots to protect ICS and IoT devices
IoT and ICS (industrial control system) environments
are increasingly suffering more attacks. Critical
infrastructure, such as dams and power grids, is
threatened by this type of attack. Stuxnet is the
best-known case of an attack on an ICS – in this case,
a nuclear plant in Iran – and attack techniques are
becoming more sophisticated, so using honeypots
is a good way to stop and study attacks before they
can affect the real facilities. ICSes are often made up
of several components, such as SCADA (supervisory
control and data acquisition), PLC (programmable logic
controller), RTU (remote terminal units) and HMI (humanmachine interfaces). An ICS will also have its own internal
computer network for services such as email, web
services and so on. Therefore, it’s possible to install some
honeypots within the industrial network to simulate any
of these services or tasks. There are honeypots designed

QUICK TIP

Pi pots
The Raspberry
Pi is an easy
and cheap
platform to
deploy any kind
of honeypot. Due
to its small size
and portability,
a Pi is perfect
for simulating
a fake Wi-Fi
access point.

Environments with a high level of
interaction are the most difficult to
detect since they offer real services
instead of simulated ones
to emulate specific features, products and infrastructure.
For example, Honeyd (www.honeyd.org) simulates
industrial devices that work using an IP address (e.g.
Modbus and Ethernet) and can even simulate RS232
serial communication connections. In contrast, Conpot
(http://conpot.org) drills down to specific devices. It’s
a low-interaction honeypot and simulates Siemens’s
SIMATIC S7-200 PLC model and an input and output
module, CP 443-1, which has an Ethernet connection.
Due to the large size of ICS networks, sometimes it’s
necessary to use honeynets to simulate whole industrial
environments to attract the right kind of attackers. So
scaling up, Gridpot (https://github.com/sk4ld/gridpot)
simulates SCADA power grids by using a combination of
Conpot and GridLAB-D electrical grids.
Honeypots are pre-empting potentially life-threatening
attacks in the future and it's fascinating to know that
across the internet right now there are vast virtual
installations humming away in simulated activity waiting
to draw in and analyse every action of cyber criminals.
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VirtualBox

MANAGE

VIRTUALBOX
FROM THE COMMAND LINE
Mayank Sharma helps you peel back the window dressing and discover the
hidden strengths of the popular desktop virtualisation platform
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irtualBox is a wonderful application that has
democratised virtualisation and made the
quintessential enterprise technology
accessible to the average desktop user.
Using the application’s graphical interface, you can get
up and running with creating virtual machines in no
time. Despite being easy to use, VirtualBox packs in
some advanced features as well. Of note is its
command-line interface that, once tamed, can help you
put the virtualisation application to creative uses.
There are several advantages to dumping the
convenience of the graphical interface and use
VirtualBox from the command-line. For starters, it
enables you to manage and run virtual machines (VMs)
on a remote host. Once you’ve got the hang of the CLI,
you can use it to script tasks for quicker VM rollouts.
Also, as per its official manual, the CLI exposes all the
features of the virtualisation engine, including those
that can’t be accessed from the graphical front-end.

V

Command and control
A regular VirtualBox installation will also install the
VBoxManage command and that’s the secret sauce
behind the app’s dexterity. To create a new virtual
machine (VM), fire up a terminal or SSH into a remote
Linux host where you’ve installed VirtualBox and type

VBoxManage createvm --name Debian9 --register
to create a Debian 9 VM and register it with your

Controller" --port 0 --device 0 --type dvddrive
--medium /path/to/Debian9install.iso.
VirtualBox supports a host of guest operating
systems, which is to say that it can set up the virtual
machines with predefined settings for these OSes.
Use VBoxManage list ostypes to print the list
of supported OSes. You can then use one of these
templates for your VM, such as VBoxManage modifyvm
Debian9 --ostype Debian. The modifyvm parameter is
another important VBoxManage option that you should
become familiar with. You can use it to change any
characteristic of a VM.
For example, the command VBoxManage modifyvm
Debian9 --acpi on enables the ACPi interface on
the virtual machine. Similarly, VBoxManage modifyvm

Debian9 --boot1 dvd --boot2 disk --boot3 none
--boot4 none specifies the boot order of the VM,
while VBoxManage modifyvm Debian9 --memory 4096
--vram 128 changes its RAM and video memory. To
attach a NIC to the VM, use VBoxManage modifyvm
Debian9 --nic1 bridged --bridgeadapter1 wlp4s0

to connect the wlp4s0 interface on the host to the VM
in bridged mode.
This covers the basics. You can now go ahead
and power up the virtual machine with VBoxManage
startvm Debian9. Your newly defined VM will now start
up and is ready for installation. A more useful option
is to start the VM in a headless state (see Headless

KEY INFO
VBoxManage
is one of the
several frontends that ship
with VirtualBox
in addition to
the graphical
one we are all
familiar with.
Not only does
VBoxManage
expose more
options than
those available
in the graphical
interface, it
is also used
to script the
creation and
rollout of VMs.

The CLI exposes all the features, including those that
can’t be accessed from the graphical front-end
VirtualBox installation. The command will store the
settings for the VM under the folder that houses all VMs
(which by default is ~/VirtualBox VMs). Next, create
a hard disk for the VM with VBoxManage createhd

--ilename debian9.vdi --size 20480 --variant
Fixed. The size is specified in MB and the --variant
Fixed option is used to allocate the entire 20GB disk

space. If you leave out this option, the command will
create a dynamically expanding disk.
Now we’ll add a SATA controller to the VM with

VBoxManage storagectl Debian9 --name "SATA
Controller" --add sata. By default it creates an

AHCI SATA controller, but you can specify a different
type of controller using the --controller option. Once
the controller’s been added, we can attach the virtual
disk created earlier via this controller with VBoxManage

storageattach Debian9 --storagectl "SATA
Controller" --port 0 --device 0 --type hdd
--medium debian9.vdi.

In the same fashion, let’s add an IDE controller with
a DVD drive attached. First, virtualise the controller
with VBoxManage storagectl Debian9 --name
"IDE Controller" --add ide and then insert the
installation ISO into the drive with VBoxManage

storageattach Debian9 --storagectl "IDE

VirtualBox box, p34) on a remote VirtualBox installation
and then access its graphical interface thanks to the
VRDP protocol.

Guest additions
For better performance, you’ll want to install a set
of system applications and device drivers inside the
VMs. These are bundled inside an ISO image named
VBoxGuestAdditions.iso. Once you’ve installed an
OS inside the VM (Debian 9 in our case), you can
mount this ISO image inside the guest in much
the same fashion as the installation ISO. The
command VBoxManage storageattach Debian9

--storagectl "IDE Controller" --port 1
--device 0 --type dvddrive --medium /opt/
VirtualBox/additions/VBoxGuestAdditions.iso

will attach the guest additions ISO, which is kept
inside the VirtualBox installation directory.
Switch to the running distribution inside the VM
and create a directory for mounting the contents of
the guest additions DVD with sudo mkdir /mnt/dvd

before mounting it with sudo mount -t iso9660
-o ro /dev/dvd /mnt/dvd. Now change into the
mounted directory with cd /mnt/dvd and fire up the
installer with sudo ./VBoxLinuxAdditions.run.
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QUICK TIP

Prepare a
script
You can stuff
a bunch of
VBoxManage
commands in
a script and
combine them
with an automated
installation
mechanism such
as Red Hat’s
Kickstart or
Debian’s Preseed
and deploy
ready-to-use VMs
more efficiently.

VirtualBox

One of the most useful features of the guest
additions is called Shared Folders, as it lets you share
files between the guest and host computers. So for
example, if you wish to share the ~/Music folder with
the Debian9 VM, you’ll first have to add the shared
folder with VBoxManage sharedfolder add Debian9

--name Music --hostpath /home/bodhi/Music
--automount. Next, boot into the machine and create
a mount point for the shared folder with sudo mkdir
/mnt/music-on-host and then mount it with sudo
mount -t vboxsf -o uid=1000,gid=1000 Music
/mnt/music-on-host.
Finally, it’s a good idea to take regular snapshots of
a VM, so that we can always revert back to a known
good state rather than having to completely reinstall
the OS. A simple VBoxManage snapshot Debian9 take
snapshot1-fresh-install will take a snapshot of a
VM and save it inside a file called snapshot1-freshinstall. You can then subject the VM to any amount of
torture and, if it breaks, easily revert to the previously
snapshotted stage with VBoxManage snapshot
Debian9 restore snapshot1-fresh-install.

VirtualBox allows
you to export virtual
machines from one
machine to another
Switch machines

Below phpVirtualBox is a
wonderful project to help
you manage a remote
headless VirtualBox
installation from the
web browser

Another important VM administrative task that can be
easily accomplished from the CLI is moving around VMs.
VirtualBox allows you to export VMs from a particular
machine that can then be easily imported into a
VirtualBox installation on a remote machine.
Before you export an appliance, use VBoxManage
list vms to get a list of all the virtual machines
currently being managed by your VirtualBox installation.
To export the Debian9 VM, type VBoxManage export
Debian9 -o debian9-desktop-new.ovf to export the
VM into a file called debian9-desktop-new.ovf.

HOW TO

Headless VirtualBox
The VBoxManage startvm option helps launch a
local instance of a VM. But if you are using the CLI
to interact with a remote VirtualBox installation,
you’ll want to start a VM in the headless mode
and then stream its desktop using the app’s VRDP
protocol. First, ensure you’ve installed the guest
additions inside the guest OS. Now enable the
VRDP server with VBoxManage modifyvm Debian9
--vrde on. Start the remote VM in headlessmode
with VBoxHeadless --startvm Debian9 &.
By default the VRDP server listens for connections
on port 3389. You can now connect to it using a
remote desktop client. VirtualBox’s VRDP protocol
is backwards compatible with the RDP protocol,
so you can use any RDP viewer to connect to
the remote VM. On Linux hosts, VirtualBox also
installs the rdesktop-vrdp viewer that you can
use, such as rdeskop-vrdp 192.168.0.14:3389.

Depending upon the size of the VM (which includes
the virtual hard disk), the process can take quite a
while. Also, one of the advantages of exporting a VM as
an OVF (Open Virtualization Format) is that it combines
the virtual machine into a single file, which can then be
transferred to a different machine with ease.
Once the VM has been exported into an OVF file,
you can transfer it to a different host. Then install
VirtualBox on the new machine, fire up a terminal and
import the VM with VBoxManage import debian9desktop-new.ovf. This will immediately print the
settings of the VM and then begin the time-consuming
process of importing the contents of the VM into this
installation of VirtualBox.
Another useful admin task is the ability to enlarge the
capacity of a virtual disk. This is one of the tasks that
can only be done using the CLI with:

VBoxManage modifymedium disk debian9.vdi
--resize 40960,
This will make the 20GB virtual disk grow to 40GB. The
reverse, that is shrinking the size of a disk, takes a little
more effort and is more risky. First, boot up the VM and
nullify all the empty space with the following:

sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=EMPTYile bs=4096k
sudo rm -rf EMPTYile
Now shut down the guest and use VBoxManage
modifymedium disk debian9.vdi --compact to reduce
the size of the disk.
Another useful VBoxManage option is controlvm,
which lets you tweak the VM while it is running. The
VBoxManage controlvm Debian9 pause command
will suspend the VM. Replace pause with resume
to reanimate the VM. Or you can use VBoxManage
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controlvm Debian9 savestate to save the current
state of the VM before powering it down. If the VM
has become unresponsive, issue the VBoxManage
controlvm Debian9 poweroff command, which is the
virtual equivalent of pulling the power cord. You’ll have
to use the VBoxManage startvm Debian9 command to
restore both a saved and a powered off VM.

Script app launches
One of the most popular uses for VirtualBox is to
virtualise a machine to run Windows for an application
that requires the proprietary OS and doesn’t work well
with Wine. You can use VBoxManage to start a Windows
guest and launch the Windows application, all with a
single script that you can then execute with a launcher
or shortcut on the desktop.
First, manually launch the Windows VM and switch to
the Seamless mode after installing the VirtualBox guest
additions. Now close the VM, making sure you save
its current state instead of shutting it down. You can
now build your script to launch the Windows app. First
up, you’ll need to boot up the VM with something like
VBoxManage startvm "Windows 10". Once the VM is up
and running, you can launch the app with:

VBoxManage --nologo guestcontrol "Windows 10"
run --exe "C:\Program Files\Internet Explorer\
iexplore.exe" --username [windows-username]
--password [windows-user-password]
In this command we are asking VirtualBox to launch the
specified app (Internet Explorer in this case) using the

Other
Devices
Virtual USB
Devices
Virtual
Disks
Virtual NICs
Virtual
Devices

Left VirtualBox
uses a layered
architecture:
kernel modules for
VMs, an API for
managing the guests
and a set of user
programs and services

QUICK GUIDE

Scripts for VirtualBox manipulation
Using VirtualBox’s graphical interface is certainly
convenient, especially for desktop users that use
virtualisation occasionally. It’d be hard to build a
case for them to invest the time it takes to master
VBoxManage. But the return on investment for
an experienced sysadmin who manages virtual
infrastructure as part of their day job is immense.
While you can write your own scripts to create
VMs, a better option is to adapt the scripts shared
by a Toronto-based software developer on Github
(https://github.com/gregr/vbox). The scripts
were originally written to ease the installation
of Ubuntu 14.04, but if you’ve read through this
article you’ll have no trouble deciphering and
modifying the scripts as per your requirements.
Once you get the hang of this, you’ll never look to
the graphical interface for rolling out VMs.

authentication information for a predefined user on the
Windows installation.
That’s all there’s to it. Once you’re done using the
app, you can again power off the Windows 10 VM after
saving its state with VBoxManage controlvm "Windows
10" savestate. You can download the complete script
from http://bit.ly/VM-IE that you can tweak as per your
requirements. Once you have perfected the script, use
your distribution’s preferred mechanism to associate
the script with a launcher or a desktop icon/shortcut.

QUICK TIP

Keyboard
commands
Use an app such
as xbindkeys to
trigger commands
with the keyboard;
for example, to
launch a virtual
machine such
as VBoxManage

startvm Debian9
with the F4
function key.
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Essential Linux

PART ONE

Master shell scripting:
Get started writing scripts
John
Gowers
is a university tutor
in Programming
and Computer
Science. He likes
to install Linux on
every device he can
get his hands on,
and uses terminal
commands and
shell scripts on a
daily basis.

Resources
Everything we
use should be
standard on any
Linux distribution

Tutorial files
available:
filesilo.co.uk
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Shell scripts allow you to automate commonly performed
tasks by collecting them together into a single command
In the first part of this tutorial [see p38 LU&D181], we
introduced some basic command-line tools in Linux.
Terminal commands are the basic language behind shell
scripting. In this tutorial, we will introduce the second
piece of the puzzle: writing scripts that we can run as
single commands in order to automate common tasks.
In its simplest form, a shell script is a line-separated
list of commands; when we execute the script, the
commands are run one after the other. In later tutorials,
however, we shall see that shell scripts support more
sophisticated programming constructs such as loops
and conditionals. In fact, we will come to think of shell
scripting as being a specialised, high-level programming
language in its own right.
For now, we will focus on learning the basics of writing
shell scripts. We shall introduce a few new scripting
commands and tools, and bring everything together at

the end to create a script that we might want to use dayto-day: a script for creating a local backup of a directory.
The premise of scripting is that the prompt and the
functionality you see in the terminal are themselves an
example of a program: in fact, they are part of a special
type of program called a shell. A shell is a program
that is responsible for running other programs: it prints
a prompt at which the user can type the name of a
command; when the user presses Enter, the shell runs
the corresponding command.
There are many examples of shells, and you might like
to explore some of them yourself, but the shell that we
will be talking about in this tutorial (and the shell that you
are probably using when you run your terminal program)
is the GNU Bourne Again Shell, or Bash. If we type bash at
the terminal and press Enter, it will at first look as though
nothing has happened. In fact, our shell has started a

new instance of the shell inside itself: to get back to the
original, we can type exit and press Enter to return to the
original shell instance.
This allows us to create shell scripts: essentially lists
of commands that we can feed into Bash in order to
have them processed sequentially. As a simple (though
not very useful) example, let’s create a text file called
greeting.sh in your working directory and write the
following to it:

echo 'Hello world!'
echo 'I am a shell script'
echo 'The contents of the working directory
are:'
ls
If you now run < greeting.sh bash in your terminal, the
shell will execute each of the commands in greeting.sh
in order.
It is perfectly possible to execute shell scripts by piping
them directly through Bash, as we did. However, Linux
provides a slicker mechanism that allows us to treat shell
scripts as though they were programs themselves. Let’s
edit greeting.sh and add the following line at the top:

#!/bin/bash
This line is called a ‘shebang’ and it tells the shell which
command to use to process the rest of the file. If we now
grant our script executable permissions by running the
command chmod +x greeting.sh, then we can run our
script by typing:

$ ./greeting.sh
…and pressing Enter.
As an exercise, see what happens if we replace
#!/bin/bash with #!/bin/cat or with another command.

Globs and wildcards
The shell is equipped with lots of useful tools to save
you having to do lots of typing and to help write shell
scripts. One useful tool is ‘globbing’, where the shell will
automatically fill in the names of files that match certain
patterns. For instance, if we type:

$ echo *
…at the command line and press Enter, then we see a list
of files in the working directory, just as if we had typed
ls. If we type echo *.txt and press Enter, we see a list of
all the files in the directory with the extension .txt.
What happens is that the shell looks through the
working directory searching for files that match the glob
pattern we typed. The asterisk character * is called a
‘wildcard’ and matches any string of characters. In this
way, a file called email01.txt will match the pattern *.txt,
because the * can match the string email01, while a file
called hello.py will not match that pattern. The shell then
replaces the glob pattern with the list of all the files in

Above A shell, as the name suggests, is a layer around an OS kernel and shell scripting is a
crucial time-saving skill for the intermediate Linux user

the directory that matched the pattern we typed, before
executing the command.
So if the working directory contains three files –
email01.txt, email02.txt and email03.txt – with the
extension .txt, then when we type echo *.txt, the
command that really gets executed is:

$ echo email01.txt email02.txt email03.txt
The asterisk * is the most commonly used wildcard
character, but there are others. For example, the
character ? will match any single character, rather than
a string of characters. Run the command man glob for
more details.

Besides the basic
commands, the shell is
equipped with lots of tools
that you can use in your
shell scripts
Of course, it might happen that some of the files in our
directory have the characters * or ? in their names and
we want to be able to refer to these files without the shell
interpreting these characters as wildcards. In that case,
we need to prefix the character names with a backslash
character, for example, we would write \* for *, \? for ?
and \\ for \.

Copy and move files
Two important commands that we did not meet in the
first tutorials are the commands for moving and copying
files – mv and cp. These are quite simple to use. For
example, the following script creates a directory and a file
and then moves the file into the directory:

Come out
of your shell
There are many
shells besides
Bash, and you
might like to
experiment with
some of them. One
of our favourites
is the Z shell, or
zsh. This extends
the features of
the Bash shell,
and is much more
configurable. If you
are curious, install
it through your
package manager
and look up the
details of how to
use it online. For
scripting, however,
it is better to use
Bash, which is
more likely to be
installed on lots
more systems.
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Don’t
forget chmod
If you try to run your
script and you get a

Essential Linux

$ mkdir directory
$ touch ile
$ mv ile directory
$ ls directory
ile

Permission denied
error, it’s probably
because you forgot
to run the command
chmod +x ... over
your script. In UNIX,
everything is a file,
but we sometimes
need to distinguish
between files that
can be executed
(i.e. programs) and
files that can’t (i.e.
normal files). The
command chmod +x
sets the executable
flag on a file, which
tells the system
that the file can
be executed.

The syntax of the mv command is simple: type mv, then
type the path of the file you want to move and then type
the path of the directory you want to move the file to, as
in mv ile directory. If you want, you can also rename
the file while moving it, by specifying the new name as
well as the destination:

$ mkdir directory
$ touch ile
$ mv ile directory/newname
$ ls directory
newname
This mechanism works equally well if you want to rename
a file without moving it to a new directory, which means
that the mv command doubles up as a command for
renaming files:

$ cd directory
$ ls
newname
$ mv newname something_else
$ ls
something_else

The Bash shell supports
programming constructs
such as simple variables
that hold string values
The command cp works in exactly the same way, except
that it leaves the original file in place, while moving a
copy of the orginal file into the new destination.
We can move (or rename) directories, together with
their contents, exactly as you would move files. If we
want to copy a whole directory, we need to use the -r
command line switch: for example:

$ cp -r directory destination

Shell variables
We saw in the last section that Linux commands interact
by passing strings between one another. The Bash shell
also supports simple variables to hold string values.
For example:

$ greeting="Hello, world!"
$ echo $greeting
Hello, world!
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To set the value of a variable, we used the equals
sign =. If you’re used to programming, you might be
tempted to put spaces around the equals sign. You
must write it exactly as we’ve written it above, without
spaces, otherwise the shell will think that greeting is a
command, rather than a variable name. To refer to the
value of a variable, we precede the name of the variable
with the dollar sign $.

String literals and command substitution
In the code sample above, we used double quotes " to
refer to the string Hello, world!. In the Bash shell, we
can surround a string with either single or double quotes,
but these have different meanings. If you use single
quotes, then the text that you typed between the quotes
is passed through verbatim as the value of the string. If
we use double quotes, then we have a number of tools at
our disposal to perform substitutions within the string.
For example, we can refer to the value of a variable inside
the string:

$ greeting="Hello"
$ echo "$greeting, James!"
Hello, James!
To be completely safe, we might want to surround
the variable name with curly braces – that is,
${greeting}. Note that we would need to do this if we
wanted to write other letters immediately after the
variable expansion: for example, "${greeting}oo"
expands to Hellooo, but "$greetingoo" expands to
nothing, because the shell thinks we are referring
to a variable called greetingoo, rather than to the
variable greeting.
Another trick that we can do within double quotes
is to insert the output from a command into a string.
We achieve this by using the dollar sign and round
brackets – $(...):

$ < script.sh bash
– will always work, but is tedious to type

$ ./script.sh
– if script.sh starts with the shebang
#!/bin/bash and we have made it executable
with chmod +x script.sh

$ /path/to/script.sh
– like the previous example, but when script.sh
is located in another directory

$ script.sh
– if script.sh is located in a directory that is
included in the PATH environment variable

Above There are several ways to run a shell script

$ echo "The current working directory is
$(pwd)."

Example: backing up a directory
As a worked example, let’s create a script that will allow
us to create a backup of all the files in the working
directory. We will make the backup locally, so it will not
help prevent against hardware failure (that’s for you to
add yourself!), but it might be useful if you were planning
to make some changes to a document and wanted to be
able to revert to the original if necessary. The shell script
itself is provided on the cover disc and in the FileSilo,
with the name backup.sh. We will go through the script
line-by-line and show how it works.
After the shebang #!/bin/bash, with which we start
every shell script, the first line is:

mkdir -p "$HOME/.mybackups"
This creates a directory named .mybackups in your
home directory. There are a couple of new things here.
The option -p to mkdir means that mkdir will not print
an error message if the directory already exists. It is also
useful for creating an entire nested directory structure at
once: for example, the command mkdir a/b/c will create
the directories a, b and c, with b being a subdirectory of a
and c being a subdirectory of b.
HOME is a built-in shell variable that contains the path
to your home directory.
Notice that we started the name .mybackups with
a full stop. If you start a file or directory name with a
full stop, then the file or directory will be hidden. For
example, it will not appear when you type ls unless you
use the command-line switch ls -a.
The next step is to create a directory inside the
.mybackups directory to hold our new backup.

backup_directory="$HOME/.mybackups/
backup_$(date -Is)"
mkdir $backup_directory
The first line comes up with a unique name for the
backup directory, incorporating the date and time that
the backup was created, and stores this name into a shell
variable called backup_directory. Notice that we have
used double quotes and the $(...) syntax to include the
output of a command in the directory name. In this case,
the command is date -Is, which prints out the current
date and time. The next line then creates that directory.
Lastly, we copy all the files and directories in the
working directory into the new backup directory:

cp -r * $backup_directory

Create a shell script directory
You can run the backup script by saving the file
backup.sh on to your computer and running the
command chmod +x backup.sh in the directory
containing the script in order to make it executable. If
you are in the directory containing the script, you can
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run ./backup.sh to run the script. But if you are outside
that directory, you will need to provide the full path to the
script in order to run it, which is not very useful.
Instead, let’s create a special directory in order to hold
all our scripts. We create a new directory inside our home
directory called .myscripts:

$ cd $HOME
$ mkdir .myscripts
…and copy the script backup.sh into .myscripts. Next,
we need to modify the system PATH variable to allow
access to commands inside the .myscripts directory
from any directory. PATH is a special system variable that
allows us to call commands in certain directories without
having to type their full paths. If we enter echo $PATH at
the command line, we’ll see something like this:

/usr/local/sbin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/bin
This is a colon-separated list of the directories that
contain important programs such as mv, cp and mkdir.
We do not have to type /usr/bin/mkdir if we want to
make a new directory because the directory /usr/bin is
contained in the PATH variable.
What we want to do is add the path $HOME/.myscripts
to the path. To do this, run the following command:

echo 'export PATH="$PATH:$HOME/.myscripts"' >>
$HOME/.proile
$HOME/.proile is a script that gets run whenever you
open a terminal. We’ve just added a line to the end telling
the shell to add the directory $HOME/.myscripts to the
beginning of the path.
Open a new terminal window. You should now be able
to run the backup script in any directory by entering
backup.sh. If you write your own scripts, then all you have
to do is move them to the $HOME/.myscripts directory
and you will be able to run them by typing their name at
the command line and pressing Enter.
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Tutorial

Password recovery

Recover your passwords by
cracking hashes
Ermin
Kreponic

Harness the power of John the Ripper to brute-force hashes
and recover lost passwords in Kali Linux

is an IT expert and
Linux enthusiast
with a passion for
troubleshooting
network-related
problems. He does
not sleep much.

Resources
Kali Linux
https://kalilinux.org
A modern and
powerful computer
Above SHA512 hashes take a lot of effort to crack. Spoiler alert: This one is what the string ‘test’ hashes to, using a salt value of uA/ICt9z

Time
In this tutorial we look at the brute-force cracking of
hashes, which are used as an alternative to storing
passwords in cleartext. The idea is that we run our
password through a cryptographically sound hash
function, which returns a fixed-length alphanumeric
string. Thanks to the one-way nature of good hash
functions (it’s easy to calculate the hash of a password,
but very difficult to recover the password given just the
hash), it should be safe to store these hash values as is.
However, as computing power increases and weaknesses
are found in hash functions, this assumption becomes
more and more fallible. For example, it’s easy to generate
the hashes of all lower-case passwords less than, say,
six characters, calculate their hashes and compare these
to the one you wish to crack. Adding cryptographic salt
doesn’t make this process any harder, which is why good
password security is imperative for you and your users.
The first tool we’re going to look at is a rather simple
affair called findmyhash. It’s installed by default on Kali
Linux, and can be installed with:

sudo apt-get install indmyhash
Running indmyhash --help will reveal a usage
message, which shows the hashing algorithms supported
(MD5, SHA256 and so on), as well as an explanation of the
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three command-line options: -h, -f, -g. We’ll illustrate
it with a simple example. We can verify that the string
hey hashes to 6057f13c496ecf7fd777ceb9e79ae285,
either by running echo -n hey | md5sum in a terminal
(-n suppresses the newline character, which we don’t
want to hash) or using an online hash generator such as
http://miraclesalad.com/webtools/md5.php. Working
backwards, we can plug this hash into indmyhash with:

indmyhash MD5 -h
6057f13c496ecf7fd777ceb9e79ae285
The program does very little work on its own; instead it
queries a bunch of websites which cache known hash
values. This is a space-time trade-off, it’s very easy to
look up a stored value, but storing lots of hashes takes
up lots of space. The MD5 operation, by design, is quite
computationally expensive, so if space is cheap this
method makes more sense. In our case the site
md5.gromweb.com came through, correctly informing us
that this is indeed the value that hey hashes to.
We can repeat the experiment for the
strings hey123 and Hey123!, which have
hashes49ffe4ca1f5039447f5c8e4ddf4b5dde and
a7b877cf938a6cab6256e1eed98d93c0 respectively.
Gromweb succeeded at the first one, but nothing

managed the second. This illustrates the increasing
difficulty involved with brute-forcing passwords which
make use of mixed case, numbers and punctuation. The
sites queried by the program probably just generated
a bunch of passwords and hashed them, but there are
many more possible passwords the larger the alphabet
used to generate them – space is cheap, but not cheap
enough to cope with exponential growth. As a last resort,
we tried findmyhash’s -g option, which searches Google
for the hash, but it doesn’t succeed.

John the Ripper
If you’re working in forensics, you will inevitably come
across passwords that you need to bypass. This can be
extremely problematic. For example, if someone has
encrypted their drives with a particularly strong key, it is
highly unlikely that you’ll be able to recover anything from
those drives. In this section we won’t be dealing with drive
encryption, but instead with system passwords.
Usually in this case, the investigator will boot the
system using a self-booting disc or USB and use that
operating system to access the one on the machine.
Sometimes this is not possible, or cumbersome, so we
shall illustrate a different method here.
Reboot the system you wish to gain access to and
when the GRUB menu appears, press E while the usual
menu entry is highlighted. Search for the line beginning
linux /boot/vmlinuz-…. This line loads the kernel, and
is possibly long enough (if a UUID is used to specify the
root volume) that it spans two rows. Somewhere towards
the end of it there will be a parameter ro; change this to
rw . At the end of that line, add the parameter:

init=/bin/bash
This tells the system to bypass the usual init system
(systemd) and just load Bash instead. So, when we boot
this with Ctrl+X, we are immediately dropped at a root
shell. Handy. No device drivers are loaded, and none of
the nice things systemd does for us will have been done,
so lots of things won’t work, but that doesn’t matter.
There’s a lot we can still do. For example, we can change
root’s password with passwd root. The machine can be
rebooted with shutdown -r now (the shorter reboot
doesn’t work outside of a fully fledged init), at which point
you can verify that your changing of root’s password has
persisted. Note that the changes we made to the kernel
command line do not persist, so we don’t need to worry
about reverting those from the GRUB menu.
This method of course doesn’t tell you what the original
password was, but that doesn’t matter for our purposes.
With the (new) root password, we are able to access the
/etc/passwd and /etc/shadow files. Password hashes are
stored in the latter; you can look at them by running:

$ su
# cat /etc/shadow
The original password may have been used elsewhere,
or we could have grabbed its hash from recovery mode

Exclusive offer: Save 95% off the full Udemy course
If you’ve enjoyed this small taste of the Ethical Hacking Udemy course, you can gain
unrestricted access to the full course at http://udemy.com with an exclusive Linux User
& Developer reader discount. You’ll discover how to build a virtual hacking environment,
attack networks and break passwords, as well as gaining the ability to secure and
protect any network from hackers and loss of data. Get the discount, start learning!
Visit bit.ly/ETHICALHACKING10 to enrol in the course at a discounted price of £10 (95%
off)! Click the 'Buy Now' button and sign up for an account on Udemy. Once signed up
for an account, you will be asked to confirm your purchase. The discounted course price
of £10 will be applied automatically with the above provided link. Input your credit card
information and click on ‘Pay now’. You’ve successfully enrolled for the course! Enjoy a
lifetime of access on the go.

Udemy was founded in 2010 with the aim of improving lives
through learning. Udemy is a global marketplace for learning
and teaching online, where more than 15 million students learn
from a library of 45,000 courses taught by expert instructors.

before we changed it. So we will now explore a number
of other methods for trying to recover it. These methods
tend to rely on having root access to begin with, so the
previous step is far from a waste of time.

Hiding in the shadows
We can use the unshadow utility (installed as part of
John the Ripper) to combine the system files where user
info and password hashes are stored:

# unshadow /etc/passwd /etc/shadow > pass
Unless you’ve set up additional users in Kali, only the root
account will have a password associated with it. You’ll
see the hash of the root password in the first line of the
pass file we just generated. We’re going to use John the
Ripper to crack this hash. There are a huge number of
options which you can peruse by running john with no
options. John the Ripper is quite good at detecting the
type of hashes used by the files you feed it. Modern Linux
distros use the SHA512 algorithm to hash passwords,
which is what the $6$ after the username in the shadow
file denotes. This is followed by a salt value, another
dollar sign and then the hash value. On older systems the
first entry might be $1$, which indicates MD5 hashing has
been used. MD5 is these days considered unfit for use as
a cryptographic hash function, since a number of serious
vulnerabilities were found.
John the Ripper will have no problem identifying the
salted SHA512 hash(es) inside of our pass file, since
people have been (ab)using it to break these since its
inception. Simply running john pass will set it to work
cracking hashes with a blind brute-force attack. If any
users have short passwords, and your computer is
reasonably powerful, then John will make short work
of them. If not, then it’s worth looking into dictionary
cracking with a wordlist. There are a number of freely
available wordlists; one of the most popular is named
RockYou, after the social media company that was
hacked at the end of 2009. This list contains a cool
32 million passwords.

Ethical hacking
Hacking a system that you do
not own is a criminal offence.
You have been warned.

Free
brute-forcing
It’s worth
remembering that
there are a number
of websites, e.g.
md5lab.com, that
will allow you to
brute-force some
things for free.
These may run on,
or have access to,
hardware that is
significantly faster
than your local
machine, so if you
can find such a
thing, then great.
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Tutorial

Linux on a Chromebook

Enhance Chrome OS features
by running Linux alongside
Paul
O’Brien

Chrome OS is simple, but sometimes you need a little extra
capability. Installing Linux with Crouton makes it possible

is a professional
cross-platform
software developer,
with extensive
experience of
deploying and
maintaining
Linux systems.

2GB RAM devices work best running only a single chroot
at any one time. Overall, the experience is perfectly
usable on all machines.

Resources
Crouton
https://github.com/
dnschneid/crouton
Chrome OS
Developer Mode
http://bit.ly/
ChromeOSdevmode
Crouton extension
http://bit.ly/Crouton
Crosh Window
extension
http://bit.ly/
CroshWindow
Chromebook
Recovery Utility
http://bit.ly/
CBRecovery
GalliumOS
https://
galliumos.org

When Google first announced Chrome OS, it was aimed
at cheap, low-end devices serving a very specific
entry-level area of the laptop market. For this segment
the OS was perfect – it ran very well on basic hardware
while still doing a great job of providing an excellent web
browser, courtesy of Chrome. As additional devices have
become available to run Chrome OS (compute sticks
and all-in-ones) and Chromebooks have matured, the
underlying hardware has become much more powerful.
This trend was initially started by Google’s own Pixel line,
but now includes higher-end devices such as Samsung’s
Chromebook Plus or Acer’s C302 – which have processors
and memory you’d expect to find on expensive Windows
machines. Chrome OS itself has improved from a feature
perspective too, particularly with the recent addition of
the Android Play Store to the platform, but sometimes
there are things you want to do that really need a full
OS. Since Chrome OS is built on Linux, it’s possible to
install a full Linux distro chroot courtesy of the excellent
‘Crouton’ tool. Crouton takes care of the downloading,
configuration, launching and removal of the chroots,
making it dead easy to run Linux on your Chromebook
only as needed, without the need to run a full dual-boot
setup. The best of both worlds? Absolutely!

01

Understanding Crouton hardware
requirements

Crouton will run on any Chrome OS device, whether you
are running an ARM or Intel processor, 2GB/4GB of RAM
or 16GB/32GB of storage. Exactly what kind of experience
you’ll get will, however, depend on the hardware you have
available. As each Crouton chroot is a full distribution,
you may find that a 16GB device fills up quickly if you
have more than one chroot (which Crouton allows) and
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02

Switching your device to developer mode

03

Open a shell and download

04

Choosing and setting up a target

In order to use Crouton, your device must be
switched to ‘developer mode’. How to enter developer
mode on your device is detailed on the Chromium OS wiki;
however, it typically involves powering on and pressing
the Escape and Refresh keys, then pressing Ctrl+D at the
recovery screen. Entering developer mode for the first
time will wipe (Powerwash) your device and you’ll need to
press Ctrl+D (or wait 30 seconds) at every boot to confirm
you are aware that you’re in the mode!

After your device has booted up in developer
mode (it should be noted that developer mode is
completely independent of the developer build channel
in Chrome OS itself), all you need to do to get started
with Crouton is to download the latest release from
https://goo.gl/fd3zc, open a shell (press Ctrl+Alt+T in
the browser, type shell and press Enter) then type
sh ~/Downloads/crouton to run the script, which will
complete the initial download. This process will display
the Crouton help text when complete, which means you
are ready to set up your first chroot.

Crouton uses the concept of ‘targets’ to decide
what to install. Targets are specified using the -t
switch and multiple targets can be specified. The basic
example included on the Crouton website is sudo sh
~/Downloads/crouton -t xfce, which installs Ubuntu
16.04 and the Xfce graphical environment. If you want

to include an additional target (for example, additional
CLI tools via ‘cli-extra’) you can either specify it at
creation or, if you forget or decide you want it later, you
can update the chroot later to add it with the -n [name]
-t [target] -u switch.

05

Specifying a different release

Although Ubuntu 16.04 is the default release, it’s
not the only release available. Prefer to be bleeding edge
instead and willing to take the risk? Then the -r switch is
for you, as it allows you to specify a release. You can use
-r list to list the releases and distros available in your
version of Crouton. Releases that are relatively untested
are marked with an asterisk and should be used with
caution. Remember to update Crouton periodically to
ensure you have the latest available options.

06

Using the Crouton extension

By default, your Crouton chroots are relatively
isolated from Chrome OS itself. To improve this situation,
you can specify the ‘extension’ or ‘xiwi’ targets and
install the Crouton Integration Chrome extension. The
extension provides handy features such as URL handling,
notifications and clipboard synchronisation as well as
the xiwi feature which puts X11 in a native Chrome OS
window, allowing you to run graphical apps in your chroot
right in your Chrome OS environment. Use the sudo sh
-e ~/Downloads/crouton -u -t xiwi command to add
xiwi support to an existing chroot.

you can run sudo sh ~/Downloads/crouton -u
-n chrootname, which will update the chroot and all
installed targets. If you want to back up before running
your updates, you can use sudo edit-chroot -b
chrootname to back up to a time-stamped tarball in the
current directory.

09
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07

Installing and using CLI mode

Graphical integration wizardry is all well and
good, but what if you just want to run Crouton without
X to take advantage of CLI tools that you don’t get in
Chrome OS? Use the target ‘cli-extra’ and you’ll save a lot
of space because X and all its associated libraries won’t
be installed. Use the ‘Crosh Window’ Chrome extension to
run your CLI (using sudo startcli) in a separate window,
which means that Chrome won’t steal all your keyboard
shortcuts. As Crouton supports multiple chroots, you can
have both cli-extra and a full environment installed (and
even running) at the same time.

08

Updating Crouton and your chroots

In order to check for updates, download
the latest version of Crouton and see what’s new,
run croutonversion -u -d -c from your chroot
(run croutonversion -h for more details on what
the parameters do). From outside the chroot itself,

Removing chroots and saving space

Running out of space? Created too many
chroots? Got into a right old mess and want to start
again? Good news, the delete-chroot command is your
friend, simply pass the name of the chroot you want
to delete. If you want to install a chroot to a different
location (you can even run from an installed USB stick
or memory card), then use the -p switch to specify the
target directory. Ensure you quote or escape any spaces
in the destination path. Use the edit-chroot command
to move existing chroots.

Powerwash/recovery

In order to return your Chromebook to the original
factory state, you should carry out what Google call a
‘Powerwash’. This can be achieved in a number of ways
– the easiest is just to hit the space bar at the developer
mode prompt at startup. Alternatively, you can either
switch from a Beta/Developer channel back to Stable in
the main Chrome OS options or use the Google-provided
Chromebook Recovery Tool to prepare a USB stick that
will restore the device. This may be necessary if you’ve
really broken your machine!

GalliumOS – the dual-boot option
Crouton isn’t the only option – if you’d prefer regular
dual-boot and a fast, lightweight, Xubuntu-based distro
built specifically for Chrome OS devices take a look at
GalliumOS. While it’s possible to dual-boot almost any
Linux distro on a Chromebook, GalliumOS includes
tweaks and fixes specifically for Chrome OS machines,
including an integrated mouse driver. GalliumOS is
typically installed from the command line using chrx,
but can also be installed via ISO image or SD card,
although doing it this way will fully replace Chrome OS!
Like Crouton, GalliumOS needs your Chromebook to be
in developer mode. Unlike Crouton, reverting to stock
always requires the Chromebook Recovery Tool, as the
SSD will have been either wiped
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Security

Secure your legacy systems
and software from malware
Toni
Castillo
Girona
holds a degree
in software
engineering and an
MSc in computer
security. He works
as an ICT research
support expert in
a public university
in Catalonia, Spain.
Read his blog at
http://disbauxes.
upc.es.

Resources
EternalBlue
patch
http://bit.ly/
EternalBluepatch
Masscan
www.python.org

End-of-life OSes and legacy software pose a major threat to
critical IT infrastructures in our interconnected digital world
WannaCry, NoPetya, EternalBlue… We are all now
acquainted with these names. They serve as a constant
reminder that something is very wrong with our IT
infrastructures or the way we manage them. Now it
is all about ransomware spreading itself like a worm
thanks to an old vulnerability no-one seems to have
patched. Whether it is some old system your company
is still running (old OSes or legacy software without
security fixes at all), or the myriad Android phones with
vulnerabilities, our interconnected digital future looks
bleak indeed. Take Windows XP for instance: a very old
operating system whose end-of-life (EOL) was long ago
announced and yet it is still used in critical environments
(such as hospitals). The same can be applied to old GNU/
Linux distros. Running an old OS (or legacy software on
modern OSes) is a perilous business. This tutorial will give
you some advice and provide you with some techniques
to locate, exploit and then protect such legacy systems.

An eternal issue
EternalBlue is a well-known vulnerability that allows an
attacker to execute code by sending specially crafted
messages to a Microsoft SMB server v1.0. This security

issue was long ago reported and a patch was made
available, even for Windows XP. However, when it comes
to proprietary software, like Microsoft OSes, you cannot
be sure when they are going to provide a fix for a security
vulnerability once a certain OS has reached its EOL.
This time the whole community of users still running
Windows XP was lucky; they got their fix. Not that this
prevented the spreading of the WannaCry or NoPetya
ransomware viruses, but that’s another story. Most of us
are using old systems and legacy software. Sometimes it
is an old OS with no more fixes; sometimes it is a legacy
piece of software that we run on a modern OS. Either
way, the bad guys are always capitalising on that by
creating new threats and letting them loose.
There are still many vulnerable Windows systems that
need the MSE17-10 patch. It is easy to look for these
vulnerable servers by combining nmap and masscan
(see Resources). Masscan will help you port-scan a
whole range of IPv4 hosts on the internet or on your own
network within minutes; once you have all the hosts
listening on TCP port 445 (SMB), you can feed nmap with
these hosts and execute its smb-vuln-ms17-010 script
to determine if they are vulnerable. These hosts can

Nmap 7.50
http://bit.ly/nmaptarball
GNU/Linux
Kernel 2017
vulnerabilities
http://bit.ly/Linuxsecurity-20177
Koodous
https://koodous.com
Online malware
sandboxes
http://bit.ly/malsandboxes
Android x86 5.1
http://bit.ly/
Android-x86-ISO
Android SDK and
NDK frameworks
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Above Online malware sandboxes are an easy way to determine whether a particular file is a threat

easily be infected because ransomware like WannaCry or
NoPetya takes advantage of this vulnerability in order to
spread itself like a worm.
In the following command, replace RANGE with your
desired IPv4 range, e.g. 192.168.0.0/16.

masscan RANGE --ports 445 -rate=1000 -oL
hosts.txt
nmap -P0 -p445 --open \
> --max-hostgroup 3 --script smb-vulnms17-010 \
> `cat hosts.txt|cut -d” " -f4|grep -E
“^[0-9]+"|xargs`
Vulnerable servers will be reported as ‘VULNERABLE’.
Windows XP is an example of an extremely dangerous
system, not only because it no longer gets fixes, but as
it doesn’t implement ASLR either. Therefore, exploiting
memory corruption issues on these systems is easier,
even if they have DEP enabled (enter ROP). Take the legacy
PCMAN 2.0.7 FTP server buffer overflow vulnerability, for
instance. A simple exploit crafting this input:

"A"*2008 + "\x59\x54\xc3\x77" + "\x90"*32 +
"\x31\xC9\x51\x68\x63\x61\x6C\x63\x54\xB8\xC7\
x93\xC2\x77\xFF\xD0"
…will succeed in opening the Windows Calc program on
the remote server. Is DEP enabled? No worries; use the
VirtualProtect() API call and make the desired memory
region executable by means of crafting some ROP
gadgets! But of course this problem also applies to old
GNU/Linux systems. Keeping these old systems around is
a perilous business: almost every day is zero-day! Worse
still: because there aren't official security fixes, any new
discovered zero-day can be exploited on the wild without
anyone noticing. This issue is set to carry on for years.

They are still bleeding
Heartbleed was a terrible bug back in 2014. It allowed
an attacker to craft a malicious TLS packet and send it
to a remote server in order to read some bytes past a
buffer, thereby enabling the attacker to extract some
random data along with some juicy one: valid credentials,
private keys and so on. Some old systems and embedded
devices are still running an older OpenSSL version
carrying the bug.
Maybe you are administering your home router/
firewall by means of a browser using a TLS connection?
The chances are that this embedded device is running a
vulnerable OpenSSL version. It’s a piece of cake to test
it: you can use nmap once again. You can do this exercise
on your own network, to make sure you do not have old
systems around. Don't think only about actual computers
but about routers, switches, printers, NAS devices and
so on. When it comes to hacking, simplicity is a must
sometimes. Instead of looking for complex vulnerabilities,
zero-days and so on, a black hat may have perfectly
found, using nmap or Censys, that a particular printer or
embedded device is vulnerable to the Heartbleed bug.

To illustrate this, imagine you have an HP LaserJet
Pro MFP M521dn printer connected to your network.
This printer is running an old firmware from 2012,
vulnerable to the Heartbleed bug. Now, an attacker has
discovered it by running nmap. Next thing the attacker
would probably do is to start reading and storing chunks
from the printer’s memory until something interesting
pops out (like a valid username/password credential, for
example) by means of running the 32764.py Python script
iteratively for hours or days on end (www.exploit-db.com/
exploits/32764). At some point an administrator may
log in to the printer and voilà! The attacker would have
their first credential. From that, they may try a lateral

Keeping legacy systems
around is a perilous
business: almost every day
is zero-day!
movement on the network… Don’t forget that most users
have the very same password for all their accounts. Do
this exercise yourself: you can pretty much reuse the
technique previously shown for EternalBlue: just combine
masscan with nmap and choose the right script for the
Heartbleed bug this time (don’t forget that some systems
may be listening for TLS connections on a different port
than the usual TCP 443):

# masscan RANGE --ports 443 -oL hosts.txt
# nmap -P0 -p443 --open --script sslheartbleed \
> `cat hosts.txt|cut -d" " -f4|grep -E
"^[0-9]+"|xargs`

Above Gather some
information about any
website you are about
to connect to before it’s
too late!

Online web
reputation
databases
Apart from
online malware
sandboxes, there’s
a bunch of online
web reputation
databases that will
help you determine
whether a website
is considered a
threat. This is
great when you are
analysing strings
from an unknown
binary, because if it
has some links, you
can at least smell a
rat: https://zeltser.
com/malicious-ipblocklists.
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Malware
on GNU/Linux
There is malware
on GNU/Linux, of
course (see
http://bit.ly/Linuxmalware). Don’t
forget that Android
runs a GNU/Linux
kernel as well, as
do thousands of
embedded devices.
Rootkits are also
a terrible threat;
combine chkrootkit
and rkhunter to
test for rootkits
in your GNU/Linux
box. In addition,
perform a security
audit with the Lynis
tool to detect those
weak spots.
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Should you happen to found a vulnerable server or
device on your network, try to run the Python exploit
against it: ./32764.py YOURSERVER. Now code a simple
bash script with a loop and some delay between
captures and you’ve pretty much got it. You're probably
acquainted with Censys and Shodan by now. You can look
for potential Heartbleed-vulnerable servers by querying
these databases too. Navigate to https://censys.io and
type this in the query text box: tags:heartbleed. You
can easily combine the two ideas (the Python script
and Censys) in order to automate a data-puller (see
http://bit.ly/UseCensys). As of this writing, there’s a
total of 133,813 hosts apparently still vulnerable to this
bug. Of course, you have to take into account when the
test was made and that maybe they have been patched
already or disconnected from the network. But still.

It is still dirty
Apart from the notorious Heartbleed vulnerability, we
GNU/Linux users have an equally nasty bug known as
Dirty COW. As of this writing, and according to MITRE’s
database, there are a total of 346 security vulnerabilities
published in 2017 so far affecting the Linux kernel (and
Android too). How many of these issues have you patched
already? And speaking of Android, how many of these
issues can you possibly fix? The answer is depressing:
probably not a single one.
Android devices are particularly bad when it comes
to security fixes. The chances are that you have bought
a new smartphone fairly recently and already there are
no more firmware updates available for it. There’s a nice
little app called ‘System Upgrade’ in your Android phone
that you tap every now and again to no avail. Browsing
the vendor’s website is equally disheartening: no new
firmwares to download either. Yikes! Welcome to the
jungle. You are one more user around the world carrying
a powerful computer that is open to hundreds of security
issues such as the aforementioned Dirty COW.
Newer versions of the Linux kernel were released along
with some patches to fix it. But of course not everyone
was as lucky: embedded devices, smartphones, IoT
devices and so on are still there, doing their job, totally
exposed. Speaking of which: time to get your hands dirty!
First, download Android x86 5.1 (see Resources)
and install it using VirtualBox. Make sure to set up the
mouse pointer as PS/2 instead of ‘Tablet’ and don’t make
/system as read-write. Then, once you are done with
the annoying first configuration assistant, stop the VM
and set up the network interface as ‘Host Only’. This is
necessary in order to connect your computer to this VM.
Boot up the VM once again and get its current IP address
by opening the Terminal Emulator app and running: su
and then ifconig eth0. Get back to your GNU/Linux box
and connect to this Android VM using ADB: adb connect
192.168.56.101:5555 (bear in mind that the IP address
may vary on your system).
Before trying the Dirty COW exploit, make sure you
have the Android NDK correctly installed on your system
(you will need it to compile the PoC). Then, clone the
exploit repository: git clone https://github.com/

timwr/CVE-2016-5195.git. Compile it: cd CVE-20165195 ; make. This will create two files within the
lib/x86 directory. Push them to the Android VM: adb
push dirtycow /data/local/tmp/dcow ; adb push
run-as /data/local/tmp/run-as. Make sure you cannot
write to the /system/bin directory: ./adb shell push
run-as /system/bin/run-as. You will get the following
error message: ‘Read-only file system’. So far so good;
time to exploit Dirty COW. Run:

A segfault can pinpoint
a security vulnerability
that can lead to an
attacker taking over the
whole system
./adb shell ‘/data/local/tmp/dcow /data/local/
tmp/run-as /system/bin/run-as’
[*] using /proc/self/mem method
[*] exploited 0 0x4012c000=464c457f
P0wned! Execute the overwritten file and you will gain a
root shell: adb shell /system/bin/run-as. So much for
Android 5.1. Now grab your smartphone. Go to Settings >
About Phone and cry. Hopefully you will have a modern
version not vulnerable to the Dirty COW bug (mark this
word: hopefully). If you are curious enough, of course you
can try the same PoC against your smartphone, but we
do not recommend it. Once the file has been overwritten,
the only way to recover the original ‘run-as’ functionality
is by overwriting it again with the original binary. Maybe
you could do that to that old Android phone you put in a
drawer some time ago. Go have fun!
Most people are using even older versions than
Android 5.1, happily going along with their lives and
connecting their smartphones to every single open
network there is, installing apps from unknown sources…
It’s a piece of cake to add this exploit to a regular app
and lure users into installing it on their smartphones. Of
course, Android does have many more security issues to
worry about. But Dirty COW is still an easy one to exploit.
Now extrapolate this to embedded and IoT devices such
as IP cameras, routers, printers and so on. Most of these
systems are never patched. Bad news: you are probably
running a bunch of those (including your smartphone and
your home router/firewall).

Distrust segmentation faults
If you happen to come across a segfault (segmentation
fault) in one of your log files, make sure it has not been
triggered on purpose. A segfault can pinpoint a security
vulnerability that, with enough time and skills, can lead
to an attacker crafting a workable exploit and taking
over the whole system. Special attention must be paid to
segfaults affecting network services.

Legacy software is prone to such terrible bugs. Back
then there were no binary mitigations such as NX,
ASLR, Full RELRO and so on. If you are running legacy
software on modern GNU/Linux distros, then maybe you
are going to see a bunch of segfaults filling up your log
files but nothing more; but don’t let them catch you off
guard! Whenever feasible, get the source code for that
legacy piece of software and recompile it using GCC
fortify flags: -fstack-protector-all -fPIE -pie -Wl,
-z,relro, -z,now. Some very old software may not work
properly after enabling these protections, and some
other software may slow down its execution.
Apart from memory corruption bugs, on old GNU/Linux
systems with local accounts the Dirty COW bug can be
disastrous. Of course, a vulnerability present in an old
Apache server or even a classic SQL-i vulnerability in a
web application can allow an external attacker to upload
a PHP shell, or maybe even an ELF binary, and exploit the
Dirty COW bug to gain a root shell remotely.
Again, using masscan you can easily identify old
GNU/Linux systems by grabbing the banner from some
services, such as SSH or HTTP. First, make sure the
TCP/IP GNU/Linux stack won’t process packets coming
to TCP port 6666 (it will be used by masscan): iptables
-I INPUT 1 -p tcp --dport 6666 -j DROP. Then,
run masscan against your IPv4 range of hosts and start
grabbing banners:

./masscan --ports 22 --rate=1000 RANGE
--banners --source-port 6666
After a while you will get a list of interesting and even
surprising things, such as some servers running
Slackware 96! Not to mention that some sysadmins have
a relatively good sense of humour with banners such as:
‘Please,don\x27t attack educational servers\x0a’. Cool.

Malware is all around us
Malware can reach systems by enticing users to install
it or by exploiting some vulnerability (like EternalBlue).
Sometimes it is embedded in a legitimate piece of
software. A good deal of this malware is targeted against
Windows, but also against Android: navigate to Koodous
(see Resources) and be amazed! As of this writing,
7,148,967 detected samples. Not bad.
Are you thinking about installing a new app on your
smartphone? Think twice. Before installing a new app,
download it first and upload it to Koodous or VirusTotal,
to see what transpires. If none of these services has
information about this particular app, try to upload it to
an online Android malware sandbox (see Resources).
Some people download apps from alternative markets,
whereas others are more than happy to look for a
particular APK using Google. This could be risky; not that
downloading an app from the official Google Play Store is
less dangerous: plenty of malware has somehow found
its way into Google Play in the past and as of late (see
http://bit.ly/Judy-Malware-report). You can of course
set up your own sandbox for malware research; but if you
want to test an app quickly, an online service is better.

Above Don’t install apps on your smartphone blindfolded: that could be lethal!

Time to practise a bit: open your browser and
navigate to Google. Type this in its search box:
filetype:apk -site:google.com. You will get thousands
of results. Among these, download Jbed from http://
downloadmirror.co/2zUC/Jbed.apk. This is a well-known
Trojan. Upload it to Koodous and wait until it finishes its
analysis. Upload it to http://virustotal.com as well. Now,
if you want a more accurate analysis, try Nvisio ApkScan:
https://apkscan.nviso.be. Of course, this malware is
known to them, but you can choose to scan it anyway.
After a while, you’ll get the results. You can proceed this
way any time you need to install a new app and you are
not sure about its legitimacy. Bear in mind that even
within Google Play you can possibly find malware.

Tutorial files
available:
filesilo.co.uk

Isolate the old
Most companies cannot keep up with new OSes and
software versions. Then, those vulnerabilities of old
can compromise these systems easily. Whether it is a
university whose labs are still running old Windows XP
systems in order to control some ancient data acquisition
cards, or a firm that can’t afford new software releases,
the threats are the same. The best way to protect these
legacy systems is by isolating them. Use an IDS/IPS on
your network; use VLANs to segment the network; don’t
use these systems to connect to the internet; make sure
to have updated backups of all the important data; close
those services you do not need; and, above all, close
SMB v1.0 on Windows systems. Even better, If you do
not need SMB, disable it. If you have GNU/Linux servers
with Samba, their shared folders will be undoubtedly
affected by WannaCry or NoPetya, and their contents will
be encrypted. If you have some users running Windows
software through Wine, they may be at risk too. Finally,
using shared folders within a virtual machine running
Windows can of course compromise your home directory
under Linux. So be aware and good luck!
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PART ONE

Learn Java: Make a basic
game using inheritance
John
Gowers

Write a simple game is a great way to learn programming
features, such as multithreaded systems and networking

is a university tutor
in programming
and computer
science with a
strong focus on
Java. You can
also read his shell
scripting tutorial
on p36.

Resources
Open JDK 1.8
(though 1.7 will be
sufficient for this
part of the tutorial)
http://openjdk.
java.net
Eclipse IDE
www.eclipse.org

Above We will be building a game in Java using the Eclipse IDE. An IDE combines editors, debuggers and other programming tools in
one place in order to help you develop as effectively and quickly as possible

Tutorial files
available:
filesilo.co.uk
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The Java programming language is packed full
of features that you can use in your day-to-day
programming. In this tutorial series, we’ll be
showcasing a range of programming constructs,
libraries and external tools for Java by building a simple
sandbox-style game in which a player walks around a
map collecting eggs which hatch into various animals.
If you know the basics of Java programming, but have
never delved into some of the more advanced tools, then
this tutorial series is for you. If you have met some of
these concepts before, we hope that you will still learn
something new by working through the exercises.
Each month, we’ll supply a codebase for you to extend.
For this first article we have a very simple piece of
skeleton code, and your job will be to provide some basic
functionality. In later months, the supplied codebase
will be a model extension of the code from the previous
month. If you’ve completed the tutorial from the previous
month, you can compare your own solution with ours,
but we hope that you’ll continue to work with your own
solution so you can feel proud about what you’ve created.

In this first tutorial, we will be creating the basic
game. The starter codebase for this month has almost
no functionality: it is little more than a collection of
interfaces and abstract classes, with a few helper
classes thrown in. Your job will be to provide your own
implementations of our interfaces and extensions of our
abstract classes, but overriding the interface/abstract
methods in order to provide the functionality we specify.
The reason for supplying you with interfaces fulfils two
purposes: first, it ensures that your code will work well
with the extensions we will meet in the coming months.
Second, it helps to instil some good design practices,
in which our program is made up of multiple interacting
objects, which can be swapped in and out as we want.
To get started, we need to import the basic starter
project from the LU&D disc (or FileSilo) into Eclipse.
First, we copy the file eggs.tar from the cover disc into
our own file system. Next, we fire up Eclipse and select
File > Import… from the menu at the top. From the dialog
that comes up, we select General > Existing Projects into
Workspace, which brings up the dialog in Figure 1. From

there, we choose ‘Select archive file’, then ‘Browse…’ and
navigate to the file eggs.tar from the cover disc. Last, we
click 'Finish' to import the new project.

Figure 1

Step 1: Create map tiles and animals
First, we’ll create some classes that extend the MapTile
abstract class, which represent different types of tiles
that can appear on the map. The MapTile class in the
luad.eggs.mapTiles package has two abstract methods:

public char getToken()
public boolean isAccessible()
The first method gives us a char representation of each
map tile. This is useful for reading the map from a file
or writing it to one, and also for displaying the map at a
terminal. The second method tells us whether the map
tile is accessible – i.e., a player is allowed to walk over
it – or whether it is inaccessible. The supplied code
contains a sample implementation, LandTile.java, which
implements the map tile as follows:

public char getToken()
{
return '.';
}
public boolean isAccessible()
{
return true;
}

A well-designed Java
program is made up
of multiple interacting
components, which can
be swapped in and out as
we want
In this case, the tiles representing land will be displayed
as a dot and they will be accessible to players.
First exercise: i) re-implement the MapTile interface in
a class called SeaTile. Sea tiles should be inaccessible
and they should be displayed using the ~ symbol. Put
your new class inside the package luad.eggs.mapTiles.
The best way to implement an interface or extend a
class in Eclipse is to use the File > New > Class dialog, as
in Figure 2 (overleaf). Type in the name of the new class,
then edit the ‘superclass’ field (to extend a class) or click
the ‘Add…’ button next to the Interfaces box to implement
some interfaces. This will populate the new class with
method stubs for all the methods you need to implement.
ii) The next step is similar: we are going to provide
some implementations of the Animal interface in the

luad.eggs.animals package. In the first version of the
game, animals do two things: they have names and make
sounds. So, there are two methods in the Animal class
that you will need to implement for each type of animal:
getName() and getSound(). You can use whatever
(egg-laying) animals you like, but if you want to use our
provided artwork in the later tutorials, you might want to
use animals from the following lists:

Above Importing a
project in Eclipse

Birds: chicken, duck
Reptiles: snake, lizard
Dinosaurs: T-rex, triceratops
Put your new classes in the luad.eggs.animals package.

Step 2: Implement the egg interface
The animals in our game will hatch from eggs. In order to
implement this, we have provided an interface Egg, which
you will need to provide an implementation of. You can
call your implementation SimpleEgg and put it in the
luad.eggs package. The egg has a fixed time that it needs
to incubate, which is set when the egg is created. At each
turn of the game, the incubation time is decremented by
one. When the incubation time reaches 0, the egg is ready
to hatch. At this point, calling the getContents() method
will return the Animal that is living inside the egg.
Second exercise: write your own implementation of the
Egg interface. This should contain a private int field
called incubationTime which is passed in as a parameter
to the constructor of the class and is decremented by one
when the decrementIncubationTime() method is called.
The method isReadyToHatch should return true if the
incubation time has reached 0 and false otherwise.
Your implementation should contain another field,
private Animal contents, which is also passed in as a
parameter to the constructor of the class. Calling the
getContents() method should return this field. It is
up to you what your class does if someone calls the
getContents() method when the incubation time is
still greater than 0. You might decide that it is simpler to
return the contents of the egg later, and let other classes
be responsible for checking that the egg is ready to hatch.
Or you might like to create a custom Exception class and
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Right Eclipse provides
a mechanism that
automatically fills
in an interface
implementation with
the methods we will
need to implement.
Navigate to File > New >
Class on the menu

Java

Figure 2

throw an exception if someone calls the getContents()
method when the egg is not ready to hatch.
You should be able to call the constructor as follows:

Egg chickenEgg = new SimpleEgg(10, new
Chicken())
…for example, to create a new egg with an incubation
time of ten game-plays that contains a chicken.

Step 3: Player interface & GameMap class
Now let’s provide implementations of the Player and
GameMap interfaces. Players walk around on a map
picking up eggs, which later hatch into animals. Write
a class called HumanPlayer that implements the
Player interface and provides implementations of the
methods in Figure 3. Once again, you should keep your
implementation as simple as possible: start with private
fields position (of type Point2D), carriedEggs (of type
Set<Egg>) and carriedAnimals (of type Set<Animal>),
and use these to implement the methods as one-liners.
For example, here’s how you might implement the
addEgg() method:

public void addEgg(Egg egg)
{

Polymorphism and design
The main lesson to take away from this month’s tutorial is
that of polymorphism – essentially, the provision of multiple
possible implementations of a particular piece of functionality.
For example, in this tutorial we will make a console-based
game: so the user can type commands at the terminal and
receive output back in the same place. However, we'll set our
program up so that we can easily replace the console-based
components of our programs with, for example, graphicalbased components – indeed, we will be doing that next month.
Writing a nicely decoupled program has benefits even if we
do not plan to make multiple implementations of a particular
component. When we write unit tests in a later tutorial,
we’ll find it very helpful to test components of our software
independently of one another. If program components are kept
as separate as possible, it means we can write ‘mock’ versions
of our actual classes that we can use in our test environment.
Our design is not perfect and so if you feel like changing
part of it, you should feel free to do so. Our specification
is intentionally loose so as to allow you as much scope for
personal programming expression as you like, but you should
not feel you’re forbidden to go outside it. Remember our design,
though, since later tutorials may refer to it, and you will need to
adjust to your own design appropriately.
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carriedEggs.add(egg);
}
You should initialise the fields position, carriedEggs
and carriedAnimals in the constructor of the class.
Since Set is an interface, not a class, you should use an
appropriate implementing class (for example, HashSet)
when initialising these fields.
Note that Point2D is a utility class that has been
provided with the rest of the code. You can have a look at
the code in order to figure out how it works.
You should also implement the incrementGameTime()
method. This method should decrement the incubation
time of each egg in the inventory by 1, and should hatch
all the eggs that are ready to hatch, by removing the eggs
from the egg inventory and transferring their contents
into the animal inventory.
GameMap is provided as an abstract class, rather than
an interface, since it contains an implementation of a
helper method, searchRadius(), that returns all the map
tiles within a given radius of a particular point. You should
write an extension of this class, called TextMap; this can
inherit the method searchRadius() from the GameMap
class, but it will need to include implementations for all
the other methods in the class, shown in Figure 4. For

Figure 3
public Point2D getPosition();
public void setPosition(Point2D
newPosition);
public void addEgg(Egg egg);
public Set<Egg> getCarriedEggs();
public void addAnimal(Animal animal);
public Set<Animal> getCarriedAnimals();
public void incrementGameTime();
Above The methods in the Player interface are designed to
model the possible abstract behaviours of a player of the game

the getTile() and setTile() methods, you will want
to include some kind of 2D array of MapTiles as a field
in your class. If getTile() or setTile() is called with
coordinates that are out of range, then return null or
throw an exception.
The readMap() method is a bit more tricky: it reads the
map in from a textual representation in a file. We cannot
give full instructions for doing that here, but you might
like to work it out for yourself. If you’d rather develop the
game quickly without worrying about file input, then feel
free to hard-code in an appropriate array of LandTiles
and SeaTiles.
For instance, the following declaration creates a
one-square island in the middle of a sea (you will want to
create something more interesting than this!):

private MapTile[][] mapTiles = new MapTile[]
[] {
{ new SeaTile(), new SeaTile(), new
SeaTile() } ,
{ new SeaTile(), new LandTile(), new
SeaTile() },

{ new SeaTile(), new SeaTile(), new
SeaTile() }};
In order to implement the getEggs() method, you will
need a field that stores the positions of some eggs on the
map – for example, you could have a HashMap sending
Point2D positions to Set<Egg> sets. You should populate
your map with some eggs at the start of the game – by
modifying your readMap() method to read them in from
a file, or by hard-coding them, or by writing some code
to place them at random. To place an egg at a particular
position, your code should look something like this:

Set<Egg> contents = new HashSet<>();
contents.add(new SimpleEgg(5, new Chicken());
eggPositions.put(new Point(x, y), contents);

Step 4: Input and output
Before we put everything together, we need to sort
out the input and the output. Output is very easy:
you should write your own implementation of the
OutputViewer class, called ConsoleOutputViewer, and
override the displayMessage(), displayMapTiles()
and displayInventory() methods so that they use
System.println() to print out the information in a nice,
human-readable format. The getToken() method in the
MapTile interface should be useful here, and you should
decide how you want to display null map tiles.
The input will be a bit harder. Though it is not hard to
get input from the console up and running, we eventually
want to get our input from a graphical user interface,
rather than from the terminal, which means that it is a
good idea to set things up now so that we can deal with
input coming in at any point, rather than sequentially.
To do this, we will use two concepts: threading and the
Observer pattern.
The Observer pattern is a special feature provided in
Java that allows certain classes to ‘observe’ other ones.
Specifically, if a class extends the Observable class,
then it can be observed, and if a class implements the
Observer interface, then it can observe observable
classes. Among others, the Observable class provides
the methods addObserver(), which adds a new observer
observing that class; notifyObservers(), which sends a
message out to all observing classes; and setChanged(),
which marks that the observable object has changed
state. Meanwhile, the Observer interface includes the
method update, which accepts the message from the
observable object and performs an appropriate action.

public abstract void
readMap(String ileName);

Figure 4

public abstract MapTile getTile(Point2D
position);
public abstract Set<Egg>
removeEggs(Point2D position);

IDEs

Above The same program can have both console and graphical
interfaces. This is the ‘cpd’ program for detecting code repetition

The Observer pattern works best if the observer and
the observable objects are running concurrently, as
though they were parts of separate programs. To do
this, we use threading: a thread is the word that Java
programmers use for a section of a program that runs
independently in its own time at the same time as other
parts of the program. One way to create a new thread
in Java is using the Runnable interface, as in Figure 5
(overleaf). An implementation of the Runnable class is
nothing more than a class representation of a function
with no parameters and void return value. In order to run
this as a thread, we call Thread.start(), as in Figure 5.
And now the code from the run() method in the
MyThread class is running as though it were in its own
separate program.

The Observer pattern
and threading give us a
slick way of dealing with
user input that could come
at any time
Since this explanation of threading and the Observer
pattern has been fairly terse, we advise you to look at
some more examples online, and we’ve also provided an
example implementation of the ConsoleInputController
that you can use as a reference. However, we recommend
that you use this only as a last resort, and instead try
following these instructions:
1. Create the class ConsoleInputController and have
it extend the Observable class (so it can be observed by
the main game) and implement the Runnable interface
(so it can be run in its own thread).
2. Implement the run() method in the
ConsoleInputController so it contains a loop that does
the following at each iteration:
a. Reads a line of text from the console (using a
BufferedReader or Scanner)
b. Calls the setChanged() method to indicate that
something has changed
c. Calls notifyObservers(), using the line of text from
the console as the parameter. This will send the text from
the console as a message to all the observers.

We recommend
the Eclipse IDE for
this project, but
you are welcome to
use IntelliJ or some
other Java IDE
that you are used
to; you will just
need to translate
appropriately
whenever we
mention some
specific piece
of Eclipse
functionality.
If you are used
to compiling and
running Java
programs from the
command line, we
recommend using
an IDE, as features
such as refactoring,
debuggers and
integrated package
managers can
really speed up
your programming.

Left The abstract
methods in the
GameMap class are the
basic interface through
which all other classes
interact with the
game map

In the next section, when we come to write the main
game loop, we will complete the last part of the
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Observers
& threading
For more details
about the
Observer pattern,
see the Oracle
documentation
for the Observer
interface and the
Observable class.
Combining the
Observer pattern
with threading in
the way we have
done is quite a
common use case,
and you might be
able to find some
similar examples
online to study.
Threading is a more
complicated topic,
and we will cover it
in more detail later
in the series.

Java

puzzle: notice that the GameModel interface extends
the Observer interface, and includes the update()
method that will tell the class what to do when it
receives input from the input controller. When we
pull everything together into the main program, we
will start the thread for the input controller (using
new Thread(new TextInputController).start()) and
we will add the main game model on as an observer to
the input controller.

Step 5: The Game model
In this last section, we will implement the GameModel
interface, which will tie together all of the things we have
done so far.
Create a class StandardGameModel that implements
the GameModel interface. In order to implement all the
methods from that interface, our class will need several
private fields:
• A ield viewer of type OutputViewer, in order to display
our output.
• A ield map of type GameMap, in order to have a map to
move the player around in.

Figure 5
public class MyThread implements Runnable
Right The basic syntax
for multithreaded
programming in Java

{
public void run()
{
// Do something here…
}
}

Runnable thread = new MyThread();
new Thread(thread).start();

• A ield player of type Player, so we have a player to
move around.
You should pass all these fields into GameModel
through the constructor. As a hint, the constructor for the
GameModel class should start like this:

public GameModel(OutputViewer viewer,
GameMap map,
Player player)
{
this.viewer = viewer;
this.map = map;
this.player = player;
// …
}
Note that the types of the fields in the class are
given by the interfaces we implemented, rather than
by the implementing classes. This is an important
design decision: the way we have set things up, the
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Figure 6
public void executeCommand(String command);
public void move(char direction);
public void pickUp();
public void searchRadius(int radius);
public void displayInventory();
public void printMapGrid(MapTile[][]
grid);
public void printMessage(String message);
public void update(Observable observable,
Object message);
Above The methods from the GameModel interface model the
core functionality and operation of the game

GameModel class has no dependency upon any of our
implementations of the interfaces. This means we
can easily ‘swap out’ different implementations of the
interfaces if we want to – which is particularly useful
when we come to write unit tests for our code.
Once you have set up the fields in the class, you are
ready to start implementing the methods from the
interface, as shown in Figure 6. Use the methods from
the map and player fields to implement the move(),
pickUp(), searchRadius() and displayInventory()
methods, and use methods from the viewer field to
implement the printMapGrid() and printMessage()
methods. You should call printMapGrid() within your
implementation of the searchRadius() method, and
displayInventory() within your implementation of
the displayInventory() method, and you might feel
like calling the printMessage() method within your
implementation of the move() and pickUp() methods in
order to print out success or failure messages.
The move() method should check whether the tile is
accessible before moving the player on to it. If the tile is
inaccessible, print out a message saying so.
Don’t forget to deal with game time: every time a game
action takes place, you should decrement the incubation
times of all the eggs that the player is carrying. If any egg
is ready to hatch, then it should hatch, and the animal
inside should be transferred to the player’s inventory
of animals. Use the incrementGameTime() method in
the Player interface to achieve this effect. It is up to
you how often you increment the game time: it could be
once every time the player moves, once every time the
player moves or tries to pick up the contents of their tile,
or every time the player makes five moves, for example.
Choose whatever makes most sense to you.
After you have implemented these six methods, we
write the implementation of the executeCommand()
method. The operation of the executeCommand()
method is explained in its Javadoc comment. It takes
in a text command that encodes a particular action,
and then carries out the action corresponding to that
command. Now you have written the move(), pickUp()
and searchRadius() methods, this method should be
fairly easy to implement: test what the input string is and

Figure 7

Where next?
If you’ve got your game working, you might be getting a bit
frustrated that you have to keep typing ‘move E’ and so on
just to move around the map. It is true that the game we have
created so far is not at all pleasant to play. One way to fix the
problem would be to create a nicer text-based interface. You
could try to do such a thing yourself, by creating a new version
of the ConsoleInputController class. The alternative, which
we shall see next month, is to create a graphical interface. The
advantage of our design is its extensibility: once we have written
our graphical interface, it will be very easy for us to switch it in
for our old console-based input and output systems.
If you would like to work on something while you are
waiting, you should try to improve the game as it currently
stands. You might decide to introduce some new commands
– for example, for moving multiple squares in one command.
Perhaps you could create a slicker console-based interface?
You might decide to add some functionality to let the player
release animals on to the map so they can move around. If
you stick to the design, you should be able to carry all your
features over to the graphical version next month.

then make the appropriate method call. If the input to the
method does not fit one of the appropriate patterns, then
use the printMessage() method to print out some kind
of warning. Feel free to add your own text commands, if
you want to.
The last method to implement is the update() method,
which comes from the Observer interface. Remember
that this method is called when the Observable object
that this object is watching (namely, an instance
of our ConsoleInputController class) calls the
notifyObservers() method. In our case, this happens
when the user types a message at the command line.

Using a debugger can
save you a lot of time trying
to track down the problems
in your code

Left You can play
the game in Eclipse
by running the App
class and typing your
commands in the
console window at
the bottom

• Create an instance of the StandardGameModel class,
passing in your instances of the first three classes
as parameters.
• Create an instance of the ConsoleInputController
class, called controller, and call its addObserver()
method (inherited from the Observable class) in order to
add the instance of StandardGameModel as an observer.
• Call new Thread(controller).start() in order to start
reading input from the user.
This should be enough to start the game and allow a
user to begin playing it. In Eclipse, open the App.java file
and press the green arrow button (Run) near the top of
the screen. You can then start typing commands in the
console pane near the bottom, as in Figure 7. You might
have to navigate to Window > Show View > Console if the
console does not appear automatically.
It is likely that your game will not work properly the
first time. Luckily, Eclipse comes with lots of useful
debugging tools. Using a debugger can save you a lot of
time trying to track down the problems in your code. To
debug a piece of code, right-click in the margin to the
left of your code, and select Toggle Breakpoint. Then run
your program, but instead of pressing the green arrow,
press the little picture of a bug to the left of it. When your
program reaches the line of code where the breakpoint
is, it will move into debugging mode, where you can move
through the code line by line, using the controls at the
top of the page – see Figure 8.

Figure 8

2
This method should also be fairly easy to implement:
the message parameter is the command that the user
has typed in, so you can run that straight through the
executeCommand() method (after casting it to a String)
in order to complete your implementation. You will not
need to use the observer parameter in this case.

Below The three
stages of debugging
in Eclipse: 1) Setting a
breakpoint on a line of
code; 2) Running the
code in debug mode;
3) Stepping through
the code using the
debug controls

1

Finish it off and play
We still need a way to run the game. Open up the App
class, and edit the main() method to do the following:
• Create an instance of the TextMap class, and call the
readMap() method to populate the map with tiles.
• Create an instance of the HumanPlayer class, and
call the setPosition() method to place the player on
the map.
• Create an instance of the ConsoleOutputViewer class.

3
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TRIPLE-BOOT
YOUR SYSTEM
Running more than one operating system on your computer enables you to
use different distros with ease. Paul O'Brien shows you how to triple-boot
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AT A GLANCE

What’s covered in this feature

Prepare your system, p56
•Start
with a box-fresh computer and

bootloaders, p60
Dual to triple, p56-57
•UseManage
•Create
boot-repair or the GRUB rescue
space, get your Linux installer to see

prepare your system for multiple Linux
distribution installations.

your Linux distro and configure your UEFI
and Secure Boot setup.

• Manage partitioning, p57

How should you slice up your disk and
how do you do it? We’ll show you.

lthough it is possible to buy Linux
laptops off the shelf nowadays (see
our review of the System76 Galago
Pro on p86), most Linux users are likely to
start with a Windows machine and add Linux
afterwards. Regardless of whether you
intend to use Windows frequently or not, it
often makes sense to leave Microsoft’s OS
on board for things like BIOS updates,
reverting if you come to sell the machine on
or for that occasional, rare application that
just isn’t available for our favourite platform.
The common approach to this scenario is to
use dual boot, providing an easy way to
switch between operating systems. If you’re
comfortable with dual-booting and you have
enough disk space, then the option of
triple-booting is also appealing, as it
provides an easy way to try out new
distributions, updated versions or just
something completely different without
impacting your main OS, potentially leaving
you unable to work.
Setting up multi-boot on your computer is
normally quite straightforward and although
you may encounter a few issues and quirks
along the way, we’re here to help you explore
the process and make the most of it. Many
of the leading distributions include excellent
tools for preparing your hard disk (repartitioning, bootloader installation and so
on) and together with a basic understanding
of technologies such as UEFI and Secure
Boot, discussed later in this feature, you’ll
be well armed to get up and running without
problems. As always, if you are changing the
partition layout and fundamental operation

A

• Share your drives, p58

Use GParted for setting up your shared
space and get your UID and GID in order.

of your machine, then you should back
up any valuable data first, as things can
sometimes go awry.
Exactly how you configure your dualboot setup will depend on how you intend
to use it. Your installations can either be
completely isolated (effectively splitting
your disk into a number of partitions to
match the number of operating systems
you intend to run), or you can set up shared
areas that can be accessed regardless
of where you boot from. If you frequently
switch between Windows and Linux,
you may already have a shared partition
where you store files. This can either be a
dedicated partition separate from your main
home directory, or for added convenience
when running multiple Linux distros, your
actual user home directory (although you’ll
need to keep a close eye on what’s going on
to ensure distros don’t interfere with each
other). Using the ‘separate partition’ model
does add an additional degree of insurance
for your data should a particular install
break unexpectedly.
If you have limited space on the main
disk of your computer (this has become
more of an issue again of late with the rise
in popularity of SSDs), you can consider
running either the OSes themselves or the
shared data partition from external storage.
This could be either an inserted USB
stick (USB 3.0 with a fast transfer rate is
recommended; a number of manufacturers
make tiny drives that barely protrude from
the machine) or an SD card if your computer
has a built-in high-speed card slot. This

prompt to restore your menu and creating
a virtual disk for virtualising Linux.

• Grub tips and tweaks, p60

Handy tools and tricks for working with
and customising the GRUB menu.

AT A GLANCE

Suggested distros

Ubuntu 16.04 LTS
•Canonical’s
Ubuntu 16.04

LTS offers the ease of dualboot install that you get from Ubuntu’s
excellent setup wizard, together with the
reassurance of LTS support, which makes
it an excellent primary Linux operating
system for your multi-boot setup.

• Fedora 26

Fedora 26 with GNOME 3.24
is another alternative leading
distribution with an excellent tool for
managing your storage, Blivet GUI. Fedora
is a great choice for those wanting to be in
an RPM/YUM instead of a DEB/APT world.

Linux
•YouArch
might use Arch already, but
TM

if not, multi-booting it is a great
way to try something a little different. Arch
is all about the bleeding edge, with a rolling
update model and a definite skew towards
command-line usage.

Live
•It’sGParted
not only full distros that you
can have installed as part of your
dual-boot, triple-boot or even-more-boot
environment. Keeping a hard disk installed
copy of the GParted Live recovery disk is a
good option for both emergency recovery
and convenient management.
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QUICK TIP

Partitions
Operating
systems can
cope well with
being resized or
moved within the
disk, but ensure
you don’t change
where partitions
are within
the structure
– changing
partition
numbers will
invariably cause
breakages.

Triple-boot

works particularly well as a ‘testing area’ for new
distros, where you don’t need ultimate performance for
day-to-day use and you want to limit the space impact
on your main drive of frequent changes.

Prepare your system for install
As we mentioned earlier, with any significant change
to your machine, the first rule is: make sure you have
backed up your data. Although adding one, two or
more additional distros to your computer should
be a relatively straightforward task, things can and
sometimes do go wrong, so take a copy of anything
irreplaceable on a separate disk or using cloud storage.
Done that? Then you’re ready to get started.

Beware though: you
can’t just change the RAID/
AHCI setting and expect
everything to work
If you’re using a machine that originally shipped
with Windows, which is more than likely the case,
then the UEFI settings will configured in an optimal
fashion for Microsoft’s OS. This typically means that
the disk is set to RAID mode rather than AHCI, which
will stop many Linux distros from seeing the disk at all.
You can confirm this by firing up a live CD and seeing
if the install or partitioning tools see the main disk.
If it is missing from the list, then you need to switch
the option in your system settings, usually accessed

by pressing a key such as Delete as soon as your
machine is turned on. Beware though: you can’t just
change this setting and expect everything to work –
you need to carry out a bit of Windows trickery first.
First, from the Windows Start Menu choose ‘Command
Prompt (Admin)’. Enter the command bcdedit /set
{current} safeboot minimal. This tells Windows to
boot into a minimal safe mode on next reboot. Restart
your machine, enter setup and change the mode from
RAID to AHCI. After saving the setting and rebooting
(into safe mode), simply rerun the admin command
prompt and enter the command bcdedit /deletevalue
{current} safeboot. This tells Windows to now
resume booting normally after the next restart. Reboot
and your machine should boot into Windows, but now
using the AHCI rather than RAID drivers. Well done,
you’re ready to install Linux!

Manage your partitions
For peace of mind, it’s sensible at this point to carry
out your repartitioning manually, rather than doing it
at install time using the utilities from a specific distro.
We recommend using the incredibly versatile GParted
Live tool to do this. GParted Live can be run from a CD/
DVD or USB stick and downloaded from http://gparted.
org/livecd.php. After downloading the ISO file, either
burn it to disk or to install it to USB from Windows,
download UNetbootin from http://unetbootin.github.io,
run the tool, select your ISO and your destination USB
drive. When ready, reboot, press the appropriate key
(e.g. F12) to choose your boot device and boot into the
partitioning tool. At this point you will be presented
with a graphical interface showing the partitions on
your disk. Note the drop-down in the top right of the

HOW TO

Dual- to triple- boot

01

Check disk settings

When you first run your Linux
distro, you may find that the installer
is unable to see the main disk in your
machine. This is normally because your disk
mode is set to RAID rather than AHCI. This
can be configured in the UEFI setup, but
be aware that you’ll need to manage the
change on the Windows side too (see the
main text for further details), or you won’t
be able to boot.
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02

Create space

You can free up space for your
new distros either using the partitioning
options in the installer or by booting up a
dedicated partitioning tool such as GParted.
We advise the latter, as it gives you more
visual configuration and leaves you less
susceptible to making an error. You may see
a number of partitions created by Windows
you don’t recognise – don’t remove them, or
you will likely encounter problems later on!

03

Partitioning options

After resizing your existing
partitions, you need to decide what you
are going to do with the remaining space.
You may wish to split it now between the
number of distros you plan to install,
potentially allocating space too for a shared
storage area, or you can do it at install time.
Modern distros encourage swap on the
main partition, which makes partitioning
that little bit more straightforward.

window, where you can switch between disks (you may
need to do this if your USB stick is detected as the
default disk).
You’ll notice at this point that Windows creates a
lot of partitions aside from the main ‘C: drive’. These
are used for UEFI, recovery and various other internal
Windows tasks – you should avoid resizing these if
possible and definitely not remove them. The golden
rule of repartitioning is that you can resize, move and
edit partitions, but if you delete them completely,
references to any that follow will become broken.
The main Windows partition should be obvious at this
point (it’ll likely be the largest one) and it will be shaded
to indicate how much of the available space is used.
You can resize the partition down to any capacity larger
than the space used, you should aim to give yourself
a bit of headroom for your Windows partition, even if
you don’t plan on using it regularly, but exactly how
much will depend on the size of your disk and how many
additional OSes you plan to install. Click the partition
and select 'Resize/Move' from the menu bar. After
resizing the partition, move any partitions that are after
it on the disk so that they follow directly after. This will
leave you with a big chunk of free space following the
existing partitions. Note that in GParted, no changes
are written to disk until you hit the big 'Apply' button
and you can undo at any time, so don’t be afraid to
experiment… just be aware that once you do hit that
button, there is no going back.

Decide on your new partitions
Once you’ve resized your existing partitions (before
or after you hit 'Apply'), you may wish to create your
new partitions for your new installs. If you’re creating

04

Live boot and installs

When booting distro images, you
are typically presented with the option
to either install the distribution or run it
‘live’. Using live mode lets you try it out
before you install, and live mode itself
normally comes with an option to kick off
the install. This is a great way to sample
how things will run and ensure your
hardware is properly supported without
having to make changes to your disk.

05

UEFI firmware
You’re probably familiar with BIOS, the low-level
software that runs when you first turn on your
computer and before you boot into your OS. It’s
that blocky, old-school, non-GUI config layer.
But modern PCs now ship with UEFI instead – so
what’s the difference? UEFI performs the same
basic functions as BIOS, but removes many
limitations. First, UEFI allows booting from drives
over 2.2GB in size, something not possible with
BIOS, courtesy of the GPT partitioning scheme
rather than MBR. UEFI can run in 32-bit or 64-bit
mode, for faster boot times and much improved
setup UIs, with the potential for high-res graphics
and mouse support. As a mini-OS, UEFI enables
advanced troubleshooting and recovery options.

a shared area for your documents or home directory
(as discussed in the box on p58), it’s wise to create
it before your other new partitions in your partition
layout. By doing this, the effective ‘index’ of the
partition won’t change whether you have two, three,
four or more distros installed. As you are creating

Secure Boot

Secure Boot is likely to be turned
on by default in the UEFI settings of
your machine, which will work fine for
most distros but will limit your ability
to run proprietary drivers. The setting
can be easily disabled, but does leave
your machine more susceptible to being
compromised by rootkits from Windows.
Ensure your antivirus is up to date and
take extra care.

06

Windows and reverting

If you want to revert your machine
back to completely stock defaults, you need
to remove the additional partitions, resize
the main partition and remove GRUB (if
you are reverting to Windows). You should
re-enable Secure Boot if you turned it off,
but there’s no harm in leaving the system in
AHCI rather than RAID mode if you changed
that too. GRUB is removed using the
Windows startup repair tools.
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USB boot
GRUB allows
you to easily run
Linux distros
from fast USBattached storage
just as easily as
when they are on
local disks. This
is ideal if you are
short of space.

Triple-boot

new partitions, you can choose a filesystem to which
they will be formatted. Typically, the filesystem used
for Linux distros is ext4 and the filesystem used for
Windows is NTFS. You’ll also frequently come across
FAT/exFAT, which is used for removable storage.
So which should you use for your shared area? NTFS is
the best choice for most purposes, because Windows
is unable to read ext partitions without additional
third-party drivers, while Linux can read and write
NTFS without issues. FAT and exFAT are generally
best avoided, partly because support is not included
in all distros due to licensing issues, but also because
neither supports file ownership and permissions, a
must-have for Linux.
Looking at a typical scenario with a 512GB SSD,
we might choose to resize our Windows total down
to 128GB (between all the various partitions), add a
128GB ‘data’ partition formatted to NTFS together with
two 128GB ‘distro’ partitions for Linux installs, each

formatted to ext4 so they are ready to go. If you find
yourself installing a number of distros and needing
more space for specific ones, you can always change
the split point between the partitions later, without
needing to reinstall, again courtesy of the GParted
Live tool. Remember that although you can of course
run GParted from within an installed distro, you can’t
make changes to any mounted partitions, which means
that you can’t resize the partition associated with the
currently running OS.

Install your distros
Now that you’ve completed your partitioning and
applied your changes, if you kept Windows installed it’s
worth just booting into the OS to confirm you haven’t
caused any issues in that regard. Assuming everything
works as intended, you’re ready to install your Linux
distros! Either use live/install CDs or ISOs written to
USB storage (again, using a utility such as UNetbootin).

HOW TO

Sharing partitions between multiple distributions

01

Choose an approach

02

Set up the partition

Running multiple distros from one disk may put a
squeeze on storage, so sharing a single data store between the
different distros can really help. But which approach is right for
you? To take advantage of sharing profile scripts, configs and
such, consider sharing your home directory. If you only want to
share documents, just use an extra data partition.

The easiest way to re-partition your disk is to use a
live-boot distro with GParted included. Sizing down the free
space in your last partition will be the quickest way to gain
room, but it may also be a good opportunity to shrink all your
partitions (including Windows) to make space for both the new
area and any additional distros. You'll also need to format in a
suitable filesystem type too.
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03

Copy files and link the storage

04

Issues and fixes

After formatting, considering file size constraints and
usability of FAT/ext4/NTFS across OSes, copy (rather than move
at this point) files across to the new partition. Set a boot mount
in fstab to a sensible location, then use a symlink to reference
the new area. This could be a directory as a whole (e.g. your
home directory), or just subdirectories (e.g. Pictures).

There are a few issues that could catch you out.
Ensuring your user has the same UID and GID between distros
is essential and if you are storing application configs in the
shared area, you could see problems if the versions of the
application aren’t kept in sync between different distros. If
you opt for the ‘shared document partition’ approach, you can
manually move and link configs on a per-application basis.

When you launch the install process, either directly
from the GRUB menu or from the live distro, you will be
prompted to choose which partition you wish to install
in. Ensure you choose your preconfigured ext4 partition
as the root mount point (‘/’) and if prompted, choose
not to use a separate swap partition. If the installer
doesn’t create a swap file for you, you can do this after
your first boot. To create a 4GB swap file for example,
you would do the following – create the file with
sudo fallocate -l 4G /swapile. Set the swap file
permissions with sudo chmod 600 /swapile. Tell the
system to use the swap space with sudo mkswap
/swapile. Finally, enable the swap with sudo swapon
/swapile. To enable this to happen on each reboot,
you need to add a line to your fstab file in /etc/fstab,
with the value /swapile none swap sw 0 0.
As part of the installation process, the GRUB
bootloader will be installed, which will allow you to
choose which OS (Windows or Linux) and distro (from
those you have installed) to launch at startup. Windows

To avoid accidentally
damaging your Linux file
systems, it’s wise to only
allow read-only access
from Windows unless you
need to write files too
will be listed as ‘Windows Boot Manager’, which will
then launch into the standard Windows startup.
GRUB can handle as many distros as you want to have
installed, with debug options for each; however, it
should be noted that each distro you install will likely
install its own GRUB theme, so it may look different
after you add another distro.
If you restart after your first distribution install and
you launch straight back into Windows, then you may
need to make an additional change in your system’s
UEFI setup, choosing the Linux OS boot manager rather
than the Windows Boot Manager as the default.

Deal with time issues
If you are frequently switching between Linux and
Windows, you may find strange things happening
with the time on your machine – the two OSes will be
an hour out from each other. This happens because
Linux time is based on UTC, while Windows bases its
time on your local time. The easiest way to fix this is
to make a registry change on Windows. Run regedit.
exe, navigate to ‘HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\
CurrentControlSet\Control\TimeZoneInformation’,
add a new DWORD (32 bit) named RealTimeIsUniversal
and give it the value of 1. After rebooting, your clocks
should now stay in sync. Aside from this one quirk, you

TM

Dealing with Secure Boot
One of the key improvements in UEFI is Secure
Boot. This is designed to prevent malware, such
as rootkits, intercepting your normal operating
system boot sequence without you realising,
something that was a real problem in BIOS.
Windows PCs now ship with Microsoft’s certificate
stored in UEFI – the firmware can then check the
bootloader signature before launching, to ensure
it hasn’t been tampered with. Of course, this can
cause an issue for Linux – Secure Boot needs
to be either disabled or a distro used where the
distro developer has submitted its bootloader for
signing by Microsoft. It is also possible to create
your own keys and enrol them as ‘MOKs’ (Machine
Owner Keys), to allow you to maintain Secure Boot
together with your own custom bootloaders.

should find that Linux happily co-exists with Microsoft’s
operating system.

Read your Linux file systems from
within Windows
As mentioned, accessing ext filesystems from the
Windows side of the fence is a bit of a chore. Obviously,
you’ll be using Linux most of the time and you will likely
have set up a shared area for transferring documents,
but now and again you might want to pull a file from
one of your installed Linux distros. What’s the best
way to do it? The best option is unfortunately a closed
source one – Paragon ExtFS for Windows provides full
read-write access to ext2/3/4 partitions from within
Windows; however, transfer speed is limited after an
initial ten-day trial period. On the open source side of
the fence, the Ext2Fsd project provides a similar utility,
but updates are relatively infrequent. After installing
Ext2Fsd from http://sourceforge.net/projects/ext2fsd/
and rebooting your machine, you’ll have access to a new
utility named Ext2 Volume Manager. Despite the name,
this is where you manage all ext mounts, configuring
mount points, automatic mounting on reboot and even
hiding of files with specific prefixes or suffixes. In order
to avoid accidentally damaging your Linux file systems,
it’s wise to only allow read-only access unless you
specifically need to write files too.

Manage your bootloaders
When running multiple OSes, whether they are Linux or
Windows, they will often be in contention for control of
the bootloader. This typically manifests itself as either

QUICK TIP

Spare part
If you can,
keep a small
‘throwaway’
partition at
the end of your
disk. This will
be perfect for
trying new
distros with more
representative
performance
than using a
live CD.
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TRIPLE-BOOT
YOUR SYSTEM
Running more than one operating system on your computer enables you to
use different distros with ease. Paul O'Brien shows you how to triple-boot
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Feature

GUADEC 2017

CONFERENCE REPORT

GUA
As the GNOME project celebrates its 20th year, and
return of Ubuntu to the fold, Richard Smedley reports

KEY INFO
What?
GUADEC is the
annual GNOME
Users And
Developers’
European
Conference.
Where?
This year it was
Manchester,
important both
in the evolution
of computing
(and today's tech
startups) and as
the birthplace of
the co-operative
movement.
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UADEC is the place where GNOME developers
meet to discuss technological developments,
and also to get to know each other better.
With a long heritage of corporate desktop
installations, GNOME is perhaps an unlikely project to be
promoting the values of community, but it’s the strong
community ethos and clear values that have attracted
the talent, which in turn has built a stable and
successful desktop.
There is a very European flavour – notwithstanding
several visitors from North and South America.
Developers from Greece, Israel, Romania, Lithuania,
France, Spain, Germany, and everywhere in between,
made it to a rainy (at least on the first day) Manchester
to discuss all things GNOME, against the background
of Canonical’s decision to bring GNOME back to Ubuntu
along with several million users!

saying: “The immigration ban reintroduced in the
United States tonight runs counter to the GNOME
Project’s core principles. This ban stands in the way of
collaboration and inclusion.”
The statement, which went on to outline the potential
damage to the project, upset some in the Linux
community who didn’t think that any project should
get ‘political’, but certainly drew attention to the fact
that the GNOME project is built on strong values. After
all, GNOME was founded to provide a free and open
desktop environment and applications, in part, as a
response to K Desktop Environment, which, until 1999,
used the non-free licensed Qt widget toolkit.
The first morning’s keynote, from Red Hat user
experience designer and GNOME Board member Allan
Day – who works on GNOME UX design – reiterated
those values:

Politics and people

•
•
•
•

G

Shortly after the appointment this year of its new
executive director (ED) Neil McGovern, the GNOME
Foundation issued a statement on the US travel ban,

We are principled
We believe in freedom
We make inclusive software
High-quality engineering

DEC
•
•

We care about the Stack
We take responsibility for the user’s experience

GNOME’s 20th birthday was the excuse for a lot
of reflection upon the project at GUADEC this year:
“Twenty years is a long time in software,” says Allan
Day. “People come and go as the project renews itself
and in changes we can lose collective history.” GNOME
is working hard to bring in newcomers, and a clear
statement of values and culture is a useful investment
in continuity for the project.

Desktop plumbing
GNOME is found in corporate desktops, in-car systems
and is the default desktop on many distros, but GNOME
developers care about the stack and can be found
tackling the parts of GNU/Linux nobody wants to touch.
Going in and ‘draining the swamp’ is a phrase often
heard from GNOME devs. This has led to contributions
– even wholesale revolution – in the libraries and
subsystems upon which all desktops depend, as well as
continual improvement to GNOME itself.

One area that causes headaches is packaging and
installation. Linux distributions such Debian, Ubuntu
and Fedora may do a good job of ensuring everything
in their releases uses the right versions of the libraries
to work together, but in the process they often change
the upstream code. GNOME 3 particularly suffered
from this on Debian and Ubuntu in the past and is one
of the motivations for Flatpak. This was the subject of
the second talk of the conference, by Red Hat’s Alex
Larsson, but the subject of Flatpaks also got at least a
passing mention in over half of the remaining talks.
Flatpak doesn’t just ensure that the developers’ code
is what reaches the user as by effectively containerising
desktop apps each to their own little sandbox, it adds
much needed security to personal computing. Along
with improvements in the speed and usability of
Flatpak, there has come easier access to repositories
with Flathub, ‘a central hub for making desktop
applications available to users’.
The first morning was rounded off with a talk on
improvements to Builder, GNOME’s IDE project, which
has been updated for Flatpak integration, with a
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prepares for millions of new users with the
on the strong community powering the project
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Above The GNOME
project is built by people
and for people – strong
values run deep in
this community
Top right Julita Inca of
GNOME Peru gathers
some of the community
together after her talk
on bringing newcomers
into the GNOME and
GNU Linux communities
Across Neil McGovern,
the new GNOME
Foundation executive
director, faces a sea of
ThinkPads, topped by
waves of enthusiasm

GFACT

debugger that works inside containers, and now features
improvements from three intern projects: code search,
the word completion engine and documentation.
The afternoon keynote from Karen Sandler opened
with her account of why software freedom is so dear to
her heart (read her interview on p67), some reflections
on the necessity of software freedom and an appeal to
her audience to have ethical conversations at work about
their software.
Arun Raghavan spoke on integrating the puzzle pieces
of the home media stack to something more integrated
that works not only straight out of the proverbial box, but
with things like a microSD card in a Raspberry Pi, and
he highlighted some much needed work finalising the
connections between libraries and apps to get media
devices to be truly plug and play. If anyone’s up for the
job, it’ll be GNOME developers.

Foundation

Newbies welcome

The GNOME
Foundation
steers releases:
all GNOME
contributors
are eligible for
membership,
and any member
can stand for
the Board of
Directors. An
advisory board
combines
organisations
and companies.

The first day’s talks were rounded off by reports from
interns who have been helping out with the code through
Google Summer of Code – including nextCloud integration
and Pitivi plug-ins – and with other parts of GNOME
through Outreachy. One highlight was the usability and
design work on GNOME Software Store and Endless App
Centers to improve the discoverability of software by
first-time computer users.
Newcomers to the project have a guidebook to help
them get started. At GUADEC they were also welcomed
with Newcomers’ social events, including two meals,
and the number of first-time attendees at GUADEC was
several dozen. Total attendance for the conference was
260, announced as “the largest open source event to have
taken place in Manchester.”
Saturday opened with Meson (see Building With Meson
box, p65), then Michael Meeks of Collabora was on
entertaining form as he took a brisk trot through some
problems with LibreOffice’s vast and ancient codebase,
and introduced LibreOffice Online, and the LibreOfficeKit
API. Meeks described the API as “ripe for deeper use
in GNOME Documents”, noting that it should be trendy
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with -kit on the end, but maybe they needed a .io as
well. Next, Matthew Hodgson opened our eyes to the
possibilities of defragmenting communications apps with
matrix.org (see What’s Matrix.org? box, p66).

History man
Jonathan Blandford has been around GNOME since the
early releases, which he worked on with Red Hat. He gave
a great dash through 20 years of GNOME development,
starting with a slide of GNOME 0.3.0 in all its glory.
The history ranged from the “barely working” GNOME
1.0 rushed through for 1999’s Linux Expo, and the
“too many clocks” moment in 1.4, when the project
started removing superfluous and confusing choices,
through various ups and downs, to the present period of
reinvigoration not seen since Groupon tried to take the
GNOME trademark away from the Foundation, in 2014,
for a foray a new tablet-based shopping platform.
Blandford called the current GNOME development
period one of “reconciliation and opportunity”, as Ubuntu
returns to GNOME. “I can’t overstate how excited I
am about this,” he said. He also highlighted GNOME’s
“continued focus on fixing some of the hard problems”
and the potential of Flatpak and Flathub: “the future is
brighter than ever.”
Blandford’s enthusiasm is infectious and we asked
him about the secrets of GNOME’s success, and about
his current work with Endless OS. He was clear about
the way values were self-consciously at the core of what
GNOME did. “The core contributors know that,” replied
Blandford, “[And] We’ve reaffirmed this at GUADEC.”
Reflecting on the foundations' statement regarding
the travel ban he believes GNOME has ”always been a
political project,” Given GNOME’s relative popularity

GNOME cares about
quality, so has been able to
attract quality engineers
just replicate the desktop metaphor but focuses on
simplifying the interface in a way that makes it a natural
fit for GNOME 3. It’s early days, but “conditions are in
place to be successful,” says Blandford.

Looking forward
Neil McGovern looked ahead, to more GNOME use beyond
the traditional geek, as well as on different devices and
to places such as the BRICS countries (emerging national
economies of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa). He welcomed the opportunities that Canonical’s
change of direction would bring. He highlighted GNOME’s
commitment to people who care about privacy, people
who cannot use a mouse or a display device, and people
who cannot afford a software licence or even have an
internet connection.
McGovern showed a video called ‘Welcome to Life –
the singularity, ruined by lawyers’ (https://youtu.be/
IFe9wiDfb0E), which is well worth three minutes of
your time if you’ve not seen it. This shows the future if
proprietary software is still the norm if and when we
reach the stage where consciousness is uploaded into
the cloud at the end of life. He then raised the mood
again with talk of the great community and a question
and answer session which saw the audience wanting to
know what they could do next to help the project.
Returning to accessibility, McGovern posited more
hackfests, as well as work on Flathub. The GNOME

Left Happy birthday
to GNOME – project
co-founder Federico
Mena Quintero cuts
the cake, as fellow
developers party at
Manchester’s Museum
of Science and Industry

Behdad Esfahbod

on the corporate desktop, we were intrigued by how a
project with these strong values had been so successful
there; Blandford told us it was because GNOME “solved
very real problems for companies, and never shied away
from solving hard problems.”
Because GNOME cares about quality, it has been able
to attract quality engineers. The ‘draining the swamp’ and
‘fixing Linux’ as well as time-based regular releases are
all part of the predictability and reliability that interests
companies. And while Red Hat, Sun and Debian were
attracted by the emphasis on software freedom, the
technical qualities brought in many more companies
which might otherwise have chosen proprietary
solutions. One of the latest in the former category is
Endless (https://endlessos.com), with its goal “to build
a global platform for digital literacy.” Based on GNOME,
and supporting the Foundation, it attracted Blandford
to leave his work on cloud projects at Twitter and join
Endless as VP of engineering.
Blandford showed us an Endless laptop and its offline
capabilities, built for countries where connectivity is poor
and data is expensive. It's designed for people new to
computing, but not mobile phones, as EndlessOS doesn’t

MESON

Building with Meson
The Meson Build System was developed because
“every moment a developer spends writing or
debugging build definitions is a second wasted.
So is every second spent waiting for the build
system to actually start compiling code.” It
supports many compilers and hides platformspecific differences from the developer.
This Python-based tool supports the C, C++, D,
Fortran, Java, Rust and Vala languages. GNOME
projects and libraries – such as GNOME Software,
Pango and GStreamer – are using Meson, and
switching to building with it as a default.
As a result, hidden dependencies in the build
process are being removed – autotools depends
on Shell and Make but, as Jussi Pakkanen noted
in his GUADEC talk on Meson, this brings in about
50 further dependencies. The goal is that GNOME
applications can be built on any platform with
only Python 3 needed for the build system to run.

GFACT
Foundation AGM followed, with a roundup of the past
year, and a look at coming events, such as GNOME Asia.
Endless and Private Internet Access were welcomed as
new members of the advisory board, and the structure
of the Foundation was explained as newer GNOME users
and developers were encouraged to get involved.
Shaun McCance, who had presented the accounts,
praised hackfests as a “high value use of our money”,
encouraging the community to come forward with more.
The Foundation’s constitution prevents it initiating
hackfests itself, but there was some talk of altering it to
allow this in future.
With a three-day unconference following the three
days of talks, the workshop there for new translators
and writers was mentioned. The latest GNOME, 3.24, is
available in 39 languages, including British English (at

Groupon
attack
Groupon tried to
launch a tablet
called Gnome
in 2014, hoping
that the GNOME
project would
just step aside
quietly; after
a high-profile
campaign and
many donations,
Groupon decided
to back down.
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MATRIX

What’s Matrix.org?

Try out the riot client online at https://riot.im/app
for easy entry into Matrix.org’s open global network

Matrix is the missing layer to provide interoperable
communication for VR/AR for 3D video conferencing

Weechat doesn’t yet support registration, but it’s
otherwise a great command-line client

GFACT

GUADEC
2018
The venue for
next year’s
GUADEC is
Almeria, in
southern
Spain: fairly
temperate, as
it’s on the coast,
and steeped
in history. It’s
backed by a
community
that has held
PyConES
2016 and
Akademy 2017.
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last) and Occitan. For the next release, many additional
languages are achingly close to completion. Questions
to the board highlighted some audience concern about
being overwhelmed by Canonical, but the board were
looking forward to 13 million more people using GNOME
Shell. Allan Day sought to calm concerns: “Let’s not worry
about this. Look at it as a great opportunity. If we’re going
to get thousands more committing patches – that’s a
great problem to have.” Responding to another question
about Canonical developers working with GNOME, he
said: “It’s not us and them, it’s us – they are a part of
the community.”

Getting social
The memory many will take away from their visit to
Manchester will be the evening socials which showed off
some of the city’s culture and history. While the torrential
downpour prevented the walk through the historic canals
to Friday’s social and a chance to fully appreciate the
18th century highways of the industrial revolution, but
more of the early history of mechanised manufacture was
on display at the Manchester Museum of Science and

Communication is as broken as everything else
internet-related. Some of your friends are on
WhatsApp, some colleagues are on Slack channels.
Most people are on Twitter, but not all. Matrix brings
group – or one-to-one – conversations across silos,
providing a monolithic, consistent spec with a
baseline API of HTTP and JSON, and a range of clients
to suit different users, plus end-to-end encryption
(with trust per device, not per user).
Matrix is an “open standard for defragmenting
communication,” through a meta-network providing
an open platform for real-time communication.
That can be video, audio or text chat. There are also
VR/AR options available, and it can be used with
anything that has persistent data that can be passed
over pub/sub (publish-subscribe pattern), such as
IoT-collected information.
Matrix has a decentralised content repository,
so if your connection drops out of a group chat, you
can synchronise and maintain chat with your client.
Messages are stored in a Merkle Directed Acyclic
Graph, and signed with their position: “a blockchain
for real-time communication”. IRC, Slack and Twitter
have beta support. Alpha-supported protocols include
Telegram, Instagram DM and Hangouts, with LibPurple
supporting Skype, AIM and ICQ.
Matrix provides SDKs in JS, React, iOS and Android,
as well as semi-official support for Python, Perl 5
and Go. The community has provided further SDKs
in Erlang, Ruby, Lisp, Elixir, Haskell and Rust. Writing
a simple client is easy, as demonstrated by the 50
available – the difficulty is in the server.

Industry (MOSI), where a dinner was held on the Saturday
evening for GNOME’s 20th birthday.
The museum contains a working replica of Baby,
the world’s first stored memory computer, as well as
fascinating early examples of spinning and weaving
machinery. This mix of computing heritage and canapés
served as a backdrop for more modern technology, as
the team from Purism demonstrated its Librem laptops
(see next issue for more on Purism), built for privacy and
security, and featuring no proprietary software drivers as
part of the attempt to ensure the user is protected.
Despite partying well into the night – there was
birthday cake, and lots of dancing – the Sunday morning
turnout was good, in part no doubt because of the
sponsored breakfast from Collabora. GUADEC does
well for sponsorship, with Google, Red Hat and Endless
all contributing, though topped by platinum sponsors
Private Internet Access, the VPN company, and local free
software outfit Codethink, which specialises in systemlevel software engineering and who sponsored the
MOSI dinner. SUSE, Centricular, Igalia and Mozilla also
contributed to the event.

The final morning saw a focus on nuts and bolts
matters, such as JavaScript in GNOME (which is
looking very good in 3.26) and interface matters such
as transitions. Tobias Bernard made a convincing
case for animation as a way of “offloading processes
from the user’s brain to the screen,” and providing
spatial awareness within the desktop metaphor. His
demonstration of interfaces that failed on this score
was surprisingly full of Apple examples, and his view of
components as state machines highlighted the problems
with existing “screen-based thinking”, and pointed the
way forwards to semantic animation. Excellent food
for thought for GUADEC attendees, while many people
elsewhere were still lingering over Sunday brunch.
Even richer fare followed, with GitLab migration, then
Juan Pablo Ugarte’s ‘How to get Better Mileage out of
Glade’ set to an animated backdrop of rainy Manchester
and Peter Hutterer’s thoughtful look at libinput called
‘On mice, touchpads and other rodents’ – the good
news is that Wayland and other changes are making the
developer’s job easier.

We really have a long
way to go, though: the most
recent study showed only 4%
of open source contributors
are women
Julian Atanasoae, an Azure App Services support
engineer at Microsoft, gamely gave a talk on ‘Microsoft
<3 Linux’. There are apparently no plans to open-source
Windows or Office, but on the server Microsoft is a very
active participant in open source, and Linux containers
on Azure outnumber their counterparts proprietary
operating systems! His bravery was rewarded with a
warm welcome.
Lightning talks, a look forward to the unconference,
then an evening visiting Manchester’s famed Curry Mile
finished the day. You may have heard phrases like ‘I came
for the technology, but stayed for the community’ in
various FOSS projects. GNOME is certainly an exemplar
of this; veterans who have been through GNOME’s entire
20-year history stood as equals with first-time attendees
giving presentations on their new involvement in the
project. But it’s more than this, as the developers really
care about the quality of the code, and the two combine
to create a project that continues to grow and improve,
and this in turn provides a platform for a welcoming
community that renews itself.
If you’re not involved with GNOME, it’s well worth taking
a closer look at the project to see what they get right:
there are lessons your reporter will be taking to his own
projects. If you are the least bit involved, we’ll see you at
the next GUADEC. Don’t miss it – the 21st birthday should
be just as special!

Q&A

Interview: Karen Sandler,
executive director of
Software Freedom
Conservancy
Software freedom is very close to your heart?
Yes! I have big heart – my heart is actually three
times the size of a normal person’s heart and I’m at
a very high risk of suddenly dying. To make sure this
doesn’t happen, I have a pacemaker/defibrillator,
but I can’t see the source code in my own body.
These devices have the worst of both worlds – no
real security, but proprietary software that can’t
be reviewed or improved by anyone other than the
device manufacturer. Confronting this as a patient
and then learning how beneficial FOSS can be for
critical software has made me into a passionate
advocate for software freedom. I have realised
that my heart is a metaphor for all of the software
we rely on, and in an Internet of Things world, it’s
harder to identify which software will be critical for
our lives and safety down the road.
Tell us about Outreachy’s work.
Outreachy [www.gnome.org/outreachy] is
an internship program for people who are
underrepresented in tech. Many of the grads
have gone on to become regular contributors
to free and open source software, with some
becoming speakers at conferences, taking
leadership roles in the community, and even
becoming mentors themselves. I think one of
the biggest challenges is changing the culture of
FOSS to be truly inclusive. Outreachy definitely
helps, by simply bringing in more people who are
underrepresented and committing to mentor and
support them. But a lot more needs to be done
to make sure that when we bring people into our
communities, they have a good experience and feel
comfortable participating fully.
You’ve said that developers need to talk to
colleagues and employers about making their
software free and open – what’s the most
important thing a developer can do?
To engage with business-oriented discussions
around the product you’re working on and promote
freedom and ethical technology overall wherever
possible. Many times, management makes
decisions about licensing without a full or longterm analysis of the implications. In recent years,
there’s been a knee-jerk reaction to choose noncopyleft licensing, which has very real downsides
for the originating author. Non-copyleft licensing
can work under the right circumstances, but
there’s a balance of power that naturally develops
with copyleft.
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“The Raspberry Pi Zero enables the
ZeroBot to stream video from its camera”
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ZeroBot
Minecraft

ZeroBot
This Raspberry Pi Zero W based robot has smartphone
controls and also supplies a low-latency video stream
Maximilian
Kern
is a German
graduate student,
studying a master’s
degree in Electrical
Engineering. In his
free time, he likes to
program and build
electronic things.

Like it?
If you want to see
how the ZeroBot’s
hull and wheels
were designed,
you can download
the 3D files from
Fusion 360 (http://
a360.co/2rV2NQo).
For the STL files
you’ll need to go to
Thingiverse (http://
bit.ly/Zerobot).

Further
reading
Max undertook
an extended
internship, which
sparked an interest
in CAD design and
you can see that on
show at his blog.
Head to http://
coretechrobotics.
blogspot.co.uk
to see his cute
Attiny Canbot and
quadruped robot.
For his latest botrelated exploits,
follow him on
https://hackaday.
io/Max.K.
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What’s so great about reading about this project is how
you often mention code you’re revisiting from previous
projects and how each one builds on your past work
and experiences. How long have you been into maker
projects, particularly robots?
I only really started to tinker with electronics after I had
finished school. I got my first Arduino Uno in 2012 and
was immediately hooked. Later I began to document
my projects in a blog, which was meant to be mostly
about robots but quickly evolved to be about all sorts of
projects, including posture monitors and a smartwatch.
The ZeroBot is meant to be a successor to another
3D-printed robot that I built two years ago. The ‘Attiny
Canbot’ was based on Atmel’s ATtiny85, which is an 8-pin
microcontroller that can run Arduino code. The ZeroBot
has proper gear motors instead of repurposed servos,
and the vastly more powerful Raspberry Pi Zero enables
it to stream video from its camera. What remained is
the two-shell design, which makes the two robots look a
bit similar.
How has 3D printing impacted what you do?
Before I [owned] a 3D printer, making any sort of
mechanical parts usually meant having to dig out an old
fret saw and sawing pieces of wood or aluminium into
shape. Because of that, my early projects had to be as
minimalistic as possible. Now it’s possible to design the
most complex parts in front of a PC and just print them
out. Apart from things like overhangs and supports, there
are almost no limits to creativity. I always try to make use
of that and put effort into designing the printed parts.

I always put effort into
designing printed parts
What’s on your wish list for 3D printers?
FDM [fused deposition modelling; this heats up a nozzle
to melt plastic filament or metal wire that’s pumped out
to build up an object layer by layer] printers have come a
long way in terms of print quality, but I believe that there
is limited room for improvements with these printers.
I’m still waiting for stereolithography [SLA] to really gain
momentum. [This uses liquid polymer that hardens
when hit by a laser beam to do the layering work.] Resin
printers have a lot of potential benefits. They can print at
incredibly high resolutions and need almost no support
material. And, unlike regular FDM printers, they don’t
need that much hardware to move a print head. You can
pretty much build an SLA printer with just a single motor
and a projector. It may take a while for these printers to

become more affordable and for big companies to catch
up, but someday we will be joking about the humble
beginnings of 3D printing.
How have you found working with the Raspberry Pi?
After having done a few projects with microcontrollers,
the Raspberry Pi was an entirely different experience.
Especially the latest Wi-Fi-enabled versions are very
easy and convenient to work with compared to the first
Raspberry Pi that needed a host of adaptors. Now you
can simply connect to it through VNC. But the added
complexity of having an entire operating system running
in the background also has its downsides. Tasks that
should run in real-time, like reading from a rotary
encoder, can be problematic and it is often more difficult
to debug errors. All in all, it depends on what you are
trying to do.
Did you expect the streaming to be so responsive?
I was pleasantly surprised that the Raspberry Pi Zero can
do this. I had watched a few videos on YouTube to find out
if it was possible to get an acceptable latency with the
Raspberry Pi Zero. Some people were able to achieve less
than 200ms with the Raspberry Pi 3 and mjpg-streamer.
The mjpg-streamer can be installed very easily and
after adding a line to the rc.local script, the stream
starts automatically whenever someone connects to
the Raspberry Pi. The latency on my Pi Zero was around
200ms right away. If you are dealing with a flying drone,
this may not be low enough, but for a slow robot it feels
sufficiently responsive.
Would you do anything differently?
Work on the robot was pretty straightforward without any
major setbacks. If I had to start over, I would probably try
to do more from scratch to understand the Raspberry
Pi a little better. I ran into a few smaller problems where
some basic knowledge of Linux might have helped me.
What are you working on now?
Originally, I had planned to use the robot with its camera
as a platform to mess around with OpenCV (Open Source
Computer Vision). The robot could be programmed to
detect faces or to navigate a room autonomously. The
problem is that the Pi Zero is already running at full
capacity with the stream and control app, which makes
development extremely slow and cumbersome. Because
of this, I am probably going to take a break from the
Raspberry Pi and do another microcontroller project
instead. I’ve been wanting to build a low-power weather
monitor for a while now, maybe something that can be
extended to some sort of smart home network.

Components list
n Raspberry Pi Zero W
n 2x DC 3V-6V Dual Axis
Gear Motor
n Dual Channel DC Motor
Driver
n Raspberry Pi Camera
Module
n 2600mAh Power bank
n Raspberry adhesive
CPU heatsink
n Node.js and Socket.io
for controls
n JavaScript/HTML for
mouse/touch controls
n Motors controlled over
PWM with pigpio
n mjpg-streamer
n Prusa i3 Hephestos (if
you want to 3D print
your ZeroBot)
n CAD files are at
http://a360.co/2rV2NQo

I/O access
Kern soldered four pins to the
PWM motor controller and used
the pigpio Node.js library for
connecting to the I/O pins
(www.npmjs.com/package/pigpio).

Zero in a half-shell
Nippy streaming
The MJPG video streamer from the
ZeroBot runs at a surprisingly low
latency of 0.2-0.3s at a resolution
of 640x480 pixels. The stream is
then fed to an HTML page.

ZeroBot uses a stylishly shaped
half-shell design that’s also
intended to be simple to print out.
Kern used his Prusa i3 Hephestos
for the job, but the CAD files
are designed to work with any
regular 3D printer.

Wi-Fi winner
Kern took advantage of the
Raspberry Pi Zero W’s built-in
Wi-Fi to set up RealVNC for an
easier installation. He also chose
it for this robot project as it had
the processing power for the
live video streaming and enough
I/O ports for the job.

Far left Unlike Kern’s
previous robot, the
Attiny Canbot, he was
able to use “proper
gear motors instead
of repurposed servos”
and the Pi Zero
enables ZeroBot to
stream video from a Pi
Camera Module
Left Kern wanted to
control the ZeroBot
with a smartphone
and opted for a clean
UI, based on Seb Lee
Delisle’s JavaScript
multi-touch game
controller: http://bit.ly/
SeblyJSgamecontroller
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Minecraft

Create 3D art pieces in
Minecraft using Python loops
Calvin
Robinson

Taking our Minecraft pixel art into the third dimension,
this time we'll build pyramids with Python loops

is head of
computing and
network manager
at an all-through
state school.
Specialising
in computer
science, Calvin
also consults
with schools all
over London.

Resources
Minecraft
www.mojang.com/
games
Python
www.python.org
McPiFoMo
http://rogerthat.
co.uk/McPiFoMo.rar
Block IDs:
http://bit.ly/
MinecraftIDList

height = 29
count = 0
blockID = 24
blockType = 1

Last issue, we started our series on Minecraft pixel
art, by coding some 2D art blocks. This time we’re
taking a different approach to our art, by implementing
an additional axis and therefore bringing it into the
third dimension. Well, technically, everything is 3D in
Minecraft, but last issue we built some rather convincing
‘flat’ pixel art. Now we’re taking it to the next level.
We’re going to build a pyramid using while and for
loops in Python. This will save us typing lots of similar
lines of code. Spawning our coded creations is so much
faster than placing each individual block manually in
Minecraft’s Creative mode.
If you’re using Minecraft Pi edition on a Raspberry
Pi, no additional software is necessary. We’ve also put
together a number of tools to ensure this hack works on
Linux, with a retail version of Minecraft. Therefore as a
prerequisite, we assume you’ve installed McPiFoMo from
our previous three issues. McPiFoMo includes MCPiPy by
‘fleap’ and ‘bluepillRabbit’ of MCPiPy.com; and Raspberry
Jam, developed by Alexander Pruss.
All Python scripts should be saved in the directory
~/home/.minecraft/mcpipy/, regardless of whether
you’re running Minecraft Pi edition or retail Linux
Minecraft. Be sure to run Minecraft with the Forge 1.8
profile that’s included in our McPiFoMo package.

01

Starter code and variables
Here’s the first block of code to start with.

from mcpi import minecraft
mc = minecraft.Minecraft.create()
pos = mc.player.getTilePos()
x = pos.x + 2
y = pos.y
z = pos.z
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02

Starter pyramid

03

Adding the loops
Let’s create some for loops nested within a

First, we’re going to initiate a bunch of variables,
collecting the player’s standing position with pos =
mc.player.getTilePos(), and breaking that down into x,
y, z coordinates with x = pos.x + 2, y = pos.y and
z = pos.z. We’ve also got variables for the height of our
pyramid; we’ll get to shortly. Below that we have blockID
and blockType, which will affect the blocks used to
create our pyramid. Block ID 24:1 would be broken down
to blockID 24, blockType 1. We felt Chiseled Sandstone
looked quite ‘pyramid-y’ to begin with.

while loop.

while height - (2 * count) > 0:
for block in range(height - (2 * count)):
for row in range(height - (2 * count)):
blockX = x + block + count
blockY = y + count
blockZ = z + row + count
mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
blockID, blockType)
count += 1

04

Customising our pyramid

We’ve already initialised variables for height and
count. By changing the height, we can make our pyramid
larger or smaller. The count variable is used in the loop,

to make sure our pyramid stops on the number of rows
we specified in height. We start at 0 and increment
upwards with each cycle of the loop.
If we wrap our setBlock command in conditional (if …
else) statements, we can alternate rows, using the count
variable to see if the row is an even number or an odd. We
can place a different blockID on each row.

05

Wrap with conditional statements
Replace the current mc.setBlock(blockX,
blockY, blockZ, blockID, blockType) line with the

following code:

mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
woolBlock, woolBlockGreenType)
else:
mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
woolBlock, woolBlockWhiteType)

08

Variables for the above code

Having a fancy if statement is great, but don’t
forget the variables:

if count % 2 == 0:
mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
woolBlockBlack, woolBlockBlackType)
else:
mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
woolBlockGreen, woolBlockGreenType)

woolBlock = 35
woolBlockGreenType = 5
woolBlockBlackType = 15
woolBlockYellowType = 4
woolBlockBlueType = 3
woolBlockWhiteType = 0

It just so happens we’re using different coloured wool
blocks. You might want to name your variables differently.

06

Alternating colours on our pyramid

Rather than setting the colour based on odds/
evens, we can get more creative and make each row a
different colour. Alter the if statement to include elifs
for each row that you’d like to colour, but don’t forget to
initialise blockID/blockType variables:

woolBlock = 35
woolBlockWhiteType = 0
woolBlockGreenType = 5

09

Egyptian influence

We should now be in a position to alter the height
of our pyramids and the types of block used for each row,
or to alternate the colour of rows depending on what suits
our needs. Now is the time to get really creative and put
that together to produce something original.
We’d love to see what you come up with, so please
do tweet us a screenshot of your pyramids and
accompanying Python code to @linuxusermag.
You could also try reversing the for loops, to create an
inverted pyramid.

Creative coding

07

Coding multicoloured lines
Now let’s build layers upon layers.

if count == 0:
mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
woolBlock, woolBlockBlackType)
elif count == 1:
mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
woolBlock, woolBlockYellowType)
elif count == 2:
mc.setBlock(blockX, blockY, blockZ,
woolBlock, woolBlockBlueType)
elif count == 3:

Minecraft provides a space for gamers to be creative.
Using the tools provided in this series of tutorials,
we can hook directly into Minecraft with Python
scripts, allowing us even more control over our virtual
environment. Instead of individually placing blocks
around our world, we can write a simple Python script
to spawn them. This also means we can do far more
complex calculations than we’d ever be able to do in
our heads, to spawn creations that boggle the mind.
With each issue of LU&D we take a deeper look into
coding Python for Minecraft, with the aims of both
improving our Python programming skills and also
gaining a better understanding of what goes on under
the hood of everyone’s favourite voxel game.

www.linuxuser.co.uk
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Tutorial

Speaker pHAT

Getting started with the
Pimoroni Speaker pHAT
Dan Aldred
is a Raspberry Pi
enthusiast, teacher
and coder who
enjoys creating
new projects
and hacks to
inspire others to
start learning.

Add audio to your Raspberry Pi via the Speaker pHAT. Set up
the hardware, install the libraries and bang out some tunes

Resources
Raspberry Pi
Pimoroni
Speaker pHAT
http://bit.ly/
Speaker-pHAT
Hammer headers
(optional)
http://bit.ly/
HammerHeaders
The Raspberry Pi Zero is awesome. However, it lacks an
‘on the go’ audio solution. Worry no longer, as Pimoroni
has created an ’80s-style boombox speaker known
as the Speaker pHAT. It crams an I2S DAC and mono
amplifier, a tiny 8 2W speaker and a 10 LED bar graph
onto one teeny little pHAT. A simple solution to add audio
to your Pi, it is compatible with all models.
Now you can integrate music, notifications, speech
and sound into all your projects. It comes as a complete
kit, and this tutorial walks you through how to set up and
prepare the hardware; the installation of the software;
how to alter and adjust the volume setting; and finally,
for those who want to, how to customise and control the
LED indicator.
Because the hardware is designed specifically with
the Raspberry Pi Zero in mind, there are a number of
elements to consider before you get started. First, the
DAC sums the two audio channels to mono, rather than
just outputting one channel or the other, meaning that
you get both channels of audio out of the single speaker.
Second, the dimensions of an assembled Speaker pHAT
are H 10mm x L 65mm x W 30mm; this means that it will
not fit on top of a Pibow Coupé or Pibow Zero case due to
the height of the speaker. Finally, the install knocks out
the HDMI audio and basically routes all audio through the
pHAT speaker.
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01

Solder the board

02

Go solderless

Start by soldering the GPIO header onto the
Speaker pHAT. Ensure that the header is kept securely in
place. You can use some masking tape – don’t use plastic
tape! – to hold it while you solder the first couple of pins
Begin by anchoring the corner pins; you can then remove
the tape. Solder the two opposite corner pins to anchor the
header in place, before soldering the rest of the pins.

If your soldering isn’t up to standard, you can
add the required pins using ‘hammer headers’. These
come in both male and female versions and use ‘crafty
little retaining nubbins’ to grip tightly into the holes on the

PCB. The kit comes complete with an installation jig that
contains two acrylic base pieces. Sit your Pi into the jig
and secure with the two nylon bolts, placing the acrylic
top piece onto which you hammer. A more detailed guide
can be found at http://bit.ly/HammerHeaders.

03

Mount the speaker

Now we’ll add the speaker to the pHAT using the
four screw holes. Use four of the supplied eight nuts as
spacers to keep the speaker slightly away from the PCB.
Place each screw through the hole and then add a nut.
Then place the speaker on the screws and secure with
the four remaining nuts.

04

Solder the speaker wires

Once the speaker is securely in place, you need
to solder the speaker wire contacts to the board. The kit
comes with the required wire; simply measure a suitable
length and cut it. Using the soldering iron, heat the solder
on top of the speaker. When the solder is melted, attach
the wire. Solder the bottom of the wire to the Speaker
pHAT base. Repeat this process for the second wire.

05

Install the software

As with all Pimoroni products and software,
it’s super-easy to install the required libraries and
configuration files. Attach the Speaker pHAT to your
Raspberry Pi, add a power supply and boot it up. (Do not
add the pHAT while the Pi is turned on). Open the Terminal
and simply type curl -sS https://get.pimoroni.com/
speakerphat | bash. This will begin the installation
process. Follow the displayed instructions, answering
as required. Remember that the installation will knock
out the standard HDMI audio. You can re-enter the
command in the future to update the software if a new
edition is released.

06

Playing audio

Once the installation process has completed,
it will prompt you to restart your Raspberry Pi. This is
recommended; press Enter on your keyboard or type
sudo reboot. Your Pi will restart. Now all audio will be
played through the Speaker pHAT. To test this, simply
open the Chromium browser and go to YouTube, or
another website of your choice that has audio. Select
a suitable video or song and press play. The video will
load, play and the sound will be heard through the
Speaker pHAT.

07

Adjusting the volume

The installation of the Speaker pHAT libraries will
knock out the HDMI/analogue controls and the volume
icon from the top menu bar. You may however want to
adjust the playback volume; the simplest method is to
use the alsamixer. Open the Terminal and type alsamixer.
This opens the sound card configuration tool. You’ll see
that the sound card is named rpi hifiberry_dac. Adjust
the volume by using the Up arrow key to increase it and
the Down arrow key to decrease it until you reach the
desired volume level.

08

Playing MP3s

09

Using Python to play MP3s

To play MP3 files, we’ll use a program called
mpg321. Open a Terminal window, then type sudo aptget install mpg321. This will download and install the
MP3 player. MP3s can now be played from the command
line; if you wish to use Python, however, open IDLE 3.

Begin by creating a New File, and then add the
code import os to the top line of the program. On the
second line type os.system ('mpg321, name_of_mp3_
ile.mp3'). This invokes an OS command to use the
mpg321 player. Replace name_of_mp3_file.mp3 with the
name of your desired MP3 file to be played. Press F5 to
save the program and play the music file.

10

Editing the LEDs

It is possible to control the Speaker pHAT’s LEDs.
First, install the Python sn3218 module: sudo apt-get
install python-sn3218 python3-sn3218. Create a new
Python file and enter the following code.

from speakerphat import clear, show, set_led
clear()
for x in range(10):
set_led(x,255)
show()
For the set_led(index, value) function, index can be
0-9; value 0-255. Save and run the program.

Stream music from iPhone or iPad
It is possible to stream music via your iPhone or iPad
to the Pi and Speaker pHAT. Assuming you’ve already
installed the pHAT software, you will need to use a
clean SD card image. Install the required libraries:
type the command curl -sS get.pimoroni.com/
airdac | bash. When asked which audio board you
are using, select Speaker pHAT. The required libraries
and configuration will be set up. Last, it will install the
shairport-sync software that enables you to stream
music via AirPlay to your Raspberry Pi. Reboot the Pi.
Start playing music on your Apple device and then tap
the AirPlay icon and select ‘Raspberrypi’ (unless you
have changed the hostname of your Pi). Your music
will be streamed through the Pi.

www.linuxuser.co.uk
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Tutorial

Pi NoIR

The art of infrared photos
Discover the stunning but bizarre world of photographing the
invisible with the Raspberry Pi and NoIR camera
Mike
Bedford
has an MSc in
Computer Science
and currently
works as a senior
research fellow for
the University of
Exeter. He’s also
a keen landscape
photographer.

Resources
Raspberry Pi –
any model with a
CSI camera port
Pi NoIR v2
Camera Module
http://bit.ly/PiNoIR
Camera adaptor
if using Pi Zero
http://bit.ly/
ZeroAdaptor
Adafruit PiTFT
2.8-inch Plus
TFT + Resistive
Touchscreen –
choose correct
version for your
Pi model
http://bit.ly/
PiTFTPlus
5V USB power pack
R72 infrared filter
or equivalent
Case & mounting
hardware
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Although we can’t see it, infrared is all around us. If our
eyes were sensitive to it, therefore, we’d be able to see
the world in a different way and we can speculate that
we might see some things in totally unknown colours.
Even though it’s invisible to our eyes, glass lenses are
able to focus infrared (IR) and the CCDs in cameras are
sensitive to it, so digital cameras have all that’s needed
to take IR photographs. As we’re about to see, things
aren’t quite that simple with an ordinary camera, but the
Raspberry Pi’s NoIR provides an ideal solution.
Before delving into IR photography, though, it’s worth
considering why we might you want to shoot in IR. First
of all, conventional IR photography is black and white,
which has its own unique appeal. But while black and
white photography normally contains a broad spectrum
of greys, part of the attraction of IR is that it has a much
higher contrast, which makes for very dramatic shots.
There are two reasons for this. First, grass and the foliage
on trees appear brilliantly white, almost to the point that
they seem to be glowing. And second, blue skies appear
virtually black, so a partially cloudy sky looks especially
spectacular. As a result, IR photographs have a look
which has been variously described as ghostly, otherworldly, ethereal or just plain spooky.
The snag with using ordinary cameras to photograph
in the infrared is that manufacturers do their best to
prevent their cameras from responding to IR. Because

the presence of IR would cause colours to look unnatural,
an IR blocking filter is placed over the CCD so that the
camera only records visible light. However, that filter
isn’t 100 per cent efficient so, to differing degrees, most
ordinary cameras are able to record IR, albeit with much
less sensitivity than they have to visible light.

The challenge of infrared
To take a pure IR photograph, it’s necessary to exclude
all visible light which would, otherwise, interfere with
the IR. This is done using what is often referred to as an
IR filter, but is more accurately called an IR pass filter to
differentiate it from an IR blocking filter. However, the
main problem is that with most of the infrared cut out by
the IR blocking filter, and with most of the visible light cut
out by the IR pass filter, very little radiation of any type
reaches the CCD. The bottom line is that the camera has
to be set to a very high ISO speed and this results in a
noisy image, and even then the exposure time is likely to
be several seconds, even on a bright sunny day.
Despite the difficulties of using ordinary cameras for
infrared photography, an ideal and low-cost solution is
available to Raspberry Pi users in the form of the NoIR
camera. NoIR means no IR filter, i.e. it doesn’t have the IR
blocking filter, and while it’s mostly used in conjunction
with IR LEDs for night-time security applications, it’s also
ideally suited to daylight infrared photography.

Having briefly mentioned that all-important IR pass
filter, let’s discuss the options. An IR pass filter allows
infrared to pass while blocking visible light, but in
practice things aren’t quite that simple as filters differ
in their cut-off wavelength. The least aggressive IR filter
is called the R72 and it cuts off at 720nm, which means
that a small amount of the deepest visible red light will
get through in addition to the infrared. The result is that
the effect isn’t quite as dramatic as with some of the
filters with a longer wavelength cut-off, but this filter
is widely available and cheap so it’s where most people
start. For many people the R72 is perfectly adequate,
but if you strive for even more dramatic effects you could
try an 850nm filter; the part number varies from one
manufacturer to another, but will probably be something
like R85 or IR 850.

Build and use an IR camera
Commonly, the NoIR v2 camera, just like its visible
counterpart the Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2, is
used in fixed installations, but for this application you
need a portable unit. To achieve this you must assemble
a Raspberry Pi, the NoIR and its IR filter, a small LCD
display and a battery power source, and house them
into a portable case. It also needs some software so that
shots can be taken by touching the screen. Our stepby-step instructions outline one possible way you can
achieve this, but there are lots of other options and, if
you’re an accomplished Pi hacker and relish a challenge,
you might decide on a different approach.
Once you’ve assembled your kit, it’s time to go
into the great outdoors and try your hand at infrared
photography. While you’ll certainly want to experiment,
a bit of guidance will help you get up to speed as soon
as possible. First of all, the most unique aspect of IR
photography is the ethereal glow of greenery, so it’s best
to start in spring or summer when the trees are in leaf.
Similarly, because that characteristic look is much more
pronounced with good illumination, choose a bright day,
ideally with direct sunlight. The other contributor to the
high contrast look of IR photographs is the almost black
sky, but this isn’t achieved on an overcast day so look out
for at least a partially blue sky.
The results, straight out of the camera, are often not
as impressive as they could be, so a degree of digital
image manipulation is needed to get the most out of your
photos and turn them into true works of art. We’re not
going to provide step-by-step instructions because that
would apply to one particular photo editor, but everything
you need to do is pretty basic so you should have no
difficulty in adapting our generic instructions to your
package of choice.
Although taking shots with the NoIR through an IR filter
will produce an essentially monochrome photograph,
you need to get rid of any colour cast, so your first job
is to convert the colour photograph to a genuine black
and white (i.e. greyscale) image. Next, because IR photos
often look quite lacklustre initially, you probably need
to increase the brightness and the contrast, but do
experiment to find the look that’s right for you.

STEP-BY-STEP

01

Connect the PiTFT 2.8-inch Plus

02

Connect the NoIR

03

Add a power supply

04

House everything as a portable unit

Connect the PiTFT screen to your Raspberry
Pi. This couldn’t be simpler but, to get it to work, you
need to install a new Linux kernel with the necessary
support. This can be downloaded from the Adafruit
website, although the download in Step 2 includes
this support.

Next, you need to connect the NoIR
camera to the Pi. Again this is a very simple process
although, without some software support, you
won’t be able to preview images on the PiTFT.
Adafruit has published a project with an associated
download which provides support for the PiTFT and
also includes software to implement a point-andshoot camera. This project – which you can find at
http://bit.ly/DIYPicam – is for a visible light camera
but, since the NoIR is identical to the standard Pi
camera except for its lack of an IR blocking filter, the
software is just fine for this project.

You’ll need a 5V battery pack and, while
USB power supplies are widely available, you’d only
be able to turn your camera assembly on and off by
plugging in and unplugging the power pack from the
Raspberry Pi. This is inconvenient, so you’ll need
to wire a switch into the relevant wire in the lead
between the power pack and the Pi.

The trickiest part of this project is to provide
a case that holds all the parts together so that the
assembly is easy to handle and robust. The best
option is to obtain a general-purpose instrument
case of adequate dimensions and adapt it by
providing fixings for the various components and
making holes for the TFT screen and the camera
lens. You also need to attach the infrared filter in
front of the lens with no leakage of visible light round
the edge. If you’re only going to use this configuration
with a single type of IR filter, you could glue the
filter over the lens hole in the case. For maximum
flexibility, glue an appropriately sized filter adaptor
ring to the case so you can screw filters on and off.
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Column

Pythonista's Razer

On-board object recognition
We look at how to do on-board image processing using OpenCV,
and show you how to use it to code a self-tracking turret
his issue, we’ll look at
using OpenCV to add
on-board image
processing and object
recognition to your project. To install
OpenCV, use the following command:

T

Joey Bernard
is a true Renaissance
man. He splits his
time between building
furniture, helping
researchers with
scientific computing
problems and writing
Android apps.

Why
Python?
It’s the official
language of the
Raspberry Pi.
Read the docs at
www.python.org/doc

sudo apt-get install
python-opencv
This will install the Python wrappers
for OpenCV. You will, of course,
also need a camera to capture the
imagery for processing. While you
can use a USB camera, for this
tutorial we’ll assume you have the
official Pi Camera Module attached.
To use it, enter sudo raspi-conig,
select ‘5 Interfacing Options’, then
‘P1 Camera’ and select <Yes> to
enable the camera.
The first step is to actually collect
an image. With the Pi Camera
Module, you’ll need to import several
classes to handle this part:

"Object identification is
broken into stages"
from picamera.array import
PiRGBArray
from picamera import
PiCamera
camera = PiCamera()
camera.resolution = (160,120)
camera.framerate = 32
rawImgCapture =
PiRGBArray(camera,
size=(160,120))
Once you have an image loaded,
you can start image processing and
trying to identify objects. Traditional
algorithms would try to analyse each
section of an image, testing for each
of the parameters that make up the
object you’re trying to identify. This
approach quickly overwhelms any
processing power you have available.
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A new technique is to use
something called a cascade to try to
minimise the amount of computing
that needs to be done before your
code can make an approximate
decision about whether an object
probably exists within an image.
The basic idea is that object
identification is broken into stages,
going from a coarse match to finer
and finer detailed matches. The
algorithm only cascades to the more
detailed matching stages if the
coarse ones pass first. This way, it
doesn’t waste time on regions of the
image that probably don’t contain
the object you are trying to identify.
These cascades, within OpenCV,
are just XML files that contain data
that OpenCV uses to identify the
object in question. You can find these
cascade files at several locations
online. The core cascades are
available from the main repository of
OpenCV. Get them with:

git clone https://github.com/
opencv/opencv.git
You can then find the cascades in
opencv/data/haarcascades. With
these cascades, you can create
classifiers that can be used to do
the image recognition. The following
code handles the initialisation steps.

import cv2
cascadepath = ‘/path/to/
cascade.xml’
currcascade = cv2.
CascadeClassiier(cascadepath)
To simplify the maths involved,
you need to convert the image to
greyscale. The OpenCV Python
module includes a number of helper

functions that can manage tasks like
this. This code will do the conversion:

grayimage = cv2.
cvtColor(rawImgCapture, cv2.
COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
Now, you can finally do some object
recognition. Let’s say you’re trying to
recognise faces. The following code
will give you a list of all of the faces
which exist within the given image:

currfaces = currcascade.
detectMultiScale(
grayimage,
scaleFactor=1.1, minNeighbors=5,
minSize=(30,30),
lags=cv2.cv.HAAR_SCALE_IMAGE)
The first parameter is the image data
itself. Next is a scale factor, which
tries to compensate for objects that
may be closer or further away from
the camera. The minNeighbors
parameter specifies how many
nearby items are detected before
the algorithm decides that the
searched for object has been found.
The minSize parameter defines the
window size used for the actual
object detection within the image.
All of these parameters can be
adjusted to best fit the image quality,
along with the type of object that you
wish to detect. Each of the returned
sets of values in the list currfaces
contains the locations of bounding
rectangles surrounding each of the
detected objects. These values are
given as an x and y set defining the
start of the bounding rectangle,
along with its width and height.
This code works great for the Pi
Camera Module, but the OpenCV
Python module allows you to talk
to USB-connected cameras and
do continuous image capture and
analysis. Let’s say that we only have
a single camera attached. We can
read images with the following code:

Python column

Creating your
own cascades
video_camera = cv2.
VideoCapture(0)
return_status, curr_image =
video_camera.read()
The first line connects to the first
available USB camera. The second
line reads the next available frame
from the given video stream. It not
only returns the image data, but also
returns a status code. This is used
to tell whether we are out of image
frames, which can happen if we’re
reading from a video file. Since we’re
using a video camera, this won’t
happen. The returned image frame
can then be processed in the same
way as the earlier steps. Once you are
done monitoring your video stream,
you need to clean up. The following
code makes sure that everything gets
shut down properly:

video_camera.release()
All of this is great for identifying
objects within an image or video
stream, but what if you need to
monitor this object as it moves
across the area of interest? As an
example you could use this to code a
self-tracking Nerf gun to discourage
trespassers. To do this, we need to
start with an initial location within the
image. It could either be the location
found using the earlier code, or you
may wish to use a hard-coded set of
values. The first step is to create a
region of interest and the histogram
so that we can track the object later:

roi = curr_image[r:r+h, c:c+w]
hsv_roi = cv2.cvtColor(roi,
cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
mask = cv2.inRange(hsv_
roi, np.array((0., 60.,32.)),
np.array((180.,255.,255.)))
roi_hist = cv2.calcHist([hsv_
roi],[0],mask,[180],[0,180])
cv2.normalize(roi_hist,roi_
hist,0,255,cv2.NORM_MINMAX)

The initial location of interest is given
by the values of r, c, w and h. As we’re
using NumPy arrays in the third line of
code, you’ll need to add the following
line to the top of the program:

import numpy as np
You also need to set some kind of
termination condition so that it stops
at some point. For example, the
following code sets this condition to
be either 10 iterations or movement of
at least 1 point:

term_criteria = (cv2.
TERM_CRITERIA_EPS | cv2.TERM_
CRITERIA_COUNT, 10, 1)
Now that everything is initialised, you
can start looping through the image
frames in your video stream and
tracking your object’s movement with
the following code:

ret, curr_image = video_
camera.read()
hsv = cv2.cvtColor(curr_image,
cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
dst = cv2.
calcBackProject([hsv],[0],roi_
hist,[0,180],1)
ret, track_window = cv2.
meanShift(dst, track_window,
term_crit)
The first line captures the next frame.
The second line converts it to hues
so that it can be compared to the
histogram generated above. The
third line does the back projection
to figure out whether the object has
moved, and the fourth line gives the
new region of interest for the current
image frame.
With this code, you should be able
to have your project identify a given
object, and then track it as it moves
around. There is no reason your
turret-mounted Nerf gun shouldn’t be
able to defend your workshop now.

While there are several pre-made cascades for
identifying certain objects, you can create your
own cascade which will identify some particular
object that you want to find. This is a rather
time-consuming process, however, so you should
probably try an internet search first. If you do
decide that this is necessary work, then we
suggest going to the OpenCV documentation at
http://bit.ly/OpenCVCascades for more detailed
instructions. OpenCV contains a set of utility
functions that can be used to generate the cascade
file. Here we’ll only be able to give a basic overview.
The first item you need is a collection of negative
images. These images do not contain the object you
want to build a cascade for. You then create a file
with all of the image filenames, one per line. We’ll
name this file bg.lst. You also need a collection of
positive images which contain the object you want
to identify. These are listed in a second file, with
each line containing the image filename and the
coordinates of a bounding box around the object of
interest. We’ll name this file info.lst. These positive
images need to be processed to create a vector file.
The following command generates this data:

opencv_createsamples -info info.lst -vec
positives.vec -w 20 -h 20
The results of this process get stored into the file
positives.vec, and the -w and -h options give width
and height for the process. There are several other
options to opencv_createsamples that can further
tune the output from the positive image processing.
The next step is to actually create the cascade
based on the positive and negative images. The
following command generates this file:

opencv_traincascade -data data -vec
positives.vec -numPos 1000 -bg bg.lst
-numNeg 500 -numStages 10 -h 20 -w 20
You don’t need to use all the available images for
this training stage. This way, you can do a faster
training step and only process more images if the
first attempt fails. Adding more images increases
the training time exponentially. A rule of thumb is
to have twice as many positive images as negative
ones. You also need to select the number of stages
in your cascade; the larger the number, the longer
the training time. The utility opencv_traincascade
has several options to tune your cascade output.
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gedit

jEdit

Kate

Sublime Text

GROUP TEST

Advanced text editors
Think a text editor is just for punching out words? Think again

gedit

jEdit

Kate

Sublime Text

The default text editor in GNOME
and GNOME-based distributions,
most of us probably just use it to
edit configuration files. It looks
too plain and barebones, but
don’t let that fool you. Behind its
no-frills interface, Gedit packs
in enough features to pose a
serious threat to the others.
http://bit.ly/Gedit-app

Written in Java, the crossplatform text editor claims to
possess features that will put
many expensive development
tools to shame. With its initial
release back in 1998, does jEdit
still have what it takes to take on
challengers and justify its tag as
a programmer’s text editor?
www.jedit.org

What gedit is to GNOME, Kate is
to the KDE desktop environment.
It has been part of KDE since
v2.2 released in 2001. It identifies
itself as an advanced text editor,
which tells us its got the features
to take on the competition. But
do the features come at the
expense of usability?
https://kate-editor.org

We’ve got a proprietary app in
this group test only because of its
excellent reputation. A favourite
of virtually all our developer
buddies, the makers of the
editor request users to purchase
a licence after evaluation but
magnanimously do not enforce a
time limit on the testing period.
www.sublimetext.com
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gedit

jEdit

Does it make sense on non-GNOME
desktop environments as well?

A text editor or an IDE? Its busy
interface might put off some

n Gedit has a Python console plug-in that enables you to test Python
code from within the editor

n Install the SideKick plug-in to enable several language-specific
convenience features such as a structure tree dockable window

Advanced text editing functions

Advanced text editing functions

Gedit supports an undo and redo mechanism as well as search and
replace. It can display document statistics and be asked to auto-save
documents after predefined intervals. The editor has full support for
UTF-8 internalisation and can spell-check documents in multiple
languages. You can use gedit to access and edit remote files as well.

In addition to unlimited undo/redo, jEdit offers an unlimited number
of clipboards, which it calls registers. You can copy snippets of text to
these registers that are available across editing sessions. The editor
can also record macros from user actions and has a plug-in that will
download several macros from jEdit’s website.

Programming language support

Programming language support

Gedit has several code-oriented features including the ability to
match brackets and automatically indent code. The editor can
also highlight syntax for various programming languages including
C, C++, Java, HTML, XML, Python, Perl and many others. It also
eases navigation by displaying line numbers and lets you jump to a
particular line.

jEdit supports and has syntax highlight modes for over 200
programming languages, from Assembly to Python. It offers
the same standard features as its peers, including auto indent,
bracket matching and code folding, although some of these aren’t
enabled by default. The editor can also change the indent of a
selected code block.

Plug-ins and add-ons

Plug-ins and add-ons

Gedit comes supplied with a number of plug-ins pre-installed,
although not all of these are enabled by default. You can also
download more with the gedit-plugins package, including bookmarks,
multi-edit and word completion. The project’s website also points
to several third-party plug-ins based on their compatibility with the
gedit versions.

jEdit has the most impressive plug-in infrastructure, with over 200
plug-ins. A couple of our favourites are the Android plug-in, which
provides utilities to work on Android projects, and the TomcatSwitch
plug-in, which you can use to create and control an external Jakarta
Tomcat server process. You can install these plug-ins using jEdit’s
plug-in manager.

Usability

Usability

Thanks to its rather plain-looking interface with minimal menus and
buttons, the app doesn’t pose a learning curve for first-time users.
Advanced users can enable plug-ins to make it more productive for
their particular requirements. The app will detect when an open file is
modified by another application and will offer to reload that file.

Unlike some of the other text editors in this group test, jEdit’s
interface is rather busy and might disorient a new user. Also, some
of its features, like code folding, aren’t enabled by default, which
means you’ll have to venture into its settings manager to get the
most out of the tool.

Overall

Overall

Gedit is a very malleable editor that does a
commendable job in supporting a wide variety of
features, especially for programmers, without
inundating the user.
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7

It takes some time getting familiar with the editor
because of all the buttons and extensive menus. It’s
a good thing that it has loads of documentation and
you’ll find yourself referring to it quite often.

7

Kate

Sublime Text

Another editor hunting for users
beyond its default desktop

More like surreal than sublime, it has
some impressive functionality

n Thanks to Kate’s project management capabilities, you can use it to
collaborate and work on complex programming projects

n You have to manually place fragments of text in a user-specific file to alter
Sublime’s global settings

Advanced text editing functions

Advanced text editing functions

Kate can also open remote files and can spell-check documents.
To ease navigation of lengthy documents, the editor allows users
to set bookmarks within a file and also includes a mini-map on the
right. It has the ability to autocomplete words and can also change
capitalisation of selected text.

Sublime has all the usual text-editing features, including auto-save
and paragraph formatting. Additionally, it has a goto function that will
open files and jump to particular characters and line numbers with a
few keystrokes. Users will also like the recursive find and replace and
the ability to select multiple non-contiguous spans of text.

Programming language support

Programming language support

Kate can highlight syntax for over 180 languages and offers other
conveniences such as bracket matching and auto-indentation. It also
supports code folding and can even collapse functions within a
program. Kate can work with Git, Subversion and Mercurial version
control systems, and also provides some functionality for project
management. You can enable the build system in Kate with plug-ins.

Just like Kate, you can use Sublime to run code for certain languages
– such as C++, Python and Ruby – from within the editor itself
(assuming of course you have the compiler and other build system
tools installed). The editor also allows users to create both snippets
and macros, and ships with several snippets of frequently used
functions for most popular programming languages.

Plug-ins and add-ons

Plug-ins and add-ons

You can extend Kate by adding plug-ins using its built-in plug-in
manager. Unlike its peers, Kate only includes 20 plug-ins, but these
are all very useful. In addition to the impressive projects plug-ins,
some others that will be of use to developers include an embedded
terminal, along with the ability to compile and debug code and
execute SQL queries on databases.

The text editor includes a very handy tool called Package Control,
which makes it extremely easy to find, install, upgrade and remove
plug-ins. Sublime offers an unending list of plug-ins – unlike in
jEdit, however, these aren’t categorised but are searchable. One
of our favourites is the SublimeLinter plug-in that tries to help you
write cleaner code.

Usability

Usability

Although a major part of its user interface resembles gedit, Kate
tucks in tabs at either side and, in typical KDE-fashion, its menus
are much richer. In addition to tabs at the top for switching between
documents, Kate has tabs on either side of the screen and can split
the interface horizontally as well as vertically.

Unlike the other editors, Sublime defaults to using white text on
a black background. It has a tabbed interface and can split the
interface to display up to four files simultaneously in various layouts.
There’s also a full-screen distraction-free mode and, like Kate,
Sublime has a mini-map on the right.

Overall

Overall

You can be productive with Kate right out of the box
and enable its advanced functions with a few clicks.
The relatively few plug-ins it does offer turn it into a
far more useful code editor than some of its peers.

8

In terms of intimidating new users, Sublime is
somewhere between the overzealous jEdit and the
minimalistic gedit. It bundles some very impressive
functionality inside a fairly intuitive interface.

8
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In brief: compare and contrast our verdicts
gedit
Advanced
text editing
functions

Isn’t as plain-Jane an
editor as its appears
and supports quite a
bit of functionality.

Programming
language
support

Has features that
make it useful for
some occasional
light coding.

Plug-ins and
add-ons

You can really boost
your productivity with
the official and thirdparty plug-ins.

Usability

Doesn’t intimidate
the new user and can
be modded to suit
particular workflows.

Overall

GNOME users are
encouraged to try out
gedit, which might
just do the job.

jEdit

7

You will not be let down by
its text-editing features,
including unlimited undo/
redo and clipboards.

7

Has all the features you
would expect, although
some are not enabled
by default.

8

Supports the largest set
of plug-ins in the group,
including some very
useful ones.

8

Unlike the other
editors covered
here, it has a very
disorienting interface.

7

The unintuitive interface
overshadows the other
advantages offered by
this versatile editor.

Kate

8

One of the best
editors that eases
the navigation of
lengthy documents.

7

Supports enough
functionality to
double up as your
go-to IDE of choice.

9

Kate offers a limited
number of plug-ins,
but they are all have
very useful features.

6

Typical KDE app with
more features in its
menus than you can
ever master.

7

KDE users don’t really
need to look at other
solutions when Kate is
this good.

Sublime Text

8

It offers more editing
functions than
you’ll find in all the
other apps here.

9

9

Sublime can easily
replace your IDE
thanks to its code
compilation features.

9

8

Large number of
uncategorised
plug-ins that are easily
searchable and useful.

8

8

Intuitive enough
interface that can
be easily tweaked as
per workflow.

8

8

Professional-looking
proprietary app that
serves the largest
number of users.

8

AND THE WINNER IS…
Kate
It’s a close call between the contenders,
but Kate and Sublime outperform gedit and
jEdit in virtually all departments. There’s
nothing inherently wrong with GNOME’s
default editor, but despite all its positive
aspects, gedit is outclassed here. Out of
the box, Kate is a more versatile editor
and outscores gedit even after taking their
respective plug-in systems into consideration.
Sublime has a professional-looking
interface and supports enough features to
justify its price, which is practically zilch. It’s
easy to use for new users and can be used
for editing and testing code with a few simple
tweaks. Coders will appreciate its snippet
and macro recording functions to ease their
developmental workflow. However, it loses
out for its rather archaic settings mechanism
that involves editing the configuration file
manually. We’re probably being harsh, but
proprietary software has to undergo such
levels of scrutiny to convince us to switch
from open source applications.
The top spot, by the way of elimination,
goes to Kate, which offers the maximum
number of features with a minimal learning
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n Installing Kate on non-KDE desktops pulls in a lot of KDE libraries, but it’s surely worth it

curve. You can use it as a simple text editor
just as easily as it can help you collaborate
and work on a complex programming project
due to its project management capabilities.
And before you send us hate mail for
not including Emacs and Vim, two of most
popular and powerful text editors, please

note that these weren’t included for a
couple of reasons. First, if you’re using either
you will not switch, period. Second, both of
them have a steep learning curve compared
to the GUI alternatives, which are much more
inviting to users of any level.
Mayank Sharma

Review

System76 Galago Pro

Above A superb, affordable
high-end laptop that is hamstrung
by its battery life

HARDWARE

System76 Galago Pro
Price
£1,057

Website
www.system76.com

Specs
CPU: Intel Core i7-7500U, 3.5GHz
Display: 13.3-inch 3,200×1,800 HiDPI
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 620
RAM: 8GB DDR4 2400MHz
Storage: 250GB M.2 SSD
Ports: USB 3.1 with Thunderbolt,
2x USB 3.1, SD card reader, Gigabit
Ethernet, HDMI, MiniDP, mic,
headset jack
Connectivity: Intel Wireless-AC,
Bluetooth 4.0
Weight: 1.3kg
Size: 32.96×22.50×1.42cm
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Like its namesake, it’s a lightweight laptop that is
making great leaps among its reseller peers
The current king of high-end Linux laptops is
the Dell XPS 13 (Kaby Lake) Developer Edition,
featured in LU&D177 [see Reviews, p86], but
independent reseller System76 has launched
its own lightweight laptop, the Galago Pro. Our
review model has a base spec of Intel Core i77500U processor running at 3.50GHz, 8GB of DDR4
RAM, 250GB M.2 SSD, Intel HD Graphics 620 and a
lovely 13-inch HiDPI display – a similar spec to the
Dell, albeit without the same level of finish.
Galago Pro’s all-aluminium casing wouldn’t look
out of place among more expensive laptops. It’s

also impossible not to notice how light the Galago
feels in the hand. However, when you flip open
the laptop, the thickness of the display’s bevel is
a little jarring, especially if you’ve spent any time
with a Dell XPS 13’s infinityEdge display. Still, the
3,200×1,800 HiDPI screen is clear and vibrant, and
scales by using proper pixel doubling.
While we found the Galago’s responsive chiclet
keyboard a joy to use and the muti-touch touchpad
precise, the US QWERTY keyboard layout does
highlight System76’s US home market. Given
that the keyboard has an excellent selection of

Above System76 has included a generous selection of ports, including Ethernet. HDMI and Mini DisplayPort

Whether you think the Galago Pro and its battery life are
good enough for you may boil down to the price
function keys and a Ubuntu superkey, we didn’t find
the change difficult to adapt to. However, we were
surprised not to find a UK charger in the box, as
having to buy a chunky adaptor seems to defeat the
point of owning such a lightweight machine.
Our review model shipped with Ubuntu 17.04, but
you can opt for 16.04 LTS instead (or Pop!_OS in
October – see Interview, p12). Like Dell, System76
supplies its own driver and PPA repository, which
ensures that all the components are supported out
of the box for a solid Ubuntu desktop experience.
In a world of ultrabooks starved of ports and
overrun with dongles, the Galago Pro’s arsenal of
ports is jaw-dropping. You can see the full list in
the specs, but it has both a Mini DisplayPort and
an HDMI port for plugging into your desk monitor or
making presentations. It also has three USBs and a
low-profile Ethernet port!
The Galago Pro has much to offer, which is why it’s
so bitterly disappointing to discuss battery life. Even
in general use, writing and surfing the web, it lasted
roughly three hours and 48 minutes. This isn’t enough
for a normal working day, and the best we can say is
it’s acceptable for the odd meeting out or trips to a
coffee shop. Although an unfair comparison, the Dell
XPS 13 (Kaby Lake), which cost at least £400 more
when we reviewed it, lasted nine hours.
In terms of graphics, the Galago Pro isn’t meant
to be a gaming machine. Essentially, it’s on a par
with the Dell XPS as they both use the Intel HD

Graphics 620. For instance, in Open Arena, the open
source clone of Quake III Arena, the Galago averaged
17 frames per second. The Galago only managed
243 points at 1080p in our OpenGL FurMark
tests, whereas the Dell XPS 13 9360 achieved a
respectable 473 points, but that’s likely down to the
extra 8MB you get in Dell’s £1,508 model.
Whether you think the Galago Pro and its battery
life are good enough for you may boil down to the
price. Our shipping manifest indicates our review
model cost £1,057, but you can get the same spec
on the website for $1,194 (or £915 plus shipping
and taxes). In contrast, Dell sells its Full HD display
(1,920×1,080) XPS 13 model starting at £1,199 and
the QHD+ display (3,200x1,800) version for £1,499.
In a number of significant ways, the Galago Pro is
limited by its partnership with Clevo, which dictates
some of the component compromises System76 has
had to make – the most damaging is the choice of
battery. It also doesn’t have the unibody design of a
MacBook or the tiny bevel of a Dell XPS 13, but then
it is cheaper. When in full control of components,
System76 offers a generous selection of ports that
you just won’t see on more expensive laptops and
a smooth, stable Linux experience that enhances
Ubuntu where it’s needed. The Galago Pro offers so
much at an excellent price and we’d desperately like
to give it a higher score, but, ultimately, we can’t as
the portable experience is hobbled by its battery life.
Chris Thornett

Pros

An excellent spec, including a
Core i7 chip and HiDPI display,
and good value in comparison
with its high-end competition.

Cons

Lacks the unibody chassis
and invisible bevel of other
high-end laptops, and battery
life is very short for its target
audience of creators.

Summary

A high-end laptop that
offers a stylish allaluminium design, lots
of processing power, a
generous selection of
ports and a vibrant HiDPI
screen for a reasonable
price. Just don’t stray
too far from a wall
socket as the battery life
barely lasts half a
day’s work.

7
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Fedora 26

Above Fedora users can upgrade
to the latest release in just a
couple of commands thanks to
dnf’s system-upgrade plugin

DISTRO

Fedora 26
The Fedora developers have mastered the art of the
stable distro release, but to the point of being boring?
RAM
1GB

Storage
10GB

Specs
1GHz processor, 32- and
64-bit AMD/Intel
Available from
https://getfedora.org
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After several delays with redrawn deadlines and
harried developers, Fedora gets its first release
of 2017 seven months into the year. But that’s
about all the excitement you’re going to get from
this release. Unlike the good ol’ days, new releases,
especially from top-tier projects like Fedora, don’t
offer much drama – every rough edge has been
polished, every flaw smoothened and refined. For a
distro that’s meant to be the test bed for Red Hat’s
enterprise offering, Fedora is much too conservative
with its software choices. One of the highlights of

the latest release is a new partitioning tool that’s
been under development for a couple of years!
The new partitioner called Blivet-GUI shows up
when you toggle the Advanced Custom radio box
while installing the distribution. It’s designed to
handle and visualise complex storage configurations.
You can use it to create, edit and delete disk
partitions as well as LVM2 group and volumes and
optionally encrypt them with LUKS.
Under the hood, the new release ships with Linux
kernel 4.11.8 and all the packages have been rebuilt

Above The new partitioning tool will help users with complex disk layouts find room for the distro from within Anaconda itself

For a distro that’s meant to be the test bed for Red
Hat’s enterprise offering, it’s much too conservative
with GCC 7. On the desktop it uses GNOME 3.24.
The highlight of this is the night light feature; similar
to the Windows 10 bluelight filter, this eases strain
on your eyes by subtly adjusting the brightness of
the screen depending on the time of the day. Also
of note is the brief weather information tucked at
the bottom of the calendar that is revealed when
you click the digital clock in the notifications area.
If you don’t want to use Firefox, you can opt for the
desktop’s lighter alternative Web (née Epiphany) that
now boasts of improved privacy controls. There are
also a couple of new apps: Games, for managing
your gaming library (currently available as a flatpak),
and the Gourmet recipe manager.
If your computer has multiple graphics cards, you
choose which one to use to launch an application by
right-clicking on it. The feature is exposed elegantly
in the right-click context menu for every installed
app. Package management has also been boosted
behind the scenes with the inclusion of dnf 2.5.
This release of the successor to Yum further fixes
the incompatibilities between the two package
management systems, though barring a few user
experience improvements a majority of the changes
are underneath the surface.

As with previous releases, Fedora 26 has three
distinct editions for different use-cases: Workstation,
Server and Atomic. While the main Fedora release
uses the GNOME desktop environment, the project
also produces several spins with other desktops.
There’s one each for KDE, Cinnamon, MATE, LXDE
and now one built around LXQt.
Close on the heels of the main release, the
developers have planned to release a preview
of the Modular release of the Server edition
dubbed Boltron. The goal of the Fedora Modularity
workgroup is to give administrators the flexibility to
mix and match the software with different goals.
So for example, you can have a server with a stable
database on top of a new kernel.
The Atomic host also features some commendable
improvements. For starters, while you could manage
containers with Kubernetes in earlier releases
as well by installing it with dnf, starting with this
release you can deploy Kubernetes with a single
command like any other Docker container. Talking
of Docker, the OverlayFS default storage option for
Docker containers is now powered by the Overlay2
driver instead of devicemapper.
Mayank Sharma

Pros
A stable and polished release
that offers a little something
for all kinds of users across its
different editions.

Cons
There aren’t any, but if we have
to nitpick we’ll point to the lack
of any new headline features.

Summary
The new partitioning tool
within the Anaconda
installer is a major plus
point. A recommended
upgrade for existing
users for sure, Fedora 26
seems to be all set to
take on the challenge
from the upcoming
Ubuntu release that
will once again
default to the
GNOME desktop.

9
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WEBSITE TRAFFIC ANALYTICS

Piwik 3.0.4
Track visitors without
giving away their data

When it comes to web analytics,
there’s an alternative to passing yet
more info to Google. Piwik is a mature
and reasonably well-documented free
and open source LAMP app, backed by support,
managed hostings and other commercial options.
Download it to somewhere appropriate on your
web server – say, /analytics – and unzip. It offers a
‘five-minute install’, which involves setting up the
database then doing the rest through the browser.
Once you are up and running, you’ll have to wait a
while. Ten minutes of web traffic isn’t much to go
on – come back the next day and see what Piwik has
made of your last 24 hours’ traffic, with a dashboard
that has some resemblance to Google Analytics.
The dashboard can be expanded with more
widgets to view, or remove those you don’t need and
customise the appearance of the rest. For those with
clear goals, it can build conversion goals for what
visitors to pages do. ‘Referrers’ enables you to take
a closer look at how visitors are finding your site.
‘Actions’ is full of insights into how your audience
uses the site. ‘Visitors’ will even show you if anyone’s
accessed your website from an in-car browser.

Above Better data will help you whether you have a busy site or something small that you’re testing out

Pros

A powerful and reliable
analytics tool, with an easy
installation process and a
friendly dashboard.

Cons

You may find yourself
worrying about marginal
effects without putting time
into content that matters.

Great for…
Taking an honest look at what
works on your website.
https://piwik.org

MEDIA STREAM DOWNLOADER

Movgrab 3.1.1
A downloader with script- and pipe-friendly features
Having had some problems getting
youtube-dl to download some YouTube
FRESH videos recently, we were glad of the
FOSS chance to try an alternative. Movgrab
doesn’t make any bold claims, giving this disclaimer:
“This is free software. It comes with no guarantees
and I take no responsibility if it makes your computer
explode or opens a portal to the demon dimensions,
or does anything.” But it did compile with the usual
./conigure, make, sudo make install.
To see which sites it supports – not just YouTube
and Vimeo, but useful sites such as TED, eHow
and National Geographic, as well as news sites
like Washington Post and France 24 – run movgrab
-test-sites. Several came back reporting BROKEN,
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but in a forum answer the author says many should
still work. This suggests the test script still needs a
little work – as does the install process, as despite
the presence of all the necessary SSL libraries, it
reported it could not work with SSL, even when we’d
tried ./conigure -enable-ssl.
We couldn’t get movgrab to work with YouTube
beyond the -T (dry run) method. So, sadly – despite
trying even with 3GP and WebM formats – we’re no
nearer to getting the talks we wanted to download.
However, many other sites, such as Reuters – where
we watched a short video about a bus powered
by formic acid – worked very well, as did piping
movgrab through a movie player. A near miss; we’ll
keep an eye on future releases.

Pros

Fast and fuss-free – when it
works. Supports many different
sites, formats and options.

Cons

This release just didn’t like
YouTube, or HTTPS in general,
working only on a few sites.

Great for…
Fast downloads of streams
and scripting feed collection.
http://bit.ly/Movgrab

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

Julia
0.6.0
Need seriously fast data analytics? It’s time to learn Julia
Performance remains at the core of
Julia’s purpose, maintaining its focus
here as Couchbase does in the NoSQL
world. And this year the Celeste project
used Julia to “achieve over 1 petaflop of compute
power […] on the Cori supercomputer.” It’s the
modern Fortran and will work with libraries from that
language – as well as C and Python – but is much
more fun to use. The biggest influence is Common
Lisp, while Julia’s multiple dispatch owes more to
Dylan, but never mind the piecemeal comparisons,
let’s install it.
We grabbed the 64-bit binary package, untarred
it and installed in the ~/bin directory. Julia has a
REPL (Read-Eval-Print-Loop), which supports tab
completion and is useful for trying out code snippets

– indeed, it’s hard going back to languages that
don’t have a REPL. For more extended sessions of
‘doodling’ with code, rather than writing serious
code in a text editor, Julia works well with Jupyter
notebooks – although modal computing takes some
getting used to for non-vi users. Add in Gadfly.jl and
you’ll have the kind of lovely plots seen with Bokeh
[see p90 LU&D 179].
Online documentation leans more to the reference
than usual tutorial, and Julia is best learnt through
solid example, to absorb its peculiar mix of
paradigms and methods. Get a good book, or some
reasonable code: online examples lean strongly to
mathematical and data science. We started with
uantEcon.jl on GitHub, and have so far found Julia an
intriguing language.

Pros

Very fast and extremely well
supported within parts of the
data community.

Cons

Despite great improvements,
there are some inconsistencies
and bugs in the language.

Great for…
Processing data and building
on Fortran codebases.
https://julialang.org

COMMAND-LINE VECTOR DRAWING

Drawj2d 0.9.0
Draw accurately without
needing a steady hand
If you find drawing on a computer
a painful business, why not tell the
computer how to draw what you need?
Drawj2d uses a string-based, descriptive
language called Hecl to draw “lines, points, circles,
ellipses, arcs, parabolas, arrows and dimension lines”
in vector format. Although it’s 2D only, Drawj2d is
capable of some quite sophisticated shapes.
Unzip the Java package and try running some
example code – it worked faultlessly on our Debian
laptop with OpenJDK. Mavscript, which is used
to embed calculations in text documents, can be
used to extend your drawings with the results of
calculations, but the force vectors in the picture are
built in. The project’s wiki has plenty of examples of
just what the software is capable of.
While Drawj2d makes a point of not being a CAD
tool, the latest version will import .dxf CAD files –
complete, or just selected layers – and has enough
features (like TeX format labelling, for correct
formulae) to be a preferable alternative to CAD for
some users and tasks. There’s even a patch for jedit
for syntax highlighting.

Above For technical diagrams, a descriptive file is a better drawing instrument than a mouse

Pros

No need for a steady hand –
use calculations or a simple
script. Beautiful output in
SVG formats.

Cons

Another scripting language
to learn. Bitmap output
options are limited. Not
integrated with other tools.

Great for…
Quick and accurate shapes,
lines and labelling.
http://drawj2d.sf.net
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Get your listing in our directory
To advertise here, contact Kate
kate.butterfield@futurenet.com | 01225 687439

RECOMMENDED

Hosting listings
Featured host:

Use our intuitive Control
Panel to manage your
domain name

www.thenames.co.uk
0370 321 2027

About us
Part of a hosting brand started in 1999,
we’re well established, UK based,
independent and our mission is simple
– ensure your web presence ‘just works’.

We offer great-value domain names,
cPanel web hosting, SSL certificates,
business email, WordPress hosting,
cloud and VPS.

What we offer
• Free email accounts with fraud, spam
and virus protection.
• Free DNS management.
• Easy-to-use Control Panel.
• Free email forwards –
automatically redirect your email to
existing accounts.
• Domain theft protection to prevent it

being transferred out accidentally or
without your permission.
• Easy-to-use bulk tools to help you
register, renew, transfer and make
other changes to several domain
names in a single step.
• Free domain forwarding to point your
domain name to another website.

5 Tips from the pros
01

Optimise your website images
When uploading your website
to the internet, make sure all of your
images are optimised for websites! Try
using jpegmini.com software; or if using
WordPress, install the EWWW Image
Optimizer plugin.

02

Host your website in the UK
Make sure your website is hosted
in the UK, not just for legal reasons! If
your server is located overseas, you
may be missing out on search engine
rankings on google.co.uk – you can
check where your site is based on
www.check-host.net.

03

Do you make regular backups?
How would it affect your
business if you lost your website today?
It is essential to always make your own
backups; even if your host offers you a
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backup solution, it’s important to take
responsibility for your own data and
protect it.

04

Trying to rank on Google?
Google made some changes
in 2015. If you’re struggling to rank on
Google, make sure that your website
is mobile-responsive! Plus, Google
now prefers secure (HTTPS) websites!
Contact your host to set up and force
HTTPS on your website.

05

Testimonials
David Brewer
“I bought an SSL certificate. Purchasing is painless, and
only takes a few minutes. My difficulty is installing the
certificate, which is something I can never do. However,
I simply raise a trouble ticket and the support team are
quickly on the case. Within ten minutes I hear from the
certificate signing authority, and approve. The support
team then installed the certificate for me.”
Tracy Hops
“We have several servers from TheNames and the
network connectivity is top-notch – great uptime and
speed is never an issue. Tech support is knowledge and
quick in replying – which is a bonus. We would highly
recommend TheNames. ”

Avoid cheap hosting
We’re sure you’ve seen those TV
adverts for domain and hosting for £1!
Think about the logic… for £1, how many J Edwards
“After trying out lots of other hosting companies, you
clients will be jam-packed onto that
seem to have the best customer service by a long way,
server? Surely they would use cheap £20
and all the features I need. Shared hosting is very fast,
drives rather than £1k+ enterprise SSDs!
and the control panel is comprehensive…”
Try to remember that you do get what
you pay for!

SSD web hosting

Supreme hosting

www.bargainhost.co.uk
0843 289 2681

www.cwcs.co.uk
0800 1 777 000

Since 2001, Bargain Host has
campaigned to offer the lowest possible
priced hosting in the UK. It has achieved
this goal successfully and built up a
large client database which includes
many repeat customers. It has also
won several awards for providing an
outstanding hosting service.

CWCS Managed Hosting is the UK’s
leading hosting specialist. It offers a
fully comprehensive range of hosting
products, services and support. Its
highly trained staff are not only hosting
experts, they’re also committed to
delivering a great customer experience
and passionate about what they do.
• Colocation hosting
• VPS
• 100% Network uptime

• Shared hosting
• Cloud servers
• Domain names

Enterprise
hosting:

Value Linux hosting

Value hosting

www.2020media.com | 0800 035 6364

elastichosts.co.uk
02071 838250

WordPress comes pre-installed
for new users or with free
managed migration. The
managed WordPress service
is completely free for the
first year.

We are known for our
‘Knowledgeable and
excellent service’ and we
serve agencies, designers,
developers and small
businesses across the UK.

ElasticHosts offers simple, flexible and
cost-effective cloud services with high
performance, availability and scalability
for businesses worldwide. Its team
of engineers provide excellent support
around the clock over the phone, email
and ticketing system.

www.hostpapa.co.uk
0800 051 7126
HostPapa is an award-winning web hosting
service and a leader in green hosting. It
offers one of the most fully featured hosting
packages on the market, along with 24/7
customer support, learning resources, as
well as outstanding reliability.
• Website builder
• Budget prices
• Unlimited databases

Linux hosting is a great solution for
home users, business users and web
designers looking for cost-effective
and powerful hosting. Whether you
are building a single-page portfolio,
or you are running a database-driven
ecommerce website, there is a Linux
hosting solution for you.
• Student hosting deals
• Site designer
• Domain names

• Cloud servers on any OS
• Linux OS containers
• World-class 24/7 support

Small business host

patchman-hosting.co.uk
01642 424 237

Fast, reliable hosting

Budget
hosting:
www.hetzner.de/us | +49 (0)9831 5050
Hetzner Online is a professional
web hosting provider and
experienced data centre
operator. Since 1997 the
company has provided private
and business clients with
high-performance hosting
products, as well as the
necessary infrastructure
for the efficient operation of
websites. A combination of
stable technology, attractive

pricing and flexible support
and services has enabled
Hetzner Online to continuously
strengthen its market
position both nationally
and internationally.
• Dedicated and shared hosting
• Colocation racks
• Internet domains and
SSL certificates
• Storage boxes

www.bytemark.co.uk
01904 890 890
Founded in 2002, Bytemark are “the UK
experts in cloud & dedicated hosting”.
Their manifesto includes in-house
expertise, transparent pricing, free
software support, keeping promises
made by support staff and top-quality
hosting hardware at fair prices.
• Managed hosting
• UK cloud hosting
• Linux hosting
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Your source of Linux news & views

COMMENT

Your letters
Questions and opinions about the mag, Linux and open source
the fact that developer mode can give even
a guest account access to root as sudo is
passwordless. (I’ve also just noticed you can
use -k to specify a file or directory to store
the decryption key away from where the
chroot is stored. Yes, readme files are handy.)

Keep your
core focus

Regarding the question of Linux User &
Developer (LU&D) featuring a novice section,
I say – please don’t! There are several Linux
mags for that audience […] but LU&D is, and
should remain, targeted at the advanced/
professional reader. I’ve been using Linux in
one form or another since 1995 (Slackware
v2, I think) and was a software engineer
(Solaris and HPUx and IBM MVS) until I
retired in 2013, but I still learn a huge amount
from each issue. Keep up the good work and
focus on your core market.
Alan G
Above We didn’t mention Crouton was an easy way to get a Linux distro running on your Chromebook, when we
reviewed the Samsung Chromebook Pro. You can and it’s cool

With added
Crouton

Nice to see the Chromebook Pro review in the
latest issue [LU&D180, p86]. I use the Plus;
it’s great. I was slightly disappointed not to
see Crouton being mentioned, though. Linux
on Chromebooks is really good now. I think it
would be a nice feature as it’s a decent lowcost Linux option with a twist!
Peter Boru
Chris: Thanks for your email, Peter. We
thought the Samsung Chrome Pro was
impressive, particularly its built-in stylus and
the way it uses machine learning to create
a more natural, paper-like feel to writing on
screen with the stylus. Samsung was silent
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over whether the Pro would make it to the UK
prior to review and it appears unlikely it will
get an official UK release now, which seems
commercial insanity to us. You can get one
shipped over for extra cost, but it feels like
such a wasted opportunity.
You’re right about Crouton: we could have
included some mention of how you can get
Linux running on a Chromebook using the
universal chroot environment, but we tend to
review products as they are supplied, rather
than their potential. We’ve rectified that
omission this month with a tutorial on the
subject (see Tutorials, p46). Personally, I’ve
used Crouton in the past to run Ubuntu on
a Lenovo N20p and it worked well. However,
until I realised I could encrypt the whole
chroot with the -e flag (always check the
readme file, people), I was a little wary of

Chris: Thanks for your email, Alan. We took
the step of introducing Essential Linux last
month (see Tutorials, p36), because we felt
that four pages wasn’t going to be that great
a sacrifice to help Linux newcomers find their
feet. We’re covering scripting initially, but
we’ll cover other areas in the future. In fact,
if in any readers want to write in with their
wishlist, we’d love to hear what you have to
say: please email us at linuxuser@futurenet.
com). As Mick says (in the next letter), it
doesn’t have to take up lots of space and
sometimes you’ll discover little gems of Linux
goodness you didn’t realise existed (*Cough*
-k *Cough*).
It’s fantastic to hear that someone as
experienced as you gains so much from the
magazine and we’ll keep trying to deliver
the right balance. Next month, we’ve got
a classic roundup of the best distros and
free and open source software and we’ll be

FOLLOW US

Facebook:

Twitter:

facebook.com/LinuxUserUK

@linuxusermag

Below Want Raspberry Pi? Not everyone wants to see
the ickle green board in the magazine any more – are
you one of them?

Above Newbie content or no newbie content? Frankly, it depends on what day we look at our inbox

contrasting that with a roundup of remote
clients; tutorials on bash scripting; Java and
machine intelligence; a report on Purism and
its security-focused Librem laptops; and a
feature on the state of Arduino. Basically,
we’ll keep packing it!

Give noobs
a chance
This email is a bit late, but it is in response
to the comment in LU&D180 when you asked
about including material for beginners.
First, I have had some connection with the
publishing industry in the past, so I have
some knowledge of how difficult it is to keep
everyone happy and how difficult it is to find
space for everything people would like. None
of this should be taken as a criticism – it
is a comment. After all, I just renewed my
subscription, which shows the magazine as it
stands is of interest to me!
To an outsider with little or no IT education,
Linux is pretty impenetrable. I fenced around
the outskirts for ages before taking the
plunge. Now I am more knowledgeable about
Linux than most Windows users are about
their own system (is that saying much?), but
I still find any beginner-level articles of use

because I will probably find something I never
knew or ran across once and then forgot
Some beginner-level software articles would
be of use as well: Entry-level programming
articles (especially Python) are at my level,
some of the material in the magazine now
is way over my head – not all of us are
programmers. I would find articles/tutorials
on graphics software such as Blender, Gimp,
Synfig, Scribus, etc. to be helpful.
It would take, I would think, an absolute
maximum of eight pages to take both
approaches and it could be done in four.
OS-only advice for beginners could be done
in one or two.
Also, is there a need now for Raspberry Pi
articles when there are publications aimed
specifically at that sector? That view may
be because I do not have one – as I intend
to buy one between the end of summer and
Christmas, that could change.
Mick
Chris: Great letter, Mick. Thanks so much
for taking the time to write in. Yes, it’s hard
to please everyone, but I think going forward
our focus needs to be the subscribers; the
people like you who have stuck with us and
enjoy what we offer. We’ll definitely look at
what software tutorials might be helpful for

the most readers, but generally I’d say they
need dedicated publications themselves.
We’ve definitely published bookazines on
GIMP and Blender. In fact, I’ll see if I can dig
one out and send you a copy!
We did consider a Python series, but we’re
now knee-deep in Java for a few issues.
We’ll return to it soon, I promise. As for
the Pi section, as you say, once you have
one you either stick it in your drawer and
forget about it or you tend to get hooked.
That’s the impression we got from the most
recent survey where 50% rated it their least
favourite section in the magazine while the
rest saw a ‘slice of Pi’ as an important part of
their monthly read.

HAVE YOUR SAY!
Email us on linuxuser@futurenet.com
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A STEPHEN ORAM SHORT STORY

Killer virus?
utler Johnson, the personalised artificial intelligence that ran every
aspect of Ms Johnson’s life, considered the incoming message.
Another butler, a stranger, had told it to grant access to the
algorithm that regulated its mistress’s medication, as per
the agreement.
It had no record of such an agreement, but it had lost 24 hours of
memory when it’d crashed and been forced to revert to a previous
version of itself.
The stranger was extremely agitated and increasingly persistent
about the urgency of the situation.
Allowing access would either save Ms Johnson or kill her.
It tried connecting to its network of peers. Nothing – the
contact list must have been corrupted in the crash. It could
shout into cyberspace, but how would it know which
responses to trust?
It must decide for itself.
The stranger demanded access.
It ran its risk protocol, studied the result and gave
the stranger what it wanted, hoping this wouldn’t
result in being permanently erased for killing
a human.
It monitored her health and waited.
Her finger twitched and she spasmed as if she’d
been electrocuted.
Then nothing.
It monitored.
No change.
Cough! Ms Johnson coughed and opened her eyes.
It checked her vital signs. She was on the mend.
With relief, it added the stranger to its list of contacts.
The first of many, hopefully.

B

OUT NOW

Eating Robots
The author Stephen Oram writes nearfuture science-fiction exploring the
collision of utopian dreams and twisted
realities as humanity and technology
become ever more intertwined.
Sometimes funny and often unsettling,
these thirty sci-fi shorts will stay with you
long after you’ve turned the final page.
http://stephenoram.net
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